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MARS ORBITER CONCEPTUAL SYSTEMS DESIGN STUDY
FINAL REPORT
1. INTRODUCTION
This is the final report of the Mars Orbiter Conceptual Systems Design
Study performed by TRW from May to September, 1982, for NASA/Ames Research
Center under contract NAS2-11223. 'The purpose of the study is to develop
spacecraft system and subsystem designs at the conceptual level to perform
either of two Mars orbiter missions, a Climatology Mission and an Aeronomy
Mission. The objectives of these missions are to obtain and return
scientific data to increase our knowledge of the planet Mars.
1.1 MISSIONS
The Climatology Mission {using a low altitude circular orbit at Mars)
concentrates on surface and atmospheric characteristics, while the Aeronomy
Mission (elliptical orbit) emphasizes study of the composition of the
upper atmosphere and the characteristics of the Mars environment up to 4
planetary radii.
Both missions are presumed to use the 1988 Mars launch opportunity.
Major elements of the missions are as follows:
• Launch into low earth orbit by the Space Transportation System (STS)
• Injection from low earth orbit into an Earth-Mars transfer
trajectory by a spin-stabilized solid stage
• Approximately 200 days transit time from Earth to Mars
Mars orbit insertion by means of a solid motor carried by the
spacecraft
• Approximately 5-10 days to achieve the desired orbit
• Orbiter operations
t Orbiter operations have as a primary objective the acquisition and
return of scientific data taken by the payload instruments. While many
of the instruments take data continuously, there are still cycles which
must be observed in the orbiter operations:
r:
i
s
i
W
r	
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• The cycle of the orbital periods 1.9 hours (Climatology) and 6.9
hours (Aeronomy). Because of the existence of eclipses of the sun
and occultations from the earth, and the fact that some instruments
operate only over the daylight side of Mars, several aspects of
the spacecraft operation have to be synchronized to the orbiter
period. (The Aeronomy Mission also calls for data taking at higher
rates when the spacecraft is near periapsis.)
• 24 hour period. This cycle reflects the operations of the Deep
Space Network approximately 8 hours out of every 24. The major
consequence is that data must be recorded on a spacecraft tape
recorder during the non-tracking period and played back for down
link transmission during the tracking period.
• Precession maneuvers. Periodic precession maneuvers are re quired to
maintain the desired spacecraft orientation - that is, with the
spin axis perpendicular to the orbit plane.
• AV maneuvers. Occasional velocity maneuvers will be necessary to
maintain orbit within prescribed limits. In the Climatology Mission
a velocity maneuver to set the final orbit inclination is necessary
about 100 to 150 days after arrival at Mars; this establishes the
spacecraft in a sun-synchronous orbit of the desired orientation.
In the Aeronomy Mission the altitude at 'periapsis must be main-
tained within close limits, and in addition velocity maneuvers
will have to be performed from time to tome to compensate for atmos-
pheric drag.
1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES
From the Statement of Work these are the objectives of the study.
The conceptual systems design study will be conducted to a
depth that will provide sufficient analysis, tradeoffs of
alternative designs and operational concepts and design
studies to conceptually define mission parameters, require-
ments, constraints, and the selected spacecraft system and
t.
subsystem design for a Mars Orbiter Climatology and a Mars
Orbiter Aeronomy missions.	 The tasks will encompass the
conceptual system design of the Orbiter spacecraft(s), the
accommodation of the science instruments for the two missions,
mission analysis, flight operations and the project(s) cost
estimates.	 The system design of the spacecraft should, to
the greatest practical extent, be the same for each mission. 1
1.3	 STUDY EMPHASES
F	 A major emphasis of the study is to minimize overall program cost.
This is used in the design of the spacecraft system and subsystems by:
r	 Making use of existing and previously developed hardware wherever
feasible
•	 Using the protoflight development method for the spacecraft
1-2
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•	 Increasing design margins (for example, an upper stage with sign-
ificantly greater capability than required by the mass of the
spacecraft)
s	 Keeping the operational procedures as simple as possible
a u
Major topics considered in the study, in course of the conception of
the total design, are:
•	 mission analysis
•	 requirements of the scientific payload 4i
•	 requirements for velocity correction maneuvers, and the resulting
'	 mass history
•	 the spacecraft configuration approach
'i
!`a	 •	 system design and performance characteristics
a
•	 subsystem design - options and selection
R
•	 cost modeling and cost estimating
In addition to this final report of the study and have been several
formal progress presentations by TRW to NASA/Ames Research Center.	 These
were held on June 16 and August 10, 1982, and copies of the handouts were
delivered. y
1.4	 MAJOR STUDY RESULTS q
The following are the major results of the Mars Orbiter Mission Study: K
1.	 The basic approach of Configuration A of TRW's proposal was
selected for detailed study. 	 It is considered to be applic-
able for both the Climatology and Aeronomy Missions._	 The
r	 Intelsat VI upper stage is employed for injecting the space-
craft from low-earth orbit. 	 Major characteristics of space-
craft Configuration A are:
a
•	 It is a dual spinning spacecraft, with the experiments and
communications equipment on a platform which is despun
when in Mars orbit
•	 The spinning section is dominated by a solar array which
is in the shape of a truncated cone
0	 •	 In orbit, the spacecraft spin axis if maintained perpen-
dicular to the orbit plane, so that despun instruments
`	 can be oriented in relation to the nadir direction, the
limb, or the ram direction, as appropriate
1-3
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2.. Joint missions are feasible in the time period designated (1988
launch) and with the instrument requirements as stated
3. There is a very high degree of commonality between the spacecraft
for the Climatology and Aeronomy Missions
4. No advance is necessary in the state of the art of spacecraft
technology
5. The spacecraft design employs many standard and existing components
6. A number of sensitive design points are observed, wherein further
demands on the spacecraft system might call for more expensive
solutions. These are:
• The communications link between the spacecraft and earth
up to Mars orbit insertion, while the high gain antenna is
not in use
• The maintenance of moment-of-inertia ratios which provide
satisfactory spin stability
• The overall electrical power requirements, as a significant
increase would start to influence the spacecraft
configuration
• Satisfaction of field-of-view requirements: spacecraft and
instrument sensors; thermal radiators; spacecraft antennas;
and booms.
7. Appropriate areas are identified for further study (See Section
11), but no advance development is required.
1.5 REPORT ORGANIZATION
Sections 2, 3, 4 review study groundrules and constraints, mission
characteristics, and instrument requirements, respectively.
Sections 5, 6, 7 treat system and subsystems as follows, for the base-
line missions.
System	 Subsystem
Options and Selection	 5	 7.X,.3
Description	 6	 7.X.4
Performance	 6	 7.X.5
6	
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Section 8 discusses interfaces between the spacecraft and other elements
of the project.
Sections 9 and 10 address optional Climatology Missions which differ
to some degree from the baseline mission. Section 9 treats the orbit
option and Section 10 treats 3 missions employing optional payloads.
Section 11 discusses further study topics and research and technology
necessary or appropriate to the maturing of the missions as now defined
into funded programs. Section 12 identifies design drivers: aspects of
the design which are sensitive to mission requirements and which push the
system toward various constraints and limits.
Cost groundrules and estimates for the hardware phase of the Mars
Orbiter Missions are not included in this report, but are submitted
separately,
2. GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS
9
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This section recites the major ground rules and constraints on the
missions being studied. They are summarized in Figure 2-1. The top level
governing documents are (as cited in the Statement of Work):
PM-2000 Mission Requirements for Mars Orbiter Climatology Mission
PM-2001 Mission Requirements for Mars Orbiter Aeronomy Mission
Both documents are issued by Ames Research Center, and are dated March, 1982.
The application recognizes amendments issued May 6 and July 6, 1982.
2.1 LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY; MISSION LIFETIME
Either mission is to use the 1986 Mars launch opportunity, which uses
launch dates centered in July, 1988. We have determined that Type 1
trajectories are best in 1988, and typical transit times to Mars are about
200 days.
Scientific payloads and spacecraft requirements per:,
PM-2000 Climatology Mission
PM-2001 Aeronomy Mission
1988 Mars launch opportunity
STS launch, plus upper stage for injection
Communications via Deep Space Network
Figure 2-1
AM JOR GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS
The lifetime in orbit is to be one Martian year (687 days) for the
,Q
nominal mission, and an additional Martian year for the extended mission,
which should not be precluded by the spacecraft design.
Adding about 10 days for adjustment of the initial Mars orbit_, after
arrival at Mars, gives these mission lifetimes:
ti
2-1
s Nominal Mission	 897 days
Extended Mission
	 1584 days
(For other launch opportunities, particularly 1990 and 1992 when Type
II trajectories are superior, transit times can exceed 300 days. The total
mission lifetime would have to be increased accordingly.)
2.2 SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
The Space Shuttle is designated as the means of reaching low earth
orbit at the start of the mission. The various requirements which must be
satisfied in utilizing the Shuttle for this purpose are given in JSC 07700
Volume XIV, "Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations," and in NHB 1700.7,
"Safety Policy and Requirements for Payloads Using the Space Transportation
System (STS)."
^ fjr
The former details interface requirements and provisions, and the
'latter outlines procedures and design practices which must be observed to
satisfy Shuttle safety requirements.
An upper stage must also be used to boost the spacecraft from this low
earth orbit on to an escape trajectory which will take if to Mars. The
Mission Requirements Document suggest two possibilities for this stage, the
Spinning Solid Upper Stage (SSUS-A) (baseline) and a stage based on the
SRM-1 motor, the large rocket motor of the IUS (option).
While additional possibilities exist, we have gone to the SRM-1 based
stage, because the SSUS-A stage has inadequate performance for the space-
craft weight.
This selected upper stage is the one under development for the Intelsat
VI program. The solid motor for this stage is modified slightly from the
SRM-1: the case is strengthened for use in a spin-stabilized mode;
complementarily, the provisions to gimbal the nozzle for thrust vector
control are removed.
In this study, we present an interface between the Mars orbiter space-
craft and the Intelsat VI upper stage which we presume will exist --
definitive details are not available now. The spacecraft design is tailored
to this presumed interface.
2-2
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The acquisition of the upper stage so as to satisfy this interface,
and its qualification for use on the Space Shuttle are not treated in this
study. They are considered to fall outside the realm of the spacecraft
contractor's responsibility.
2.3 DEEP SPACE NETWORK
The DSN is designated as the ground terminal for all communication
with the spacecraft from the time it leaves earth orbit until the end of
the mission. During routine phases of the mission a commitment for coverage
about 8 hours each day is expected, calling for substantial on-board storage
of scientific data.
Which DSN antennas will be assigned for spacecraft-earth communication
is not established; however, for transmission of maximum required data at
maximum range, the radio link is sized assuming a 64-meter DSN antenna.
2.4 SPACECRAFT DESIGN
The Mission Requirements Documents give numerous requirements for
spacecraft design, The most significant of these are performance require-
ments responding to ground rules given above.
One important design requirement also imposed is that "attitude
	 j
stability shall be achieved through the gyroscopic effect from a spinning
mass." Thus, a spin-stabilized spacecraft design is required.
3. THE MISSIONS
3.1 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
The overall sequence of events from STS separation through extended
(2 year) mission operation is depicted in Figure 3.1-1. Omitted from
this figure is the final boost to a safe orbit to meet the Planetary Protec-
tion Procedure (PPP) requirements.
The initial events (following STS separation and carrying through upper
stage firing to the initial precession maneuver that places the spacecraft
into its interplanetary attitude), will last some ^ , 75 minutes, and will
be sequencer controlled. The sequencer itself is initiated some 10 minutes
after separation from the STS.
A detailed breakdown of these operations, including event times, is
given in Figure 3.1-2.
The launch period for the 1988 opportunity was determined by minimizing
the sum of 1) the interplanetary injection velocity from a 160 nmi circular
earth orbit and 2) the injection velocity into a 300 km circular orbit at
Mars. By interpolating the 1988 "pork-chop" plots (from Mission Design
Data, JPL Technical Memorandum 33-736, Volume II, September 1, 1975 by
Andrey B. Sergeyevsky) the curves of Figure 3.1-3 were obtained. Summing
these to obtain the minimum total velocity produced the curves of Figure
3.1-4. As indicated minimum velocity was obtained for the ten day period
from 7347 to 7357 (Julian dates). A single arrival date of 7555 seems
to best fit the data, which, when located back on the pork-chop plot of
C3 and Vc, appears as in Figure 3.1-5. A summary of the resulting launch
and Mars arrival parameters -for this launch period is presented in Figure
3.1-6.
3.2 THE EARTH-MARS SEGMENT
A summary at the midcourse trajectory correction maneuvers (TCM's)
is presented in Figure 3.2-1. Note that we have assumed a minimum of
three will be required. The first of these will correct for launch errors,
both in direction and total impulse. These will result from errors in
timing (probably small) on STS deployment, STS trajectory and sequencer
initiation, the variation in total upper stage impulse, and the directionafi
1
error, induced by precession of the spacecraft plus upper stage spin axis
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between STS deployment and upper stage firing plus the initial tip-off
error.
An analysis of the above noted sources of error indicates that the
attitude error, of 2° (3 sigma) and upper stage impulse uncertainty of
0.75% (3 sigma) are the prime contributors. With an incremental velocity
requirement of 3737 m/s this leads to an error ellipsoid (3 sigma) of
28.03 m/s along the velocity axis and 130.4 m/s transverse to the velocity
axis. Reducing these to one sigma values, propagating them to components
at V o. , then combining them into 99% certainty values along three axes
yields a final magnitude of 91.1 m/s uncertainty.
A second TCM will be performed some — 20 days later based on initial
determinations of the interplanetary trajectory. This correction is expected
to be small and, as with the first, will be a velocity correction. The
necessity for a third TCM will be a function at the accuracy with which
the first two are performed and the uncertainty limit in the trajectory
determination relative to the known Mars orbital elements.
For all early maneuvers the PPP requirements can be ignored. That is,
the uncertainty circle for a Mars impact is so large that the area repre-
sented by the capture radius is less than 10 -4 of the uncertainty circle.
Thus all early TCM's will aim for a planetary impact. As the mission pro-
gresses the situation gradually changes until the last TCM when a specific
miss distance is included in the maneuver for MOI positioning.
During the interplanetary phase the spacecraft will be oriented with
its spin axis approximately perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. Communi-
cations will be effected through an S-band omni for uplink and X-band
bicone for downlink. All TCM's will be performed with the Earth in the
+Z-hemisphere of the spacecraft. If the range and antenna patterns are
such that the required maneuver orientation is in a low-gain configuration
the maneuver will be performed as a pair of maneuvers at more favorable
antenna orientations, the vector sum of the two maneuvers equalling the
total required maneuver. The orientation for the first and by far the
largest maneuver will be performed close to the Earth when link budgets
are high and no offpointing will be necessary regardless of the required
thrust direction. All other TCM's will be small and thus the propellant
fpenalty for a two burn TCM can effectively be neglected. Further discus-
sion of antenna usage and data rate capabilities will be found in Sections
6.8 and 6.2.2.
Each of the first two TCM's will be performed by the following sequence
of events:
1. Uplink command to spacecraft for appropriate orientation, in-
cluding command verification
2. Precession of spacecraft to appropriate thrust orientation using
0.1 pound thrusters
3. Measurement of spin axis orientation using star sensor data
4. After verification of correct orientation, command for thrust
5. TCM execution using axial 5# thrusters
6. Command spacecraft back to original (ecliptic normal) orientation
7. Precession of spacecraft to original orientation using 0.1 pound
thrusters
E	 The third TCM will likely be performed in the cruise attitude, firing axial
thrusters continuously for the longitudinal component and transverse
thrusters in pulses for the lateral components.
3.3 MARS ORBIT INSERTION AND ORBIT DRIFT
The events surrounding Mars orbit insertion (MOI) are depicted in
Figure 3.3-1 for the 1988 launch opportunity with data included for com-
parison for the 1990 and 1992 opportunities as well. The relevant angles,
velocities, and distances for injection into a 300 km circular orbit are
presented in Figure 3.3-2. Particularizing Figure 3.3
-1 for the specific
Climatology and Aeronomy orbits requires slight changes in d V2 and MOI
orientation angle, as discussed below. Following MOI and determination of
the orbital parameters achieved in the insertion, orbit trim procedures
will be performed to achieve the desired orbital elements. In general
this could require a trim on inclination, periapsis, apoapsis, and, in
some cases, nodal position. However for the Mars mission the PPP requires
something more based on the necessity of keeping the probability of surface
impact to a low value (tentatively noted as 10-4).
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Both Mission Requirements Documents state an altitude uncertainty
of 100 kilometers at the time of MOI.
	 Based on PPP requirements and orbital
drag calculations an aim point of 350 km has been chosen for the Clima-
tology Mission, 250 km for the Aeronomy.
	 Thus, in worst case, achieving
the desired orbit altitude would require going from 450 circular to 300
km circular in the Climatology case and 350 km periapsis to 150 periapsis
in the Aeronomy case.
	 (These translate to 67.0 m/s and 25.0 m/s respectively, 1
and the propellant requirements are so sized as noted in Section 6.3.3.)
{
Thus, following initial orbital element determination altitude adjustments
will be made for both missions, again using the 5-pound thrusters and before
boom extension or platform despinning.
i
3.4	 CLIMATOLOGY ORBIT
3.4.1	 Baseline
The Climatology Orbit requirements, as stated in PM -2000 are as
follows:
1.	 Altitude:	 300 kilometers, maintained within x-50 kilometers
2.	 Inclination:	 Near 90 0 for maximum planetary coverage
3.	 Orientation to Mars-Sun Line: 	 Orbit plane to remain within 22.5°
to 45 0	(1:30 to 3:00 orbit)
4.	 Nodal	 Precession Rate:	 Use Mars' oblateness to maintain the
orientation requirement stated in 3
5.	 Design Lifetime:	 Nominal 687 Earth days (one Mars year), but not
precluding 1374 Earth days
For a 300 km orbital altitude, requirement 4 leads to an orbit inclination
of 92°.65.a figure based on planetary data supplied as Attachment A to the
Statement of Work as follows:
Planet Radius	 3397.51 km
Gravitational Parameter 	 42828.2866 km3 /s2
J2 Harmonic
	 0.001964
However, requirement 3 precludes, in general, the possibility of
injecting directly into this inclination. Rather an initial inclination
3-13
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different from sun synchronous must be chosen. After a suitable drift
period (for the orbit plane to achieve the required orientation rela- 	 i4 y.
tive to the sun) the inclination is changed to 92°.65 using 5# thrusters
at equator crossing. The velocity increment required for each degree of
plane change is 59.3 m/s, and the drift rate for each degree away from
sun-synchronous is 0.197 degrees/day.
With the arrival geometry shown below the minimum drift period is
to the anti-solar direction, i.e., orbit insertion with inclination
< 92°.65, since even in the worst case sun location the angular drift is
83 0 in this direction compared to the best case value of 90 0 drift to the
sub-solar direction.
A determination of the Martian equation of time, including effects
of both orbit eccentricity and planet inclination is shown in Figure
3.4-1. The broken curve in this figure shows the equation of time if
only orbit eccentricity is included. Note that in the more exact calcu-
lation the longitudinal range of the sun is 23 0 , somewhat larger than
the 22.5 0 stated in the requirements document. For the determination
of precise orbit injection we have taken the sun position to drift between
22°.0 and 45°.0. Using as a guideline the difference in arrival date for
a Type I and Type II trajectory, i.e., 	 140 days, an initial orbit inclin-
ation of 90 0 was chosen as a compromise between drift period and inclination
change requirement. With this inclination the actual drift period using
graphical construction techniques on figure 3.4-2 was found to be 146 days
following a 28 January 1989 arrival. The velocity increment required to
make the plane change is 157 m/s.
With the above considerations in hand, the sequence descrihed in the
top of Figure 3.4-3 can now be delineated.
Not mentioned on this figure, but included in Appendix B, are the
sequence of steps taken to put the spacecraft in its operational mode.
Following injection the spacecraft spin axis is precessed to place it
normal to the orbit plane, the platform is despun, the HGA pointed toward
the earth and the GRS boom deployed. With a retrograde drift of the space-
craft relative to the sun direction the thermal radiator of the GRS will
remain shaded from the sun allowing the GRS to operate during the entire
drift period. Other Climatology instruments can operate during this
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period as well, obtaining data at different local times. Such operations
will permit scientists to obtain some data on the effects of diurnal
variations and sun aspect on Martian surface properties.
During the course of a two year mission several effects can be expected
to perturb the orbit. One of these, atmospheric drag, can be expected to
be large for the Aeronomy orbit but also might be of concern to the 300 km
Climatology orbit. While a detailed consideration of drag effects is more
appropriately to be found in Section 3.5, we note here that, using the same
methods described in 3.5, a velocity increment of 9 m/s is required to main-
tain the 300 km orbit over a two year operational period.
At the end of the operational lifetine of the satellite a final boost
into a safe orbit is required to meet the Planetary Protection Policy.
According to PM-2000 sufficient fuel for 100 m/s incremental velocity should
be included in the propellant budget. For a 300 km circular orbit this is
enough propellant to achieve a final circular orbit of approximately 525 km
altitude.
3.4.2 Orbit Option
Appendix C of the Statement of Work denotes the requirements for an
alternate Climatology orbit that uses Mars oblateness to rotate the orbit
plane at the rate of 720 0 per Martian year. The altitude of the orbit is
to remain at 300 km. The above nodal precession rate, with tie physical
constants quoted in 3.4.1 above, dictates an orbit inclination of 840.69.
Since there is no longer any requirement for drifting to an appropriate local
time this inclination can be assumed at orbit insertion, thereby reducing
the maneuvering velocity requirement by 157 m/s from the baseline mission.
In a very real sense, operations in the orbit option are the same as in
the drift mode of the baseline mission. Particular geometrical character-
istics of the two orbits will be discussed in Section 3.6 below.
3.5 AERONOMY ORBIT
3.5.1 Baseline
The Aeronomy Orbit requirements as stated in PM-2001 are summarized
as follows:
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I. Periapsis Altitude: 150 km
2. Apoapsis Altitude: Greater than 3 Mars' radii but less than 5
3. Inclination: Greater than 75° but less than 95° to the Mars
equator
4. Nodal and Apsidal Motion: Mars oblateness shall be used to control
an orbit with the following one year
obJectives:
a) Periapsis motion of at least 3600
b) Place periapsi s and apoapsis at the sub- and anti-solar points
at least once
5. Design Lifetime: Nominal 687 Earth days, but not precluding 1374
Earth days
Figure 3.5-1 delineates the region of choice for orbit parameters
that meet these requirements. Horizontal lines at 75° and 95 1 limit the
inclination and vertical lines at 4 and 6 Mars radii limit the altitude.
For the required 150 km periapsis altitude, contours of apsidal advance
rate further limit the region of choice to be left of the -1.0 revolution
per Mars' year curve. Also shown on the figure is the suggested "point
source design" at 77.5° inclination, 3 Mars radii alti".ude of apoapsis.
Orbital calculations have been performed for a number of different
inclinations but for the same apoapsis altitude in an attempt to meet
requirement 4b as closely as possible. In general orbits with inclinations
above 90 0 are always less successful than their supplements below 900..
Moreover, inclinations close to 90 1 seem not to be successful. Thus the
search was narrowed to the 77 0 to 83 0 range, although choosing a higher
apoapsis could possibly modify this result, 'In addition, carrying the
calculations forward for a second operational year could lead to a different
decision.
In any case, based on a one year mission and the 28 January 1989
arrival data the time history curves of Figure 3.5-2 were obtained. Shown
a
is the angle between the sun direction and the periapsis vector as a func-
tion of time for orbit inclinations of 77.5° and 80.0 0 . Note that peri-
apsis occurs ^'10° closer to the anti-solar point and — 8° closer to the
sub-solar point for the 30° orbit. Also of interest, a 79 0 orbit conies
1	
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within 2 0 of the sub-solar point (some 15° closer than the 80° orbit and ^-250
closer than the 77.5 0 orbits while being only slightly further than the
80 0 orbit at the anti-solar point. Other trials would probably produce
orbits that approach the objectives of 4b even more closely. For our
purposes here we will take the 77.5 0 and 80 0 cases as closely representa-
tive of what might be the optimum orbit.
An additional complication to the orbit calculations is the effect
of drag which will gradually change height of apoapsis and, to a lesser
extent, periapsis. (Third body effects and solar pressure, as well as
higher order Mars gravitational terms will also take their toll on any
attempted precise choice of orbit parameters.) However, at 150 km, atmos-
pheric drag, especially over a two year mission lifetime, can be considerable,
leading to a large &V requirement to maintain orbit parameters.
In performing the drag calculations the requirements and assumptions
of Figure 3.5-3 were used. A drag coefficient of 3 was taken as a mean
between 4 for a perfectly elastic collision and 2 for complete thermaliza-
tion of the impinging atmosphere. Assumption 5 indicates that the calcu-
lation was performed assuming a constant density at the periapsis altitude
for one scale height, zero density above this. With these assumptions the
results of Figure 3.5-4 were obtained. Note that increasing the periapsis
altitude to 170 km decreases the &V requirement by a factor of five. How-
ever, such an increase would place the orbit above the region of interest
for several of the experiments. This last result does, however, point to
the possibility of periodically raising and lowering periapsis (by an
apoapsis maneuver) to save propellant over the course of the mission.
Another possibility is to allow apoapsis to decrease somewhat during the
mission. For example, injecting into an initial orbit of 5 Mars' radii
apoapsis altitude and allowing this to decrease to 3 Mars' radii would be
equivalent to a 160 m/s savings in propellant requirement. A third option
would be to allow apoapsis to decrease below 3 Mars' radii at the end of
the mission, then boost to a safe orbit at 625 km periapsis by whatever
apoapsis was finally attained.
For the Aeronomy Mission, the final boost to-a safe orbit will consist
of lifting periapsis to 525 km, the same altitude as was achieved tiith
x
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100 m/s in the Climatology Mission. Such a boost requires a 34 m/s
velocity increment for the Aeronomy mission.
3.6 GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
The geometric characteristics of the Climatology and Aeronomy orbits
consist of the sun-spacecraft angle, earth-spacecraft angle, and eclipse
periods. These characteristics are relevant as they refer to the solar
cell and battery charge-discharge cycles and to the required HGA pointing
angle.
In contrast to the rather simple behavior of the baseline mission, the
optional mission eclipse profile, as shown by the broken curve in Figure
3.6-1, shows six peaks per Martian year. Since the orbit is designed for
a 720° retrograde nodal motion in a year and the sun moves 360° forward,
the sun, as viewed from the spacecraft, will progress three full revolutions
during the year. Thus the solar aspect will pass through 90 0 relative to
the spacecraft spin axis necessitating a flip of the spacecraft axis six times to
keep the solar panel illumination angle less than 90 0 . Note that every
N115 days the satellite remains out of eclipse for	 25 days. Thus the
Climatology optional mission will have over 20% fewer eclipses than will
the baseline mission.
A similar set of eclipse curves for the Aeronomy mission is depicted
in Figure 3.6-2. Eclipse durations for both the 77.5 0 and 80 0 inclination
orbits are shown as a function of time following orbit injection. Note
that the curves are plots of calculations performed at five day intervals
so narrow peaks might be missed in some rapidly varying sequences.
Data on sun aspect and earth pointing angles has also been plotted
for the 77.5 0 and 80 0 cases. These are shown in Figures 3.6-3 and 3.6-4.
The solid curves show the solar aspect with a spin axis flip at 90° to
keep the sun angle favorable with respect to the solar array. The broken
line shows the earth angle relative to the spin axis and represents the
pointing angle of the high gain antenna. Note that at 562 days in the 77.5°
orbit the HGA must be capable of pointing at an angle of 134 0 from the +Z	 i
axis. For the 80° orbit this angle reaches a maximum of 126.5 at 602 days
representing a 71 0 less stringent pointing condition.; Let us, however,
study this issue further.
_I
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In Figure 3.6-5 a small sketch indicates the HGA depression angles
the angle 0 tabulated in Figures 3.6-3 and 3.6-4. As noted in 3.6-5, a
large depression angle requirement, as in the Aeronomy Mission, implies a
long HGA mast to avoid the spacecraft structure. Such a long mast leads
to an unfavorable moment-of-inertia ratio and possible spacecraft instability
A design goal was to limit this angle to not more than 20°, despite the
36.5° required for the 80 0
 orbit, or even the 43.7 0
 of the 77.5 0 orbit.
A solution was provided by flipping the spacecraft as the Earth angle passed
through 110° rather than as the sun angle passed through 90 	 The analysis
of this strategy is presented in Figure 3.6-6. In essence, a favorable
Sun-Mars separation compensates for an unfavorable solar array attitude.
In the orbits in question the solar constant is 45% and 41% above its
minimum value at the time of spacecraft flip. The product of this increased
solar constant and the decreased solar array output is given as the last
row in the table of Figure 3.6-6. Note that in both instances the final
array output is greater than its minimum value, this latter being the
basis for its design. Note, however, that the 80° orbit does have a three
times more comfortable margin than the 77.5° case. Thus the HGA antenna
mast has been designed for a 20 depression angle. (Actual'(y 25 0 was used
as a design value for the spacecraft clearance, but some instruments may
protrude into this field-of-view. In any case, a greater than 20 0 depres-
soon ang a 1 ZA c ear o o s ruc ion.
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4. SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS
r
4.1 SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE OF MISSIONS
The Climatology Mission will map seasonal variations of dust, water,
carbon dioxide (CO2) and other atmospheric constituents to locate volatile
constituent reservoirs on the surface of Mars and to determine transport
patterns from pole to pole. This requires a long enough mission life to
assure that Martian seasonal variations are observed over the entire planet.
Because of the unpredictibility of the dust storms, a life longer than the
extended mission = s 1,374 earth days would be desirable at least in moni-
toring mode. The required sun-synchronous orbit provides a good measure of
seasonal variations and helps in the interpretation of nadir and limb-
scanning instrument data but poor diui-nal variation data will be obtained,
Only during the drift period (see Section 3.4.1) will different local
times be sampled on the Martian surface. The Climatology orbit option
(Section 3.4.2) is specifically designed to overcome this limitation but
at a cost. The cost of having to unravel seasonal from diurnal changes on v,
K
	
	
*-	 the planetary surface,z^
The Aeronomy Mission must obtain a complete sampling of the Martian
upper atmosphere, ionosphere, and solar wind interaction region for all
local times over the largest possible range of altitudes. The sampling
Should range from a lower altitude limit set by drag effects and orbit
lifetime restrictions (due to planetary quarantine) to an upper altitude
limit set by the orbit period, the desire to achieve the largest possible
sampling volume, and orbital precession rates. On the planet's sun side,
the solar wind may penetrate to an altitude of 300 kaii. On the antisun	
,9
side, the interaction region between the solar wind and the Martian iono-
sphere extends for an unknown distance (at least several planetary radii)
behind Mars. The shape of this interaction region. which is similar to
sr	 the Earth's magnetosphere, is either tear or bullet-shaped. The Aeronomy
E	 Mission must measure atmospheric and ionospheric densities, species y
`.	 distributions, and temperature: hot plasma energy spectra plasma wave
.^	 J
frequencies and amplitudes; and magnetic field configuration^—
4.2 PAYLOAD COMPLEMENTS 7
The baseline Climatology Mission includes three instruments, the 	 E
pressure modulated infrared radiometer (PMR), the frost i nfrared spectro-
l
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meter (FIS), and the gamma ray spectrometer (GRS). The three optional
missions add five additional instruments to the possible payload complement,
each option being made up of a different mix of the eight. These five
additional are the ultraviolet ozone (UV0 3 ), the ultraviolet atomic hydrogen
photometer (UVHP), the radar altimeter (RA), fabry-Perot interferometer
(FPI), and multi-spectral mapper (MSM). The complement of instruments on
each mission is shown in Figure 4.2-1.
The gamma ray spectrometer provides mapping of the major surface and
subsurface elements on a resolution scale of several hundred kilometers.
Reflectance spectrometry (FIS and RA) provides information on the abundance
x-composition, and distribution of certain major minerals on a much finer
M ale as well as provide surface structure details. The infrared (PMR)
s;nd ultraviolet (UV03, UVHP) sensor systems will give detailed information
about the state of the Martian atmosphere, its vertical structure, its
dust content, and the nature of atmospheric processes. (The UVHP, for
example, provides data on the loss rate of hydrogen, and thus water, from
Mars.) Atmospheric wind directions and velocities will be measured with
the FPI. The MSM provides high resolution spectra (both spectral and
spatial) of the Martian surface from the UV to IR range of the spectrum.
Thus, for example, the rationale for payload option 3 becomes clear in
that the MSM can replace muci7 of the functional performance of the UV and
IR instruments.
4.3 PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS
A summary of the Aeronomy and baseline Climatology Mission requirements
is given in Figure 4.3-1. The Climatology payload option requirements are
summarized in Figure 4.3-2. Additional details of data acquisition rates
for all missions is given in Figures 4.3-3 and 4.3-4.
Additional requirements, only hinted at in the tables, include thermal
radiators, look and scanning angles, minimization of spacecraft interface,
and operational modes.
In this regard, a key requirement of the GRS is providing a clear
field of view for the thermal radiator that does not view the planetary
surface, spacecraft, or Sun during the mission lifetime. This radiator
has a FOV of 105° by 180°. The GRS also requires a low radiator background
CLIMATOLOGY MISSION INSTRUMENT COMPLEMENTS
INSTRUMENT BASELINE OPTION I OPTION 2 OPTION 3
PMR x x x x
FIS x x x
GRS x x x x
UVO 3
x
UVHP x
RA x x
FPI x
msm x
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Thermal radiators are also required for both the PMR and FIS, the
former having an internal active Sterling cycle cooler, the latter a
passive radiator. Either of the radiators for these instruments can view
the planetary surface and even occasionally the sun if necessary. For
Climatology payload option 3, the MSM requires a thermal radiator with
more severe restrictions, again, as with the GRS, not facing the space-
craft, planet, or sun.
The look and scanning angles of the various instruments are summarized
in Table 4.3-1. Note that the requirements for the FPI differ between the
Climatology and Aeronomy Mission. That is, on the Climatology Mission
the FP1 must scan in altitude from the planetary surface at the limb to
the altitude of the spacecraft. On the Aeronomy Mission the FPI does
not scan but instead looks out in a horizontal plane, i.e., in a plane,
at spacecraft altitude, parallel to the plane which is tangent to the
Martian surface at the point of spacecraft nadir.
,^.-
Minimization of spacecraft outgassing is requirea, both to keep
gaseous materials clear of the line of sight of viewing instruments and
from condensing on cooled detectors. A number of experiments on the
Aeronomy Mission require special care in spacecraft design and instrument
location to minimize the effects of spacecraft interference with the
natural environment. The TIMS and RPA, for example, require that space-
craft-produced electric fields must be quite small so thermal ions and
electrons are not accelerated.
The EFD, mounted some distance from the spacecraft body, samples
plasma undistributed by the passage of the spacecraft.- The SWPA samples
particles with energies in the electron volt range. It should be placed
on the edge of the spacecraft away from non-conducting materials to avoid
disturbing the observed pitch angle distributions.
Spacecraft-produced electromagnetic interference (EMI) is of parti-
cular concern for the EFD and the MAG. Standard measures must be taken
to assure electromagnetic compatibility with thecdistribution of power and
data signals on the spacecraft. Interference can be reduced by properly
placing these two instruments. EFD antennas must be well removed from the
RPA, EFD, SWPA, and TIMS so lo yally produced waves do not dominate ambient
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signals. For the magnetometer, the spacecraft's magnetic field are typically
much larger than the fields to be measured (particularly for Mars where no
magnetic field mapping has been performed). The magnetometer must be boom
mounted to remove it from the effects of spacecraft magnetic fields.
Normal operational modes for the Climatology Mission include differences
between daytime and nighttime operation. The Aeronomy Mission has three
modes depending on the orbital epoch as compared to the time or periapsis.
In addition, a special operational mode has been defined for Climatology
Mission option 3. For this case, the MSM would be used in a high spatial
resolution mode, sampling data of a particularly interesting area of the
planetary surface. During this operation the data rate would climb to
12,000 bps. It is also envisaged that simultaneous high resolution data
from the GRS would be useful, raising its data rate to perhaps 8,000 bps.
However, this special mode would only persist for a fraction of an orbital
period so that the average data rate from these instruments over a 24-hour
period would not be increased.
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5. SYSTEM ANALYSES (BASELINE MISSIONS)
r
5.1 SYSTEM ASPECTS CONSIDERED
5.1.1 Spacecraft
Three spacecraft configurations were considered in performing this
study, as depicted in Figures 5.1-1, -2 and -3. These will be discussed
below.
5.1.1.1 Configuration A. Configuration A (Figure 5.1-1), our final
choice as the baseline, uses the same basic spacecraft bus for both missions
and demonstrates one approach to satisfy all mission requirements at the
lowest cost.
As previously discussed in Section 4, a spinning spacecraft whose
equator crosses the nadir direction seems appropriate for certain experi-
ments. A despun platform which can track either nadir or the ram direction
and also point in other directions or evetl scan from the nadir to limb
and back is desired for other experiments. These considerations lead to
a common requirement for both a spinning and an appropriately despun
experiment platform with the spin axis normal to the experiment.
The Climatology Mission requires a 300 km circular orbit which is
slightly retrograde from polar keeping it sun synchronous on the average.
The orbit plane remains between 22 0 and 45° from the sun. Therefore, a
conical solar array on the spinning body with a half cone angle of about
20 0 optimizes the solar array output for the critical 22° orbit plane to
sunline angle.	 'i
The 45 0 limit results in significantly shorter eclipses and hence
greater average power. The Aeronomy Mission is an eccentric orbit with
150 km periapsis and 3 Martian radii apoapsis altitude. This orbit cannot	 J
be made sun synchronous. However, eclipses are not as critical because
they are less frequent and on the average shorter in duration. As a result,
the 20 0 cone angle is again near optimum with the sun in the hemisphere
centered about the forward spin axis. When the sun crosses the orbital
plane, the spacecraft can be flipped 180 0 to keep the sun in this favored
hemisphere.
l^
An earth pointing HGA is needed to meet the experiment data rates with
reasonable transmitter power. Additional equipment includes low gain broad
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}	 coverage antennas, orbital insertion propulsion, and remaining subsystems.
The configuration which meets the requirements of both missions is shown
in Figure 5.1-1.
the spacecraft bus features fore and aft compactness providing favor-
able (spin stable) inertia ratios. The conflict with providing high gain
and omni antenna wide area coverage is resolved by the selected antenna
location. The resulting 115 0 look angle from the forward spin axis is
adequate for Z Martian years. Calculations indicate that the inertia ratio
margin is adequate to allow depressing the antenna to provide the required
115 angle. The fore and aft location of the peripheral equipment shelf
can optimize the inertia ratios before and after Mars orbit insertion burn.
A despun experiment platform is provided as indicated in Figures
5.1-3 and -4. The despin mechanism is attached to the central cylinder
which supports the Star 37 engine and is tied to the SRM-1 interstage. The
platform extends to the solar array cage and meets all experiment FOV
requirements. The platform allows Climatology instrument pointing in the
nadir direction or slow scan from nadir to horizon. For the Aeronomy
Mission, the platform could be programmed to allow pointing in the true
ram direction at any time, or to point 90 0 from nadir or to be inertially
stabilized in, for example, the periapsis ram direction. A further possi-
bility, discussed later in greater detail, is uniformly rotating the plat-
form at two or three times per orbit, an operation that would meet all
the ram pointing requirements near periapsis.
The Aeronomy Mission spinning experiments mount aft of the solar
array. Boom mounted experiments are counterbalanced both when stowed and
deployed. The Climatology Mission gamma ray spectrometer is a special
case in which the experimenter desires the boom to be despun. In this
case, in principle, the spacecraft need be dynamically balanced only with
the boom stowed. However, if the despun platform is ever inadvertently
spun-up with the boom deployed, it may be impossible to again despin the
platform because of the potential energy well induced by the boom. This
leads to a desire to have a retractable boom, such as the Astromast chosen.
Configuration A provides independent HGA earth pointing and despun
platform experiment pointing. This is achieved by a low rate azimuth drive
is
j
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mounted on the despun experiment platform.
	 This drive supports a com-
munications equipment platform which is mounted low to minimize adverse
effects on the spacecraft inertia ratio.
	 The HGA with its elevation drive
and the omni antenna are on this platform along with the power amplifiers. =
Further descriptions of Configuration A will be found in Section 6.
5.1.1.2	 Configuration B.
	 This section gives the rationale for the Con-
N
figuration B alternate spacecraft design, its description and system }
k
performance.
The Configuration A spacecraft previously described is a straight-
forward design satisfying the requirements of both missions in the most
cost effective manner.
	 However, several aspects introduce elements of
higher cost and complexity. 	 To fully satisfy the programmatic objective
of minimizing overall program cost, we have identified several areas of
cost savings and simplicity compared with Configuration A.
	 These are
as follows:
Decrease the number of spin/despin and gimbaled joints Y
,'.
•	 Decrease the complement. of RF components and antennas.
•	 Decrease the power requirements, and thus the battery and array fi
weight
•	 Further reduce weight to use the PAM-A upper stage rather than
the Intelsat VI injection stage
•	 Simplify ground operations
a
Configuration B has features exploiting each of the above areas.
	 In ni
particular, it is launchable by the PAM-A, with a Climatology system 14%
weight margin and over 50% margin for the Aeronomy Mission.
	 Use of the i
PAM-A instead of the Intelsat VI injection stage represents a major cost
reduction, and	 eliminates depending on a licensing agreement to secure
i the ST.) deployed launch cradle.
The design contains significantly fewer components without sacrificing
a reliability, utilization of existing hardware, or operational 	 simplicity.
It does somewhat reduce the scientific instrument services such as scanning
motion rather than pointing and reduction in data rate.	 Thus all	 instru-
ments spin so they point in the optimum directions for only part of the i
5
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spin cycle. Thus, for the Climatology Mission, the instruments cannot
continuously take good data. For the Aeronomy Mission, the EIP, MAG, EFD,
SWPA, and UVS are not seriously affected whereas the NMS, TIMS, RPA, and
FPI can only periodically sample in the optimum pointing directions.
A more serious problem, however, is the inability of Configuration B
to accommodate the viewing, look direction and thermal requirements of the
GRS. Thus this instrument had to be omitted from Configuration B and
therefore Configuration B was not considered as a viable option for the
Climatology Mission.
The two predominant features of Configuration B which are different
from Configuration A are: 1) the normal orientation is with the spin axis
directed toward the earth, and 2) all instruments not compatible with
spinning about the earthline at a fixed cone angle are located on a single
gimbaled science platform. There is no despun platform. Specific features
of this configuration follow.
The earth pointing attitude in normal operations permits high data
rate downlink communication with reduced transmitter power via a large
body-fixed antenna. Also, since the earth-spacecraft-sun angle is under
47' from launch plus 30 days through the end of the mission, the optimum
solar array becomes a planar array normal to the spin axis. This doubles
array efficiency and better utilizes STS cargo bay space.
The instrument mounting provisions are changed due to the different
orientation and the deletion of a despun platform. Instruments mounted
on the spacecraft body scan about the earthline at a fixed cone angle,
usually 90 0 . The scanning motion will be the same, except about the
earthline instead of about the orbit normal. We anticipate that such
mounting, ,which is substantially the same as in Configuration A, will be
favored for the ETP, MAG, EFD, SWPA, and UVS instruments of the Aeronomy
Mission.
f
The other instruments which previously remained fixed in pointing
direction and/or locked to Mars (nadir, for example) now spin with the
spacecraft on a single controlled cone angle science platform.
The earthfacing aspect is a 2.0 m diameter HGA, surrounded by a solar_
array with a 3.7 m (145 inch) outer diameter. Over 10 inches clearance
a
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iremain in the Shuttle cargo bay dynamic envelope into which the array
could expand if necessary. Through an omitted array segment, the science
platform points parallel to the spin axis (cone arI a of 90 0 to 1800).
The HGA and the array are supported by N-struts from the equipment
mounting platform. Propellant tanks and all spacecraft electronics are
on the equipment platform. This platform, an annulus with a cutout, is
supported by a conical shell connected to the Star .30A OIM attachment
flange. The PAM-A upper stage adapter connects to the same flange.
Forward thrusters fire through a gap between the HGA and the array.
Aft thrusters are located directly below. Circumferential thrusters on the
spacecraft periphery are above the equipment platform at the Z station of
the spacecraft center of mass after OIM firing. The annular platform has
almost as much area as the array (7.15 m 2 ) providing ample space and
mounting flexibility for all equipment. Equipment may be placed far eno:h
from the Z-axis for a favorable moment-of-inertia ratio before and after
OIM firing. This location will counterbalance the science platform equal-
izing moments-of-inertia about the principal transverse axes.
The gimbal mechanism and control permits the science platform mounte*
Aeronomy instruments to scan through the ram direction. Other Aeronomy
instruments (EFD receiver and antenna, SWPA and possibly UVS) are on or
near the equipment platform, and some (MAG and ETP) are on booms extended
from the equipmer:.;M, platform.
5.1.1.3 The FLTSATCOM Option. A third option considered for the Mars
Orbiter is the use of the FLTSATCOM spacecraft as a bus, with appropriate
modifications in instrument accommodation, power, and attitude control to
supgort the mission requirements. Since the only potential advantage in
using such a spacecraft design is in cost savings, and another parallel
F
f	 TRW study effort is looking into this very issue, i.e., meeting the mission
F	 requirements at minimum cost, no design effort has been performed as a part
E
of this study to utilize the FLTSATCOM bus.
'n
	
	
5.1.1,4 Spacecraft Options Compared - Choosing Configuration A. In Figure
5.1-4 the advantages and disadvantages of each of the three configurations
that we have considered are compared.
The first point to be made is that the FLTSATCOM option, as noted above,
is being studied on another contract. Thus, if for no other reason,
-4:
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OPTION PAIRS
CONFIG. A CONFIG. A CONFIG, A FLTSATCOMCLIMATOLOGY MISSION C
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TION
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E
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Hchoosing the option would eliminate the possibility of having two completely w
different designs to compare and contrast in terms of costs and requirement
satisfaction.
	
Moreover, there are significant problems in using the FLTSATCOM
bus that cannot be entirely overcome without some relaxation of science
requirements.	 For example, the 1&rge solar panels may seriously influence
the electric fields around the spacecraft, thereby modifying the natural j
charged particle environment.	 There is also some question of their residual
I
magnetic field unless special wiring techniques are used, techniques which
could have a significant cost impact.	 Having a non-spinning spacecraft
would be satisfactory for the Climatology Mission, but would create instru-
ment pointing problems for the Aeronomy Mission, especially with the SWPA
which requires mounting on a spinning platform.
	 Other problems include
possible propellant deficiencies, especially for the Aeronomy Mission with
its drag compensation requirement, and the more stringent attitude control
required by some Climatology instruments as compared to the control
-"	 required b w the antennas on FLTSATCOM.
	
For all these reasons, the FLTSATCOM
option was eliminated from further consideration.
The next option under consideration is Configuration B.	 Since this
configuration cannot support the GRS on the Climatology Mission, it has
only been considered for the Aeronomy Mission. 	 Immediately, a major 3
disadvantage appears in that the designs for the two missions no longer are
common, both in terms of spacecraft system and the launch vehicle.	 In
addition, as noted above, the data taking periods 	 of a number of Aeronomy
instruments will be markedly reduced since there is no longer a despun
platform.	 Thus further consideration of Configuration B beyond the system
design was terminated, leaving Configuration A as the only viable option.
In studying Configuration A the possibility of launching with an
r
alternate vehicle was considered. 	 For example, the use of a PAM-A plus
a Star motor as a second stage has not been ruled out.	 This option is it
discussed further in Section 5.1.2 below. 	 Suffice it to say that the use of :	 a
a PAM-A launch vehicle places some weight restrictions on the design
(leading to higher costs) and almost certainly limits the launch to the
1988 opportunity,	 since 1990 requires substantially greater energy.	 furthermore,
the continued availability of the PAM'-A and its STS launch cradle is open:
to question since no more PAM-A's are planned for the future.
's	 5-10
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For these reasons the baseline spacecraft configuration that will be
described in the remainder of this report is Configuration A launched from
the STS with the Intelsat VI injection stage.
5.1.2
	 Launch Vehicle Upper Stages
Consideration was given to the use of a launch vehicle upper stage
other than the SRM-l.
	 In particular a PAM-A was considered, as well as a
PAM-A with various Star motors as a second stage.
	 The PAM-A alone was
found to be totally inadequate having a capability on the order of 800 kg r
for a Mars mission.
	 Consideration of various second stages pointed up
the fact that the currently designed PAM-A cradle has a loading capability
of 4400 pounds based on its design for the Intelsat V launch.
	 Discussions
with the MacDonnell-Douglas Corporation indicated that the current cradle
design was capable of supporting up to 5000 pounds provided care was taken
with c.g. locations and reasonant frequencies.
	 Furthermore the motor it-
self was being improved to yield a considerably higher specific thrust,
Isp.	 With these new figures the best performance was attainable with an
off-loaded Star 37XF and a bipropellant spacecraft propulsion system, the
latter being used for both MOI as well as the baselined monopropellant ;x
functions.
	 Under all	 these assumptions the maximum spacecraft weight
capability at upper stage separation was found to be 1322 kg.
	 If the
Y
baseline weight margins are somewhat reduced the PAM-A/Star 37XF launch
vehicle could be used for the Aeronomy Mission.
	 However, as the spacecraft :q
now stands, the Climatology Mission is just within the 1322 kg 1 4.mit with k	 7
no margin in either propellant or spacecraft weight.
	 Thus, in this latter
case, rather stringent weight budgeting would necessarily be instituted
if the PAM-A option were chosen.
	 With the combination of stretching the
PAM-A to its presumed limits and placing strict weight control on the
spacecrafts design the PAM-A was eliminated from further consideration as
the baseline option.
	 Nonetheless, nothing in the baseline design pre-
cludes the use of a PAM -A launch vehicle, i.e., under changing circum-M
stances in availability, costs, etc., the PAM-A still
	 represents a possible
g	 option.
5.2	 SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE STABILIZATION
r
Attitude stabilization is closely tied to the entire configuration
approach.	 Candidates associated with different configurations are:
a
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Configuration Stabilization
Proposal A Spin stabilized about orbit normal.
``
Despun science platform.
E
E	 Proposal B Pure spinner, about earth line. 	 Gim- r),
baled science platform.
f
yy
i
FLTSATCOM 3-Axis control, but with momentum
wheel providing loose stabilization
about pitch axis.
--- A momentum wheel which can absorb all
r angular momentum of a 5-rpm body to^
despin it.
The final candidate is rejected, because the size of this momentum
3
wheel	 is beyond current experience. The other three are all feasible.
With the selection of Configuration A of the proposal, the options are
narrowed.	 Details of spin rate, spin control, moment-of-inertia control,
and nutation damping are covered in other sections, particularly Section
7.7.
5.3	 ATTITUDE ASSUMED THROUGHOUT MISSION
The candidates for a dual spin spacecraft as defined by Configuration
i
A are given in the following table-:
3
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ATTITUDE CANDIDATES
Injection
from earth
	
Other
	 Interplanetary
	 Mars
Phase	 and MOI
	
—AV
	 transfer	 orbit
SPIN AXIS ORIENTATION
Candidates
	 Parallel to	 Parallel to	 Perpendicular	 Perpendicular
AV vector	 AV vector	 to ecliptic	 to orbitplane	 plane
Retain	 Parallel to
Cruise	 earth line
Selected	 Attitude
DESPUN PLATFORM
A^
Candidate
	 Locked	 Locked 17 Locked	 Despun`
Point, ram,	 j{
nadir, limb
Spun up	 Despun
	
Despun:
Point HGA
to earth
Despun	 Spun up
There are not too many choices here. For injection from earth and MOI it
is clear that the spin axis must be parallel to the AV vector, and the
despun platform must remain despun, both for its protection and to avoid
large attitude changes during motor burn. We elected to keep the despun
w	 ;
^.	 platform locked (spinning) until after MOI, and then unlock it permanently
1
and despin it.
This precludes "spun up" (but unlocked) state of the despun platform
for these maneuvers.
For other AV's we implement two approaches for the spin axis orienta-
tion. For large &V's (such as the first TCM or the orbit inclination change
'	 S-134
3maneuver) the selection is to turn, burn (axial thrusters), and return, so
the spin axis is parallel to the A V vector. For small AV's, especially
'r
	
	 at great ranges where it is less comfortable to precess the spacecraft
away from its cruise attitude, AV's are performed in the cruise attitude:
continuous axial firing, pulsed transverse firing.
There are two implementations of the despun platform, also. For AV's
before MOI, the despun platform remains locked. After MOI, the despun
F
	 platform remains despun. This has the advantage of keeping the HGA directed
4
	
	 at the earth, but the disadvantage of a despun static imbalance during
thruster firing which could lead to attitude errors. If analysis shows
k	 these errors to be excessive, it would be best to spin up the despun plat-
k
	 form for AV's after MOT, at least for those maneuvers great enough to
F
	 produce too large attitude errors.
i
For interplanetary transfer we have selected a spin axis orientation
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. This satisfies power, thermal, and
communication requirements -- the latter by use of an S-band omni uplink
and an X-band bicone with a fan beam downlink. The other option, spinning
about the earth line, is also feasible, although it makes thermal control
more difficult when near syzygy: earth and sun aspect angles are both
-,0*.  For communications, one could now use the spinning HGA, but its
stowed attitude would have to be changed to point in the +Z direction.
5.4 DATA HANDLING AND COMMANDS
Some of the issues which arise in the selection of the data concept
are:	 j
• Command storage capacity and partitioning
• Packetizing
• Must tape recorders be rewound before playback? 	 t
t
• utilization of two tape recorders (assuming no failure)
• Interleaving of real-time and stored data for downlink transmission
e Selection of record, playback, and downlink bit rates
For economy, we have chosen existing hardware for all components for this
subsystem. (The tape recorder development is not yet complete.) This
influences many of the choices above.
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• Command storage capacity of 256
	 32 bit words is standard; it
is expandible in 256-word increments. 	 The selected equipment
offers command partitioning between repetitive and responsive
commands; it has been so employed on the Solar Mesospheric
Explorer.
• The chosen equipment is applicable to time multiplexed data
collection.	 Packetizing is not selected.
• For convenience of operation, we selected Model B which operates
two tape recorders.	 They are on simultaneously during the
tracking period only. 	 They are read out backward from the
record direction.	 For reliability it will either (a) be necessary
to implement a one-recorder mode also, for use if one recorder
fails, or (b) require the acceptance of degraded data acquisition
if one recorder fails. 	 (a) is the better choice, although we
have not indicated it in this study.
With the selected equipment, and almost no changes in details,
Model C could be utilized.	 This would rewind the recorders and
permit all-forward record and playback.
Interleaving of real-time and played-back data is by the bit
substitution,	 method discussed in Section 6.3.5.
• Record, playback, and downlink data rates are also selected and
described in Section 6.3.5.
)
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5.5 ANTENNA COMPLEMENT
As a result of the attitude selection and the decision to keep the
despun platform locked until after MOI, the evolution of the antenna com-
plement was straightforward. 	 It is described in Sections 6.2.6 and 7.3.
The antenna complement is also a consequence of a number of other deci-
sions involving the whole RF communications subsystem. 	 These decisions and
their rationale are discussed in Appendix A.
5.6	 PROPULSION COMPLEMENT v
5.6.1	 Thrust Levels.
Two thrust levels are needed:	 a high thrust for (large) axial AV, for a
spin up, and for automatic nutation control while the spacecraft and upper
stage are attached; a low thrust for fine precession maneuvers.
Standard 1 lbf thrusters took too long for the first spin up maneuver,
and they are probably inadequate for automatic nutation control. 	 A
sx ,
larger existing thruster, 5 lbf, was selected,'
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:standard 1 lbf thrusters are a little coarse for fine precession''
maneuvers, but are probably satisfactory depending on the interpretation
of the science pointing requirements. However 0.1 lbf thrusters, standard
on a current spacecraft program were selected.
5.6.2 Number of Thrusters
Spin-stabilized spacecraft can be controlled with very few thrusters,
at least in comparison with the 12 selected for this configuration. How-
ever, the following criteria were observed:
• Moments attained by couples
• Resultant forces along spacecraft geometrical axes
• Redundancy
These, plus the two thrust-levels discussed above lead to 12 thrusters.
They are describes! in Section 6.2.7.
5.6.3 Tanks
For symmetry, at least three must be used. For valving redundancy
it is best to have an even number. four existing 22-inch tanks satisfied
the propellant capacity requirement, and fit well on the equipment shelf.
They were selected.
5.6.4 Propulsion Distribution
The set of valves employed between the tanks and the thrusters was picked
to satisfy these criteria:
• Shuttle safety requirements
s Implementation of redundancy
The resulting system is described in Section 7.7. It satisfies the criteria.
"Redundancy" does not mean survival and successful completion of the
mission under all circumstances. It doesn't protect against these conditions:
• If a tank sustains a major leak early in the mission (even if it
is detected early, and isolated by command)
• If a thruster develops a significant leak, and it is not detected
until too much propellant has been lost.
5-16 I.
There is no good way to take steps to survive the first condition. It
is possible to create an automatic protection routine to survive the
second condition, but it would be complex, probably not fool-proof, and
therefore not a good candidate for implementation.
4	
6. SYSTEM CONCEPT (BASELINE MISSIONS)
This section describes the spacecraft system concept for the baseline
Climatology Mission and the Aeronomy Mission. A single description will
suffice, as the differences between the spacecraft for the two missions
are few; they will be pointed out as those features are discussed.
6.1 CONFIGURATION
The physical configuration of the spacecraft is shown in Figures
6.1-1 (Climatology Mission) and 6.1-2 (Aeronomy). The Z-axis is the
spacecraft spin axis. It also coincides with the longitudinal axis of
the Intelsat VI upper stage, which utilizes a solid motor based on the
SRM-1 (the large motor) of the IUS (Inertial Upper Stage).
The nominal attitude assumed by the spacecraft during earth-Mars
transit is with the Z-axis per',;^!ndicular to the ecliptic plane. In the
nominal attitude in Mars orbit, the Z-axis is perpendicular to the orbit
plane, with +Z directed toward the side of the orbit plane the sun is on.
A functional block diagram of the spacecraft is shown in Figure
6.1-3. It identifies the various subsystems, and shows which elements'
are on the spinning sect.i'on and which are on the despun.
6.1.1 Solar Array
The configuration is dominated by a body-fixed solar array in the
form of a truncated cone. The greater diameter is 4.32 m (170 in.), and
the lesser 2.79 m (110 in.). The height of the cone is 2.08 m (82 in.),
leading to a half-cone angle of 20 degrees. The 20-degree angle is
chosen to maximize power derived from the array considering that the sun
may shine from any direction in the +Z hemisphere (0 0 < sun aspect angle,
SAA'< 900).
The mathematical angle giving this maxi-min performance is 18.6
degrees, but because of increased reflections near grazing incidence angles,
the larger value of 20 degrees is used.
Solar array areal efficiency is plotted in Figure 6.1-4 as a function
of a, the array half-cone angle, and 9, the SAA.
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6.1.2	 Despun Section
All elements forward of the array lesser diametrical plane (i.e.,
toward the +Z direction) and a cruciform structure just aft of it
comprise the despun section, while the solar array, the equipment shelf
and components mounted on it, and the entire propulsion system are in
9
the spinning section.
•	 1
Actually the despun section is not despun until after insertion into
Mars orbit.	 For the entire earth-Mars transit is spins with the spinning
section to which it is locked. 	 This restraint is not removed until after
the firing of the solid orbit insertion motor (OIM).
t
For the Climatology Mission all instruments are located on the despun j
platform, and its normal despun phase is nadir oriented. 	 In the aft-
looking view of Figure 6.3-1, nadir is down.
For the Aeronomy Mission, the instrument payload is divided. 	 Most
instruments, particularly those with objectives oriented toward the limb
or ram direction, are located on the despun platform.	 However, two
j
sensors are on booms deployed from the spinning section, and one uses an
antenna attached to it.	 For the elliptical orbit of this mission, the
despun platform may be positioned to follow the ram direction when in
the vicinity of periapsis.
i
V In addition to scientific instruments, the despun platform (both
missions) carries all antennas and other components of the spacecraft's
F' communications subsystem, and "remote" units of the command and data
a subsystems.	 These spacecraft antennas are double gimballed (azimuth
and elevation) relative to the despun platform, to permit tracking the
i
;{	 {
earth.
6.1.3	 Equipment Shelf ry
11
^. On the spinning section, most spacecraft electrical and electronic
i
components are mounted on the equipment shelf.
	 This is an annular ring
whose outer edge abuts and supports the solar array at a plane intermediate z
to the bounding planes.
	 (The array is also supported by struts attaching
to its lesser diameter, and stabilized by a ring at its maximum diameter.)
r
a
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The equipment shelf carries the batteries and power control and
' distribution units of the electrical power subsystem, the N 2H4 (hydrazine)
propellant tanks, the telemetry and command processor, the tape recorders,
and the attitude control electronics, as well as instrument electronics
for instruments on the spinning section.
The inner edge of the equipment shelf is supported by struts con-
necting in a spoke-like arrangement to the central structural cylinder of
the spacecraft which surrounds the solid orbit insertion motor (OIM).
6.1.4 Adapter to Upper Stage
The spacecraft-supplied adapter connects this same central cylinder
to the solid motor of the Intelsat VI injection stage. It is a conical
shell in design, and it is separated from the spacecraft -- and stays
with the spent injection stage -- after injection from low earth orbit
onto an earth-Mars transfer trajectory.
f	 6.1.5 In the STS Cargo Bay
In the launch configuration, the spacecraft is supported from the
injection motor, which, in turn, is tied to the Shuttle by its cradle
via Shuttle sill and keel fittings.
All spacecraft booms arestowed. The despun platform is restrained
to have no motion relative to the spinning section. The antenna azimuth
and elevation gimbals are similarly locked with the high-gain antenna
pointing in the XY plane. Furthermore, all these restraints remain in
effect until after firing the OIM at Mars.
In this launch configuration, the maximum spacecraft diameter has
over 5 inches (2.5 inches radius) clearance from the Cargo Bay with
worst case deformation or vibration simultaneously by both elements.
This represents margin into which the solar array could grow by extension,
i.e., truncating the same cone at a greater maximum diameter, if addi-
tional power capacity became necessary.
Longitudinally, from the aft bulkhead of the Shuttle Cargo Bay, one
foot are reserved for Shuttle functions, the injection stage and its ASE
occupy ten feet, and the spacecraft occupies 3.9 m (13 feet). Of the 1
60-ft. Cargo Bay length, 36 feet remain unoccupied by Mars Orbiter Mission
x6.2	 SYSTEM DESIGN
This section describes spacecraft system design characteristics.
6.2.1	 Spacecraft Attitude Stabilization
As noted earlier, the basic attitude stability comes from spinning
the spacecraft.	 While the large solid motors are firing (injection stage
at earth, OIM at Mars) the spin rate will be in the range of 40 to 60_
rpm.	 At other times in the mission, including interplanetary cruise and
orbital operations, the spin rate will be picked at a point in the 5 to {.
10 rpm range.
To establish unconditional
	 spin stability (i.e., a nutational distur-
bance will not grow spontaneously) the moment of inertia about a trans-
verse axis, I t , must bo less than the moment of inertia about the spin
axis,
	
I Z , preferably less than 0.9 IZ.
if 'is a further goal, when the despun section is despun, that
It < I Z (s), where Iz(s) is the .spin moment-of-inertia of just the spinning
section.	 Meeting this goal	 insures unconditional	 spin stability when the
despun section is despun.	 It is a sufficient condition, but not necessary,
Stability can be attained, even if I t > Iz( s ), by having enough viscous
damping on the despun section.
6.2.2	 Attitude Assumed Throughout Mission A
Figure 6.2-1 shows the attitude of the spacecraft throughout the ,1
miission.	 At injection from earth and at insertion into Mars orbit, both
accomplished by large solid motors, the +Z-axis points in the direction
of the required AV vector, tangential or anti-tangential to the local {
trajectory.
During interplanetary cruise., the nominal orientation has the Z-axis
perpendicular to the ecliptic p1'ane. 	 When in orbit about Mars, the
nominal orientation has the Z-axis perpendicular to the orbit plane.
ii
There are some deviations from the nominal attitudes.	 When velocity
maneuvers are to be performed with the liquid propulsion system, parti-
cularly fuP large & V's, it is desirable to orient the spacecraft spin
axis in the direction of the &'V, to execute the velocity maneuver with
axial thrusters.	 This is the ,case for the first two trajectory correc- ..
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tion maneuvers (TCM's) and probably for drag compensation maneuvers in
orbit in the Aeronomy Mission. Early in the mission (before the first
TCM) thruster calibration maneuvers will be performed, some of which
require pointing the spin axis along the earth 'line; this is another
deviation from the nomnal orientation.
Other propuls=ive a V maneuvers may be performed without turning
fram the nominal attitude, if they are relatively small. Examples are
the third TCM, -S days }before arrival at 'Bars, and small orbit trim
maneuvers at Mars.
i
(^k
The AV maneuver in the Climatology Mission to chan9e orbit inclina-
tion at the end of the drift period of 100 - 150 days is directed perpen
-
dicular to the orbit plane. Ewen though it is a large maneuver (100 -
150 m/s) it can be performed by continuous firing of axial thrusters in
the nominal spacecraft attitude,
Keeping the spin axis perpesidicular to the orbit plane requires
periodic precession, maneuvers, because orbit perturbations (primarily
due to Mars' J 2 , associated with its equatorial bulge) cause a continuous
rotation of the orbit plane's node line in the equatorial plane. The
frequency of such maneuvers depends on the rate of rotation (which
differs for the three orbits: Climatology baseline, Climatology orbit
option, and Aeronomy) and the tolerable misorientation. Figure 6.2-2
f	 illustrates the effect, and determines precession maneuver intervals for
these missions assuming a 1-degree maximum misorientation.
6.2.3 STS and Injection Operations
There are a number of events associated with injection by the upper
stage onto the interplanetary trajectory which:
is are absolutely necessary to the success of the Mars Orbiter
t Mission (including the precise timing of their execution),
• must be executed before communications between the DSN and
'	 the spacecraft can be assured, and
• would represent a critical or catastrophic hazard to the
r Space Shuttle if executed before separation from the Cargo
Bay
These events are listed in Figure 6.2-3; they include the firing of the
injection motor and separating the spacecraft from the upper stage. The
potential hazard to the Shuttle is obvious, and we interpret STS safety
3
	 requirements as making it necessary to delay the enabling of these events
1
,t
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until the Shuttle Orbiter has insured (by propulsive maneuver) that it
will attain an adequate separa,`A on from the spacecraft when the injection
stage is fired. Furthermore, to satisfy the two-fault-tolerant pro-
visions, two independent enabling actions must occur.
Whether an independent (dual) sequencer is necessary on board the
spacecraft to control these events, or a particular arrangement and
usage of the stored command provisions within the spacecraft's command
processor will suffice has not been determined'. In either case we propose
that the two independent enabling actions will be:
• a "breakwire" which opens when the upper stage/spacecraft is
released from the Cargo Bay, and
• a specific radio command,'sent from the Shuttle to the space-
craft, after adequate separation distance is assured.
6.2.4 Spacecraft Commanding
The spacecraft can respond to real-time commands which are executed
as they are received, or to stored commands which are executed when the
clock coincides with their associated stored time tag. In normal opera-
tions, nearly all commands would be stored.
Such commands would be loaded in batches transmitted from the ground
to the spacecraft perhaps as frequently as daily, perhaps only once or
twice per week. The heaviest demand for frequent commands will be during
orbital operations at Mars when severLl cycles occur simultaneously:
• repetition at the orbital period:
- instrument day/night operations (Climatology)
- instrument periapsis operations and simultaneous tape
recorder rate changes (Aeronomy)
- tape recorder playback inhibit during occultation
- programming the pointing of the despun platform and the HGA
(azimuth gimbal)
• repetition at a daily rate (tracking, non-tracking)
- tape recorder record-and playback cycles
• periodically
- command store contents transmitted
coherent operation for doppler or ranging
- performance of precession maneuvers (See Section 6.2.2)
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The selected command system has redundant command processors, each
with a capability of 256 stored command slots, 32 bits each, and expand-
able to 512 commands if desired. To look at command rates and trans-
mittal times, we consider the 512 command capacity. See Figure 6.2-4.
Selected uplink rates are 125 b/s (normal) and 7.8125 b/s (emergency).
Insertion via the HGA will always support the higher rate. Via the S-band
omni antenna at maximum range, the lower rate must be used. The times
to load 512 commands at these rates are 2.2 and 35 minutes, respectively.
(For ground test, an input rate of 1000 b/s can also be accepted, taking
16 seconds.)
Downlink bit rates for transmitting the command store contents for
verification on the ground are 4000 b/s normal (but 2000 b/s, Aeronomy)
and 16 b/s emergency, when the HGA cannot be used. Transmittal times
are 4.1 seconds (8.2 seconds, Aeronomy) and 17 minutes, respectively.
6.2.5 Data Handling
Because it is desired to acquire scientific data continuously during
the orbital phase of the mission, but ground station reception is com -
mitted for only one eight-hour shift each day, on-board storage of sub-
stantial data is necessary.
Two redundant 325 Mb tape recorders are used for this purpose.
Three models for the operating of the tape recorders are considered,
and are illustrated in Figure 6.2-5. They differ in whether one or both
recorders are routinely employed, and whether the tape recorder must be
rewound between recording and playing back (and therefore whether data
are played back in the same order as acquired or reversed). In all cases,
real-time engineering and housekeeping data are interleaved with scientific
data for downlink transmission.
In this study, Model B has been selected. However, the same equip -
ment could serve in Model C. The same equipment with different record
and playback rates could serve in Model A.
X	
n
a
a
h	
9
'	 6.2.6 Antenna Complement and Use
The selected antenna complement is shown in Figures 6.1-1' and 6.1-2,`
and 6.2-6 The patterns of the low-and medium-gain antennas are repre-
sented in Figure 6.2-7,
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A high-gain antenna (HGA) is used for primary uplink (S-band) and
downlink (X-band) communications when the spacecraft is in orbit at Mars.
The same 1.12 m (44 inch) paraboloidal reflector from the DSCS II space--
craft is used for both functions. S-band reception is reflected from
the dish, passing through a dichroic mirror to an S-band feed at the
primary focus. The X-band feed is at a second ('cassegrain) focus, created
by reflection from the hyperboloidal dichroic mirror. This antenna has a
gain of 36.9 dBi at X-band and 24.9 dBi at S-band.
The other antennas -- an S-band low gain omni and two X-band medium
gain antennas (MLA's), a horn and a bicone -- are mounted to the base of
the HGA reflector. They are intended for use when the HGA cannot be used,
for example, before the despun section is despun. For such use, the
elevation gimbal is in the launch position, as shown in the figure, with
the HGA beam in the XY plane. Then all the low and medium gain antennas
have patterns which are symmetric about the spacecraft Z-axis.
The coverage of these antennas is given in Table 6.2-1. Coverage
is concentrated in the +Z hemisphere. In normal operation (except imme-
diately after launch) the earthline will always be in this hemisphere.
When the HGA is despun and set at some other EAA than 90 0 , the omni
and MGA's still have usable patterns. Instead of being symmetric with
respect to the spacecraft Z-axis, their symmetry is about an axis that
tilts from the Z-axis as the HGA deviates from the XY plane.
S-Band	 X-Band	 X-Band
Antenna	 Omni	 Horn	 Bicone
Approximate coverage, earth
aspect angle (EAA)
Maximum gain (approx.) at
EAA
Other gain (approx.) at
EAA
0 to 120 0	0 to 60
	
0 dBi	 8 dBi
0°	 0°
	
-3 dBi	 4.5 dBi
900400
60 to 100°
4.5 dBi
80
1	 dBi
60 0
 or 100
The HGA is double gimballed relative to the despun platform. The
aximuth gimbal can travel ±270 0 ; therefore it must be "unwound" once each
orbit. The elevation gimbal can travel in the range -25° to +90° from
its launch position (FAA's 0 0 to 115 0 ). Depending on the height and loca-
tion of instruments on the despun platform, there could be some inter-
ference with the antenna beam between FAA's of 110 0 and 1150.
6.2.7 Propulsion Complement
The complement of spacecraft propulsive components is shown in
Figure 6.2-8. The solid OIM is shown in phantom on the spacecraft center-
line, nozzle pointed in the -Z direction. This motor is the Thiokol Star
37XF for the Climatology spacecraft, and the lighter Star 37N for the
Aeronomy spacecraft.
The monopropellant hydrazine system is shown in the figure, Hydrazine
is stowed in four 22-inch spherical tanks mounted on (the +Z side of) the
equipment shelf. There are 12 hydrazine thrusters on the spacecraft
spinning section. Their functions, nominal thrust level, and location
are shown in Table 6.2-2. Because blowdown pressurization is used, the
actual thrust will vary above or below the nominal thrust according to
the current pressure level.
The location of the transverse thrusters, above the equipment shelf
(about l,5 meters abive the base of the solar array) is picked to be at
the same Z station as the center of mass after the OIM has been fired.
This is also approximately where the propellant tanks are located, so the
center of mass will move very little as propellant is depleted. Keeping
the transverse thrusters at the level of the center of mass minimizes the
precession incurred when pulsed thrusting is used for lateral &V components.
The 5 lbf axial thrusters can be used for coarse precession maneuvers
for automatic nutation control. This thrust level is desirable to provide
the necessary authority.
r-
r
The 0.1 lbf axial thrusters, on the other hand, are intended to make
fine precession maneuvers while exciting a minimum amount of nutation.
This is done by letting each precession increment be the result of two
F couple pulses fired in sequence. The first couple pulse is achieved by
i
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one pair of ±Z thrusters, and the second by the other pair. The location
of the thrusters on the array base ring and the time interval between
pulses are selected so that the pair of pulses add in precession of the
momentum vector, but cancel the induced nutation.
Category/
use
Transverse/
spin control
and lateral AV
Axial/
axial AV and
coarse precession
Axial/
fine pre-
cession
Quantity 4 4 4
Thrust (lbf) 5 5 0.1
Location above equipment base of solar base of
shelf-, ^)t aper- array, ±X radials solar array,
tures i ,i the 4 places
solar array
Pointing +Y (2) +Z (2) +Z (2)
Direction -Y	 (2) -Z (2) -Z (2)
6.3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
This section determines by analysis and presents the system performance
of the Mars orbiter spacecraft. The distinction between system performance
and subsystem performance is not always clear cut, and this section should
be read in conjunction with the appropriate subsystem performance state-
ments in Section 7.
6.3.1 Mass
Table 6.3-1 shows the allocation of mass for the Climatology and
Aeronomy spacecraft, by subsystem. Each subsystem is split between spin-
ning and despun sections.
EOL means end of life; in this condition there is no hydrazine
remaining in the liquid propulsion system, and only the case of the spent i
OIM remains. Also the adapter between the spacecraft and upper stage and
^j (	 the associated separation fitting are absent from the spacecraft, having
„'	 6-22
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remained with the upper stage after separation. The sequenced mass,
considering propellant increments, is treated in Section 6.3.3.
Note that experiment booms which will be furnished by the spacecraft
have been included in structure and mechanisms. For this reason we hav:
deleted the 7 kg mass of the magnetometer boom from the Aeronomy instru-
ment weights given in PM-2001, Table 5.10 (a), reducing the mass assigned
to instruments from 58.5 to 51.5 kg. Structures and mechanisms includes
two 5.1-kg booms, one for the magnetometer and one for the electron temper-
ature probe, for the Aeronomy spacecraft.
6.3.2 Mass Properties
Figure 6.3-1 summarizes the mass properties of the spacecraft systems
for the Climatology and Aeronomy missions. These properties include
center of mass location, spin and transverse moments of inertia, and
moment-of-inertia ratios.
The significant conditions are just before MOI, and at the end of
life. We have picked worst cases in several regards, as follows:
e As boom deployment is generally stabilizing, we assume the booms
remain stowed for all conditions
• As propellant in the N2H4 tanks is a stabilizing effect, we
assume the minimum amount of propellant in the tanks consistent
with the mission phase. For pre- or post-MOI, this amount is
88 kg (Climatology) or 142 kg (Aeronomy). At the end of the
mission (EOL) it is zero.
Pre-MOI is a designing condition for the all-spinning spacecraft,.
because the firing of the OIM is seen to improve moment-of-inertia ratio.
For the condition with the despun section despun, the most adverse para-
meter is I t/Iz(s), where I t is the transverse moment-of-inertia, and
Iz( s) is the spin moment-of-inertia of just the spinning section. Here
EOL conditions give the smallest margin in the moment-of-inertia ratio.
Pre-MOI, .909 is the most adverse (highest) ratio, It/Iz(tot) for
the baseline spacecraft. This provides satisfactory margin.
At EOL ratios of 0.934, 0.961, 0.946 are seen for I t/IZ(s) . These
are higher than desirable. The highest ratio corresponds to the Clima-
tology spacecraft, payload Option 2. This Option puts the greatest
science payload on the despun platform, 20 kg more than the baseline.
s
t
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nWe have determined that increase in I t/I z ( s) from 0.934 to 0.961'
caused by the additional 20 kg on the despun platform could be canceled
by adding 10 kg ballast at the perimeter of the equipment shelf. A
corollary is that this moment-of-inertia ratio can be decreased by 0.027
by each 10 kg of ballast added.
With the large mass margins associated with this spacecraft/launch
vehicle combination, the addition of ballast in this manner may be the
most desirable way to improve stability margin. On the other hand, higher
ratios, even exceeding 1.0, can be tolerated if adequate nutation damping
is added to the despun section. This would be easy to implement parti-
cularly in the Climatology spacecraft, where the gamma-ray spectrometer
boom can be easily arranged to drive such a damper.
Slight discrepancies in the total mass between Table 6.3-1 and Figure
6.3-1 occur. This is because the mass properties calculations were per-
formed before the mass estimates of the subsystems were finalized.
6.3.3 Propulsion, o V
Table 6.3-2 shows the velocity increment requirements for the two
missions, for a 1988 launch, arranged chronologically fro.! bottom to top.
Because both missions follow the same earth-Mars trajectory, the
injection o V at earth (from low earth orbit) is the same, 3753 m/s.
Mars orbit insertion (MOI) requirements differ because it takes more AV
to bring the Climatology spacecraft into its 300 km circular orbit than
to install the Aeronomy spacecraft in its elliptical orbit.
After insertion into Mars orbit, propellant requirements for the
two missions differ. The inclination change maneuver, after the initial
drift period, dominates the Climatology &V's, while drag compensation
9
`
	
	
takes most of the Aeronomy's n V budget -- because of its low 150 km
periapsis altitude. In fact, the calculated (worst case) o V to compen-
sate for drag due to the estimated atmospheric density near 150 km
altitude (430 m/s) exceeds the propellant capacity of the spacecraft
design so this requirement is arbitrarily limited to 365 m/s.
The final boost from the nominal orbit to one with a long enough
r
life to satisfy planetary protection requirements takes less &V for
^i
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rAeronomy because it can be.performed more efficiently at the apoapsis of
the elliptical orbit.
Based on the o V requirements of Table 6.3-2 and the EOL mass of Tat
6.3-1, a mass history from launch throughout the mission is constructed
and shown in Table 6.3-3. This table incorporates several categories of
margin. First, a ---20%  margin is shown for the final spacecra's=t mass.
Second, a 20% margin is added to all calculated masses of hydrazine pro-
pellant. Finally, the injection stage is shown capable of handling this
greater spacecraft system with offloads (margins) of its solid propellar
of 35 percent (Climatology) and 45 percent (Aeronomy). This verifies
the assertion that there is a comparatively large mass margin for the
mission. This margin can be assigned in a number of ways to reduce
program cost and improve mission reliability.
The solid propellant offload for the MOI motor is not an additional
margin. What it shows is the margin associated with the selection of
the particular motor for MOI. If for some reason (greater spacecraft
mass, or higher V„ approaching Mars) this offload percentagE shrank to
zero or below, it would merely indicate that the next larger Star 37 motor
should be substituted. But the validity of the overall table is not
affected.
6.3.4 Power, Power Budget
The power requirements (payload and spacecraft subsystems) of the
two missions are shown in Tables 6.3-4 and 6.3-5. These tables are based
on several assumptions:
e Thermal control uses electric replacement heaters when experiments
are turned off, particularly during interplanetary cruise
• In orbital operation, one TWTA and one tape recorder are on at
all times
• Power to charge the batteries for useduring eclipse time is
added to the other power requirements during sunlight operation.
This calculation is based on the maximum possible eclipse time
for each mission.
The results which drive the system design are the full sun orbital opera-
tion: 522 W (Climatology) and 401 W (Aeronomy).
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As developed in Section 7.2, the selected solar array for Climatology
can produce 546 W, giving a 22 W margin, with cells occupying the full
82-inch height of the truncated cone. For Aeronomy the figure is 420 W,
giving a 19 W margin, with cells occupying only 86% of the available
substrate area.
These figures account for greater areal efficiency (0.346) for the
Climatology Mission because the sun aspect angle (SAA) is restricted to
the range 45 to 68 degrees after the drift period.* (See Figure 6.1-4.)
The areal efficiency for the Aeronomy Mission (0.299) reflects the non-
sun-synchronism of this orbit and the range of SAA's from 0 to 90 degrees.
Recognize that these power production figures presuppose three worst
cases all happening simultaneously, which, in actuality, can't happen:
e Maximum sun-Mars distance
'
	
	
• Maximum eclipse time	 I
a
• EOL-degraded solar cells
As a result, there is not likely to be a power pinch as severe as the
22 and 19 watt margins might imply. And if there is a pinch, it will be	 f
r°
for a limited time, until conditions recede from the worst case.
r;
	
	 For this reason, we identify tape recorder operational Model B (2
tape recorders on simultaneously during the tracking period) as a desir-
able mode, and which can be implemented if adequate power margin exists
a , and if both recorders are operating well; otherwise operation must revert
to Model A, which requires only one tape recorder.
4	 6.3.5 Data
The data handling performance of the spacecraft system is tied
closely to the data acquisition requirements of the scientific instruments.
Three other factors enter:
r
During the drift period, the areal efficiency is less, but this is more
than offset by the fact that the sun-Mars distance during this time is
considerably less than its maximum value of 1.67 AUK	 -
k
E
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0	 • The operation of tape recorders per Model B (Section 6.2.5)
• Use of the "bit-substitution method" for interleaving real-time
engineering data with data played back from the tape recorder
• An "overhead" fraction of one-eighth
The bit substitution method is described in Figure 6.3-2. As data
are recorded, space is reserved for the later insertion of real-time
data ^,^hen the tape recorder is played back. This reservation is by means
of "fill" bits recorded in those positions on the recorder. Fill bits
can be zeroes or ones in any combination.
When the tape recorder is played back, the fill bits are discarded.
They are replaced by the real-time data it is desired to interleave.
The fill bits and the real-time data occupy the same location in each
data frame.
Figure 6.3-3 gives an example to show how this works in the Mars
Orbiter Mission. Because operating Model B is selected, all science
data transmitted to the earth come from the tape recorder, where they
were recorded as acquired earlier, during the preceding 24 (or 32) hours.
Thus the only real-time data to be interleaved are engineering (subsystems)
and housekeeping (instrument status) data. We have selected an 1152-bit
frame consisting of 1024 bits of science data and 128 bits of overhead.
The overhead is divided into 88 bits (synch, identification, time tags,
engineering and housekeeping) which are recorded with the science data,
and 40 fill bits which are replaced later by real-time data (time tag,
engineering, and housekeeping).
Because up to 32 hours recorded data can be played back in —5
hours, the effective sampling rate of real-time engineering data is
6 times as fast as the corresponding recorded data.
Returning to the required science data acquisition rates, these are
summarized for the Climatology Mission (and its these payload options)
in Table 6.3-6 and the Aeronomy in 6.3-7.
All these missions ep rmit different science data acquisition rates
at different times in the orbit. For three (C,C 1 ,C2) we have not exc-cised
this option, because day and night rates do not differ enough to warrant
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h.
an additional tape recorder speed. For the third Climatology option
(C3 ) we do implement different record rates, because of the variety and
range of acquisition rates associated with the multi-spectral mapper.
For the Aeronomy Mission, different record rates are implemented because
it would be very wasteful to record at the periapsis pulse rate over
the whole orbit.
Based on the above, we can determine the requirements for tape recorder
capacity in Table 6.3-8 (and compare the requirements with the selected
recorder) and the requirements for record and playback rates and downlink
transmission rates in Table 6.3-9.* The selected playback and downlink.
data rates have been rounded off upward:
• to get rates more simply related to each other
• to use the link capacity of the selected RF system, and
• to permit data return to occupy somewhat less than the full
tracking period (unocculted portion)
Downlink rates are also selected for exclusively engineering data, which
could be in a general engineering format or in a format for transmitting
the contents of the on-board command store. These provisions would
probably be used most for real-time data, but the highest of these rates
corresponds to the lowest tape recorder playback rate, and could be used
for recorded engineering data. T'`", lower engineering data rates are for
use when the link will not support the higher rates, particularly when
the HGA cannot be used.
The "required" selected playback and downlink rates will return in
one eight-hour shift all data collected in a 32-hour period, accounting
for maximum earth occultations and receiver lock-up times. However, in
the normal manner of scheduling ground stations of the-DSN the normal
non-tracking period would be 16 hours, requiring only 24 hours of` data
to be returned in one shift. The downlink rates, "most used: normal
f!
* Because of the bit substitution method of interleaving, the ,playback
and downlink (before coding) rates are the same.
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reflect this reduced load. They are implemented to cater to the most
probable conditions, to increase the utility of the link.
In addition, rates are implemented at twice and one-third the
"required: max" rate. The higher one permits exploiting a higher link
capacity which might exist. Examples
	 a 64-meter station is available
when a 34-meter antenna would suffice; or communication ranges are small
enough that even a 34-meter antenna can support the higher rate. This
would permit a four-hour station assignment rather than the normal eight
hours.
The lower rate (one-third) applies when conditions are reversed,
`	 when it is necessary to tolerate a lower link capacity. Suppose, neari
maximum range, the 64-meter antenna could do the job, but it isn't avail-
!	 able. Rather than get no data, accept a lower rate which can be supported
	
1
a
by the 34-meter antenna. Th)s antenna has a gain 5 dB less than the 64-
meter, so it can support one-third the data rate, and this is how the
lowest playback rate is selected.
The ratios of these four playback rates are 24:12:9:4, with the
rationale summarized by this table:
24	
2 s._ 8 hours
rof
4m a factor	 2.67
	 12	 furs (tracking)4
 3 above 34m
	
3	 9 ^ v' 32 hours (cycle)
4	
2.4 ° s
6.3.6 Communications
Uplink transmission should support command data rates of 7.8125 b/s
(emergency) and 125 b/s (normal). Figure 6.3-4 shows the capacity of
the selected uplink channels, via either the spacecraft's HGA or omni.
	
i
The only situation where the emergency rate must be invoked is via the
omni beyond 1.9 AU, which is not a normal condition. Capability via
the omni would also be less than that shown if the earth aspect angle
exceeded 90 degrees (with the HGA pointed in the XY plane). Gain would
f
	
	
drop below -3 dBi, the 90 0
 value, and the link would disappear when the
omni is shielded by the spacecraft at FAA 2^ 145°. If the HGA is despun'
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and pointed at the earth (but for some reason not receiving) then the omni
will have a -3 dBi gain and command access can be established for recovery
(	 procedures.
Figure 6.3-5 shows downlink data capability via the HGA and via a
MGA (horn or bicone) operating at a gain of +4.5 dBi. Critical require-
ments are also indicated. Conclusions: The selected HGA (1.12 m dish)
satisfies the Aeronomy requirement (by over 3 dB), and it satisfied the
Climatology baseline requirement as well as payload Options 1 and 2. To
satisfy the data rate required by Option 3, a larger antenna is needed.
The performance of a 1.5-meter HGA (up 2.5 dB) is shown; it easily satisfies
the higher requirement. 1.5 meters is about the largest dish compatible
with the physical characteristics of the selected spacecraft configuration.
Before the HGA is despun, downlink communications must be via one of
the X-band MGA's on board. 	 With a spacecraft antenna gain of +4.5 dBi,
the performance barely meets the 16 b/s requirement at MOI, 1.23 AU from
the earth.	 The MGA complement would provide this gain through the bicone
at EAA = 90° (interplanetary cruise attitude) or through the horn at y
EAA = 38° (MOI attitude).{
fl
The capabilities shown in Figures 6.3-4 and 6.3-5 assume a 3a adyerse 1
performance, and are supported by RF power budget tables in Section 7.3.
6.3.6	 Pointing Accuracy t
Instrument pointing accuracy in pitch ('i.e., rotation about the
A	
A
spin axis) is achieved by controlling the phase of the despun platform.
Relative to celestial directions are measured by the spinning star sensor,
the required accuracy (0.08 degrees, la, for C l and C3 ; 0.5 to 1 degree, ?
la for the baseline missions) is easily met. 	 See Table 6.3-10.	 However,
where instruments are to be pointed relative to a planet-oriented direc-
tion (nadir, limb, ram, for example), then the orbit determination
accuracy enters the picture. 	 An orbit determination accuracy analysis
has not been made, so instrument pointing accuracy relative to the planet
can not be validated.
An order-of-magnitude estimate suggests the orbit determination will
support the 0.5 degree pointing requirement, but perhaps not the 0.08 degree.
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If analysis shows that orbit determination is inadequate to meet the
required pointing accuracy, then, horizon sensors can be considered, to
provide direct sensing of limb and nadir directions.
Pointing in roll and yaw is achieved by first measuring, then control-
ling the orientation of the spin axis. With respect to a celestial direc-
tion this is done with the spinning star sensor and the fine precession
thrusters, easily meeting the 0.08 degree requirement (the tightest one).
However, if the direction of this axis is to be controlled relative to
the orbit plane, again orbit determination accuracy enters the picture.
This time the question is what the orbit plane orientation, whereas before
it was where is the spacecraft in the orbit. Again, the analysis has not
been made, but it is very likely that accuracy for orbit plane orientation
is superior, because the perturbation rate is much slower.
For pointing the high gain antenna at the earth, it is pointing in
celestial coordinates which must be controlled. Since the basic reference
is the star sensor, orbit determination accuracy is not a factor. Table
6.3-11 shows that the dominant contributor 'is the azimuth or elevation
gimbal angle error 11 (1 a)" due to resolver linearity or resolution, or
antenna mast distortion. The 0.25 0 (1Q) requirement is easily met.
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17. SUBSYSTEM DESIGNS (BASELINE)
r
	 7.1 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM AND MECHANISMS
7.1.1 Structural Subsystem Functions
The spacecraft structural subsystem performs several important func-
tions in addition to providing housing for the scientific payload and other
spacecraft subsystems. Among these are:
a) It provides for static and dynamic loads and load paths through-
out the various phases of the mission. In addition, the
structure must be tolerant of all the environments encountered
over the course of the mission without causing deleterious
effects on other spacecraft subsystems and functions.
b) It accommodates and influences mass distributions and moment of
inertia effects. The structural subsystem is of special
importance in this regard in the case of a spin stabilized
spacecraft.
c) It may provide surface area for primary source of spacecraft
electrical power when mission is close enough to the sun that
solar cells are suitable for the generation of power. In this
case, the structural subsystem and resulting spacec,-dit size
(surface area) is determined to a large extent by the amount
of electrical power necessary to support mission requirements.
7.1.2 Structural Subsystem Requirements
The structural requirements for the Mars Orbiter are shown in Figure
7.1-1. The requirement for maximum longitudinal acceleration (ultimate)
is based on thrust levels of the Star 37XF and 37F orbit insertion motors
and Mars orbit insertion weight budgets for the orbiter. The requirement
also includes a 1.2 x safety factor. Other structural requirements were
obtained from the source references indicated in the figure.
In addition to the structural requirements indicated, the spacecraft
configuration is required to provide an effective solar cell surface area
of approximately 80 ft. 2 while remaining within the dynamic and thermal
envelope of the STS cargo bay. These requirements are accomplished
utilizing the truncated cone configuration discussed in Section 6.
7.1.3 Structural Subsystem Options
The spacecraft configuration was selected primarily as a result of
overall scientific and systems considerations as discussed in Section 6.
I	 i =	 Having selected the configuration, structural options then included the
following considerations
7-1
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Parameter Requirement Source
Weight 175 kg Derived
Stiffness 35 Hz Longitudinal SOW PM-2001/2000
15 Hz Transverse
Maximum 15.4g Longitudinal DIM Burn
Accelerations (Ultimate)
6.Og Transverse Derived-STS Launch
(U"itimate)
Other
Safety STS STS-1123
Integration Scientific Payload SOW PM-2001/2000
STS Launch Vehicle JSC STS Volume XIV
Thermal, Performance PM-2001/2000
Electrical,
RF Ground-
ing/Shield-
ing
ii
r,
I
	
t`
1) Accommodation of scientific experiments
2) Location, orientation and accommodation of other subsystems
necessary to perform intended missions. (Propulsion tanks,
thrusters, antennas, etc.)
3) Provisions for structural load paths and spacecraft rigidity
within an allocated weight requirement. This includes the
selection of materials and methods of support and attachment
4) Boom, mechanism and appendages options and selection
In each of these areas, system aspects remained a primary considera-
tion since structural options are closely intertwined with the spacecraft
configuration and vice-versa.
Boom and appendage options and trades for scientific instruments are
shown in Figure 7.1-2.
Experiment Boom Comparisons: The Electrical Field Detector (EFD),
is a dipole 2 meters in length and weight in the order of 0.5 kg. The
configuration may therefore be made into one aEsembly that is rotated
180 0 for deployment from its stowed position. It is attached to the aft
of the spinning section of the spacecraft. The MAG and ETP are single
booms having to deploy weights of 2 kg -5 meters, and 5 kg -4 meters
respectively. A bi-fold tubular 5.0 cm diameter boom, (one joint only),
with an over center locking device may be stowed and deployed from the
aft of the spinning section also.
The GRS weighs 14 kg and must be deployed_5 meters from the despun
platform. Balancing is not felt to be required for the deployed condition.
The astromast and stem deployable booms are both considered as
viable candidates for the GRS experiment since it may be desirable to
have a retracting capability available.
7.1.4 Structural Subsystem Description
Given the truncated conical configuration with the electrical require-
ments and STS imposed envelope constraints previously stated, spacecraft
areas and volumes available areas indicated in Figure 7.1-3.
After providing for the scientific instruments on the despun platform,
on booms, or on the spinning section as dictated by the pa-ticul'ar
1
f
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9	
SOLAR ARRAY 80 FT2
PROJECTED AREA
(SOLAR CELLS)
SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT AREA
80 FT2
 EACH SIDE
(ANNULUS PLATFORM)
DESPUN AREA
66.9 FT2 	 3'	 ^. ^' /., •`
(EXPERIMENTS)
O
All	 9
r
3".
	4	
INTERNAL DESPUN _54 FT 3	TOTAL SPACECRAFT INTERNAL
RECORDER/DATA HANDLING,
	
VOLUME = 562 FT3
DESPUN ASSEMBLY	 (SPINNING SECTION)
a
EFFECTIVE VOLUME
AVAILABLE'= 262 FT3
(SPINNING SECTION)
Figure 7.1-3
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requirements of each instrument, subsystems were located partly in consider-
r	 ation of their effect on establishing the most favorable moment of inertia
about the spin axis of the spacecraft. Independent of this consideration
however, it was recognized that equipments would be located on both the
f despun platform and also on an equipment platform located on the spinning
section at approximately the center of mass of the spacecraft. The spinning
equipment shelf is supported by (and provides support to) the solar array
substrate (at the outer diameter) and the spacecraft tubular framework (at
the inner diameter). The framework struts are attached to the ON
cylindrical housing. The OIM cylinder is also attached to the solar sub-
strate through four forward tubular struts and two attachment rings. The
combination of tubular framework, and cylindrical housing, along with
equipment shelf to solar substrate load paths provides a lightweight rigid
structure for axial and transverse loads.( See Figure 6.' 1) •
	 t^
The spinning Section is married to the despun section through the
despun mechanism which includes the despin motor, bearings and slip rings.
The despun mechanism is mounted to the spinning assembly through a
(relatively) lightweight rind/cruciform assembly attached through bearings
and a housing to the upper portion of the OIM cylinder.
The despun platform is attached to the spacecraft via the despun
mechanism motor such that the despun platform is driven so as to remain
stationary with respect to the spinning part, During Earth-Mars trajectory
the spinning and despun sections are securely locked together via
snubbers located around the outer periphery of the despun platform.
Mechanical and structural component descriptions and estimated weights
used in the structure are shown in Figu re 7.1-4.
Truss tubular framework structure is of^2 inch diameter, 0.030 inch
wall thickness aluminum. The OIM cylinder is titanium with a 0.040 inch wall
thickness. The despun platform and solar substrate are made up of 0.005
inch fiberglass facesheets with hex-cell aluminum alloy honeycomb core=
Comparisons of the Mars Orbiter structural design with comparable space
structures previously built and tested indicates that structural natural
frequencies should be above the 15 Hz transverse, 35 Hz longitudinal
requirements,	 Y r
7.6
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Large diameter provides substantial volume and area growth or availability
for large experiments that might be considered.
Excess capability matchups that might be considered are listed in the
table below:
CAPABILITY GROWTH
41
0 CL
C rdv a b	 a
•'^ Cu N U Ln N 4j	 N
ca
to
•EW a m N•s W af6i o
C C1 i. S- 4J i_ s.. I-
w^ a u U U L U a i u w
4j ra d C W C 2: Co N C G. 2: C t/1
Available Growth C -jate- X	 rLU r- ^-+UJ 0- + +3o LO U Ha %- d W H<n — r
Weight X X X X X X
Volume X X X X X X
Performance
X X(Martian Orbit)
Solar Array X X X X X X X(add skirt)
xtc
7.2 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
7.2.1 Requirements - Function
The Mars Orbiter electrical power and distribution subsystem (EDPS)
provides the following functions for the Climatology and Aeronomy missions:
• An uninterrupted source of electrical power compatible to user
needs for the duration of the mission. This also includes the
control, processing and storage of power as required.
• Protection of loads from damage due to power subsystems and other
load failures
•	 Commands and telemetry for power subsystem monitoring and control
7.2.2	 Requirements - Mission and Power
Table 7.2-1 shows the Climatology and Aeronomy mission characteristics
which influence and impose EPDS performance requirements. 	 The number of
:dun occultations establish battery usage which is approximately 8725
discharge/charge cycles.	 The extended 1 year mission would increase the
CC discharge/charge cycles to 17,550. 	 For the Aeronomy mission about 1000
battery discharge/charge cycles are envisioned. 	 The extended 1 year
mission would increase the required battery cycles to about 2000. 	 The
length of orbital periods and sun occultations and associated charging
time are typical of Earth orbital missions.	 Because of the maximum Mars-
Sun distance of 1.67 AU, the solar array specific performance at Earth
is reduced approximately 60 to 65% at Mars.	 At 1.37 AU, the minimum Mars-
Sun distance, which occurs every 22.6 months, the specific performance of
the solar array is reduced to about 50 to 55% to that established at
Earth.	 To provide solar array power for user load requirements at the end
of the mission and in particular at 1.67 AU, the available power at Earth
is about 3 times that required at Mars.	 Excess power at Earth, and until
EOM but at a lower level, must be dissipated which would require a shunt
limiter type system.	 A limiter system is also required during Mars orbital
operations to limit system bus voltage to 35 VDC. 	 In view of the distance
from the sun, (1.67 AU), solar array operating temperatures at Mars (-380C)
are reduced from that of Earth (+11 0C) thereby causing a swing in the voltage
for peak power.	 In .addition, as the spinning S/C emerges from sun
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Mission
Characteristics climatology Aeronomy
Mission Duration 195 day average 195 day average
transit plus 687 transit plus 687
earth days earth days
Orbital
	 Period 1.89 hours 6.68 hours
Sunlight Time 1.19 to	 1.29 hours 5.01	 to 6.68 hours
Sun Occultation 0.6 to 0.7 hours 0 to 1.67 hours
Time
Number of Sun 8725 1000
Occultations
Orbital
	 Altitude 300 km Periapsis	 150 km
occultations, the solar array temperatures are estimated to be about -118°C,
causing a significant voltage swing.
Tables 7.2-2 and 7.2-3 show the Climatology and Aeronomy spacecraft
power requirements in a worst case condition for various key phases of
the missions. Sequencing of the loads may reduce the total requirement.
Battery sizing is based on sun occultation power levels in combination
with mission life requirements related to battery discharge/charge cycle
requirements of both missions. Solar array sizing is based on worst case
end of mission power requirements with full science and transmission on.
During the interplanetary cruise mode, trickle charging of the batteries
is mandatory for ensuring a fully charged battery prior to usage.
r	 7.2.3	 Power Subsystem Options
The selection of the Mars Orbiter power subsystem components has been
based primarily on the applicability and adaptability of the subsystem
elements to perform within mission requirements and constraints with em-
phasis on design/hardware inheritance. 	 A summary of these uptions, showing
advantage and disadvantage and selection is shown on Table 7.2-4.
^t
Although the basic use of radioisotope generators offer some signifi-
cant mass advantages for this type of mission (trading off with solar j
arrays and batteries), operational hazards in addition to interference with
the gamma ray spectrometer operation preclude its usage. 	 Solar cell arrays
l^
and batteries are compatible with the selected scientific payload objectives. z
However, growth factors are limited due to the conical spacecraft
configuration.
Nickel hydrogen batteries have been given consideration and compared
to nickel cadmium batteries.	 Although slightly heavier depths of discharge
are allowed, offering some small mass advantage, the lack of Ni H 2 battery
flight experience at this writing, combined with extremely high costs,
dictate the selection of the tried and proven, less costly'nickel cadmium
batteries.
	
Ni H2 batteries are also characteristic of increased volume,4 l
about 2:1 over Ni Cd batteries. i
In terms of voltage control, series limiters, regulators, voltage
limiters were briefly compared with partial shunt limiters.	 Because of
e,
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POWER SUBSYSTEM OPTIONS'
Component Advantages Disadvantages Selection
•	 Primary Power Source 0 Solar Panel	 Sun Orientation • Possible Operational
Radioisotope Thermo-
Not Required !Hazard During Ground
electric Generators
Handling
• Boom Shadows Do Not Effect • Not Compatible With
Performance On-Board Science
(Gamma Ray Spectrometer)
• Batteries Not Required For
Eclipse	 (Note:	 Small
Battery May Be Used, To
Save Isotopic Fuel, For
Peak Transmission Periods)
• Less System Weight
Solar Cell Array • Non-Hazardous a S/C Orientation Required Selected
• Compatible With S/C Science • Sizing limitations
• Tried and Proven
i
•	 Secondary Power Source -
(Batteries)
'
1
Nickel Hydrogen • Reduced Weight • Increased Volume	 (2 to 3 to 1)
a
• Heavier Depth of Discharge • Costs High
a Lack Of Flight Experience
Nickel Cadmium • Tried and Proven fSelected
• Costs Less 1
Series Limiter a No Need To Dissipate Excess •	 Forces Operation Away From f
Power Maximum Power Point
• No Input Voltage •	 Highest Solar Array Area
Requirement
1
•	 Double Power Conversion
Required
Partial Shunt • Maintains Bus Voltage Selected
Limiter Within Limits
• Maximum Use Of Proven
Design
• Eliminates Need For
Radiator1
4i 1
W>I tage Limiter • Maintains Bus Voltage •	 Requires Dissipation Of
i Within Limits Excess Solar Array Power `•
ii
• Maximum Use of Proven
Design sE a
Table 7.2-4'
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the selection of a conical array on a spinning spacecraft, the 8 to 10%
power conversion loss considered with series limiters, regulators, etc.,
in actuality requires about a 9.3 to 1 increase in conical array area due
to the combination of the array geometry (0.299) and loss in power at
1.67 AU, approximately 65%. (For example, on a 300 watt load, the power con-
version loss would be about 20 to 30 watts.) To provide for the geometrical loss,
the conical array area must be increased by a factor of 3.34 (1/0.29).
In addition, the solar constant is reduced to 0.358 ( 1 AU 
2)+ 
thereby
requiring a further increase in total conical solar 'f
6`7 AU	
cell array,
by a total factor of 9.3 to 1 (3.34/.358). The voltage limiter system
requires a radiator for, dissipating excess heat at Earth, approximately
1 kw due to low power demands. At the 1.67 AU operation, as the S/C
emerges from the sun occultations, the solar array operating temperature
has been estimated to be about -1180C but increases to a steady state
temperature of -38oC. Excess power to be dissipated at Ma'r's (1.67 AU) for
limiting the bus voltage to 35 VDC is about 20 watts at worst case condi-
tions for either the partial shunt or voltage limiter approach. The
partial control system has been selected because there is no requirement
for a radiator.
7.2.4 Electric Power Subsystem Description
A simplified functional block diagram of the baseline MO direct energy
transfer system is shown in Figure 7.2-1. Conical solar arrays with body
mounted solar cells and coverslides provide user's load requirements and
battery charging power in sunlight from launch (after ejection from the
shuttle) to the end elf the mission.
Nickel cadmium batteries provide energy (power) during launch until
spacecraft sun acquisition and during planetary sun occultations or when
the load momentarily exceeds the capability of solar array. (Note: the
length and the number of sun occultations and power levels vary between
the Climatology and Aeronomy missions.)
Solar array power is routed to the power control unit (PCU). The
PCU contains three modular battery chargers, redundant command decoding
logic, shunt regulator error amplifier (REA), power distribution, fault
isolation and telemetry circuits:_ The main but; voltage at the PCU output
is 23.5 to 35.0 VDC. Power is distributed directly to loads through fuses
7-16
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zor through fused outputs to power switching units. The shunt limiter is
designed to limit the upper bus voltage at 35 VDC. Shunt limiting is
accomplished by sequentially shunting excess current through the power
transistors of the shunt element assemblies. Presented herein are brief
descriptions of the selected baseline subsystem components.
Solar Cell Array
The solar cell array is a conical type with a worst case solar cell
projected area of 7.4 m2 for the Climatology mission and 6.4 m 2 for the
Aeronomy mission. Figure 7.2-2 shows the conical solar cell configuration.
The conical solar cell array design provides power at all sun angles in
the forward hemisphere. Although the originally proposed solar cell showed
an 11.3% efficiency, AMO-, 28 0C, (TDRSS inheritance) a change to a cell of
higher efficiency in a low intensity and low temperature environment is
required, in particular for the 1.67 W Sun-Mars distance operation. Solar
cells with 13.3 to 14.2% efficiency factors (at 1 AU) are currently being
frown on Earth orbital missions. Testing at low intensity and low tempera-
ture has been performed but limited (Reference ?).* Assuming similar
coefficients, the effects of using a 2 ohm-cm BSR solar cell 2 x 4 cm for
these missions show an increase of approximately 18% in performance (AMO)
over that stated in the proposal in addition to the increase in performance
at Mars.*
At Earth (BOL), the specific power is 156 W/m 2 , at 11 0C, and assuming
a conical array solar . cell packing factor of about 80%. At 1.67 AU, the solar
intensity is reduced to about 48.5 mW/cm 2 and the solar cell temperature
to -380C. Considering the Viking Mars orbiter solar cell array degrada-
tion of about 5%, and sun angles, the specific power of the conical array
is reduced to about 73.6 w/m2 and 66.1 w/m2 for the Climatology and Aeronomy
Missions, respectively.
The solar cell series-parallel network consists of 63 cells wired
in series for both type missions. Consideration has been given to pro-
viding sufficient battery charging voltage at Earth with minimum wasted
^`	 * Reference 1. NASA TM 78253, "Charracterization of Three Types of Silicon,
Solar Cells for SEPS Deep Space Missions," Vol_. 1, NASA Marshall, Hunts-
ville, Alabama, Page 79.
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SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATIONS
power at Mars while limiting the solar cell array output voltage to about
36.5 VDC.	 The number of parallel strings will differ for each mission
because of the difference in load requirements. 	 For the Climatology
mission, 143 parallel strings would suffice for providing 546 watts (End
E
of mission) while 123 parallel strings would be sufficient for the Aeronomy
mission.	 The maximum number of parallel	 strings that could be installed
on the conical configuration is about 143, corresponding to about 546 W
at 31.8 VDC.	 The total number of solar cells established for the Clima-
tology mission is 30,130 and 26,060 for the Aeronomy mission.
Batteries
k
Three 15 AH 22 cell nickel cadmium batteries flown on the DSCS-II
spacecraft are being used for the Climatology and Aeronomy missions.
Nominal battery discharge voltage is 26.4 VDC. 	 Battery capacity discharged
during the Climatology 0.7 hour sun occultation period is 6.8 AH corres-
ponding to a 15.0% depth of discharge.	 Battery charging occurs during the
1.2 hour sun period.	 A requirement is to provide for about 8725 discharge/
charge cycles.	 The extended one Martian year mission would double this i
requirement..	 Failure of one battery will
	
increase the depth of discharge zF
to about 22.6% which is reasonably shallow enough to complete the basic
mission on two batteries.
Failure of one battery in a two 15 AN battery system would increase the
depth of discharge to about 42.5%, considered too marginal for the required
number of discharge/charge cycles of the Climatology mission.
	
Increasing
the rating (capacity) of the batteries to operate at shallower depths of
discharge (with two batteries), would enhance cycle life but would increase
battery mass and decrease reliability on the basis that three batteries are j
better than two.
For the Aeronomy mission, the sun occultation time will vary from
0 to 1.67 hours during the 6.68 hour orbit. 	 The number of sun occulta-
tion battery discharge periods has been estimated to be about 1000.
'	 Battery capacity discharged during the maximum 1.67 hour sun occultation
is about 15.4 AH corresponding to a depth of discharge of 34.3%.
	 This assumes 3
the TWT is on during the eclipse operation.	 Battery charging occurs during
D of D to about 51.4%, reasonably shallow enough at a temperature of 0 to
1OoC for the 1000 discharge/charge cycles required.
During interplanetary cruise, trickle charging of the batteries occurs
at the C/50 rate where C = total battery capacity of 45 AH.
Power Control Unit
The power control unit selected for the Mars Orbiter has been used on
the HEAO spacecraft series. The PCU contains command processing, telemetry,
:^#ervoltage, power distribution and fault isolation functions in addition
the shunt regulator error amplifier and relay driver logic circuitry.
4vidual charge/discharge controls for each of three batteries are also
located within the PCU.
The relay driver logic circuitry receives parallel data from the
Secondary Command Decoders and provide pulse outputs to control and configure
the battery charge controls.
The battery charge controls provide the circuitry to sense battery
voltage, as a function of temperature, and control current as required.
Eight commandable voltage levels are provided for adjustment of recharge
fraction. The charge controls automatically respond to battery over tempera-
ture to reduce charging current. Command capability for reconditioning is
also provided.
An undervoltage sensor monitors the main bus voltage and generates a
signal to disconnect non-essential loads when bus voltage decreases to a
level indicative of low battery capacity.
The power distribution circuitry routes load power through current
monitors and fuses to the experiments and spacecraft loads.
Shunt Limiter
The primary bus shunt limiter consists of the following elements: a)
the regulator error amplifier (REA), b) the shunt drive assembly (SDA), c)
the main bus filter network, d) the shunt disconnect relays, and e) the
linear output power transistors and associated power resistors on the two
shunt element assemblies (SEAS). A block diagram of the shunt limiter is
shown in figure 7.2-3. The shunt limiter is designed to limit the main bus
voltageto 35.0 VDC. The shunt limiter utilizes solar array taps which
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are located at some point up the solar array strings as required to•ensure
'	 bus limiting during sun light conditions. Shunt limiting, is accomplished
by sequentially shunting current through the power transistors of the
SEAs. When the solar array power is less than the required load power, the
shunt limiter is in standby, and the main bus voltage and impedance
characteristics are determined by the combination of the battery, load and
solar array characteristics. When the solar array power is greater than
the load power the shunt limiter is active and produces voltage limiting
and main bus impedance control.
Power Distribution
Primary power is routed from the PDU located within the PCU and on
the spinning section through slip rings to the despun platform for science
and remaining subsystems usage. Figure 7.2-4 shows the basic approach for
providing power to the despun platform. Using subsystems located on the
spinner are provided power direct by way of the Electrical Integration
Assembly.
Each output to the loads is protected by plug in fuses and fusistor
modules located within the PCU/PDU. The distribution system also consists
of 4 power buses for subsystem, telemetry, ordnance and to experiments.
Mass and Inheritance
Table 7.2-5 summarizes the EPDS mass, quantities and inheritance of
components tentatively selected for the baseline configuration. Basically
all components have flight proven experience, although the selected solar
cell has not been flown in the low intensity, low temperature Martian orbit
environment. Modifications of inherited components are minimal. The total
EPDS mass is about 142.4 kg and 138.8 kg for the Climatology and Aeronomy
missions, respectively. The end of mission specific power is about 3.5
w/kg which is somewhat heavier than that experienced in present Earth
orbital missions. This is due to the loss of power at Mars and the use of
inherited hardware (PCU, PDU) not designed optimally for these missions.
Commonality has been established for both mission power system designs.
Differences in mass are related to the solar panel area due to the reduced
Dower levels of the Aeronomv mission.
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7.2.5 Performance
Power profiles of the Climatology and Aeronomy missions are shown in
Figures 7.2-5 and 7.2-6, respectively. Sequencing of subsystem loads may
reduce power levels below that shown which is a worst case condition. The
available solar array power at 1.0 AU (Earth), 1.37 AU (closest Sun-Mars
distance), 1.52 (arrival Sun-Mars distance) and 1.67 AU (farthest Sun-Mans
distance) is also shown. Sufficient power is available throughout all
phases of both missions at worst case conditions. As shown in Figure 7.2-5,
(Climatology Mission) the available solar array power capability at (Earth)
is about 1150 w and is reduced to approximately 725 w at 1.37 AU, Mars
closest distance to the sun. As the spacecraft proceeds to 1.67 AU, Mars
farthest distance from the sun, the solar array output is reduced to
approximately 546 w. For the Aeronomy Mission at the 1.67 AU Mars-Sun
distance about 420 watts is available (required 401 w) with growth avail-
ability to about 490 w.
The areal efficiency (n) of 0.299 (Section 7.2.3) is for a worst-case
aspect angle (0) of 90°. That is, the sun line is in the orbit plane.
Since this condition never occurs in the Climatology Mission (baseline
orbit), more power is available. The efficiency ranges between 0.325 and
0.350 for a between 0 and 68 degrees (mission Limits), and between 0.347
and 0.350 for 0 between 45 and 68 degrees (mission limits after drift
period). See also Figure 6.1-4. The Climatology power available at 1.67
AU, 546 W in Figure 7.2-5 reflects the factor 71 = 0.347.
In the drift period, when n can have intermediate values, the power
available reflects intermediate values of ri, rising to the value of —.347
when the drift period ends, and increasing sun-Mars distances, rising to
1.66 AU when the 155-day drift period ends. In addition, considerably
less than the allocated 5% EOL degradation will have occurred this early
in the mission. Combining these factors indicates that during the drift
period of the Climatology Mission there is never less power available than
the 546 W indicated in figure 7.2-5.
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7.3 COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
7.3.1 Subsystem Functions
The communication subsystem contains the equipment required to perform
the following functions:
a) Receive and detect command modulation data on an S-band uplink
carrier transmitted by the Deep Space Network (DSN).
b) Receive and demodulate ranging modulation on an S -band uplink
carrier transmitted by the DSN. (However, ranging modulation
is not a mission requirement.)
c) Phase modulate science and engineering data onto an X-band
carrier for downlink transmission to the DSN.
d) Phase modulate turnaround ranging modulation onto an X-band
carrier for downlink transmission to the DSN.
It can perform functions (c) and (d) in either a two-way coherent mode of
operation or a one-way non-coherent mode. In two-way operation, the X-band
downlink carrier frequency is derived from the received S-band uplink
carrier with a coherency ratio of 880/221. This enables range-rate (doppler)
measurements to be made at the DSN on the turned-around carrier, as well
as range measurements via the turnaround ranging signal. In one-way
operation the downlink carrier is derived from an auxiliary (non-coherent)
oscillator contained in the communication subsystem.
7.3.2 Subsystem Requirements
The first five columns of Figure 7.3-1 list the critical communications
performance requirements according to the phase of the mission (Column 1).
The minimum and maximum spacecraft-to-earth distances for each phase are
given in Column 2. The spacecraft attitude is implied by the earth aspect
angle (angle between the +Z axis of the spacecraft and the earth line)
given in Column 3. The earth aspect angle has a range of values for a
given mission phase if it undergoes change during the course of that phase
(example: in the immediate post injection attitude, the s)acecraft-earth
line, is rotating rapidly) or if attitude during the phase is not deter-
minable in advance (example midcourse trajectory maneuver)
A
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Column 4 indicates whether the requirement pertains to the uplink
(implemented by S-band) or the downlink (implemented by X-band). Column.
5 gives the bit rate required during the mission phase.*
The last two columns show the antenna selection and estimated per-
formance, discussed in Section 7.3.5.
The minimum data rates required are 7.8 bits/sec uplink and 16 bits/
sec downlink. These are for periods when only engineering data are sign-
ificant and when attitude and antenna availability keep link capability
low.
Note that during "Orbital Operations' large downlink data rates are
required. These are based on data handling analyses given in Section 6.3,
The high-gain antenna must be despun and aimed at the earth to accommodate
these data rates: 6000, 12000, and 18000 bits/sec for the various mission
options.
7.3.3 Communications Subsystem Options
Options examined reflect choices in several areas, not all
independent:
1. Whether spacecraft antenna(s) should be located on the spinning
section as well as on the despun section.
2. Which frequency (S- or X-band) should be used for the primary
downlink.
3. (Having selected X-band), whether as	 S-band downlink be
implemented.
4. If there should be communications to the TDRSS for the injec-
tion and immediate post-injection phase.
5. What,RF links between the Shuttle Orbiter and the spacecraft
should be implemented.
f
A	 Aeronomy Mission
C	 Climatology Mission
CO	 Climatology Mission (Orbit Option)
Cl,C2,C3 = Cl i matology Mission (Payload Options)
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The selections in these areas, and summary reasoning is given in Figure
7.3-2. A more conprehensive analysis and rationale is given in Appendix
f	 A.
Other optons have to do with transmitter power, antenna complement,
antenna location, component location, and redundancy.
Transmitter Power. X-band traveling-wave tube amplifiers (TWTA's)
are available with output powers of 10, 20, and 40W. We selected 20W as
a compromise between data requirements and the spacecraft power budget.
Antenna Complement. Having made the frequency selections (2 and 3)
in Figure 7.3-2, the antenna complement, in effect, is separated into an
S-band group and an X-band group. However, high gain antennas are required
for downlink during normal orbital operations, and for normal commanding
(125 bits/sec) during the same operations, so one antenna, a 1.12-meter
paraboloidal reflector, is selected with both an S-band and an Xz'band
feed. (For Climatology Payload Option 3, this reflector is increased to
1.5 meters.)
From launch until just after Mars orbit insertion (MOI) the despun
section remains spinning, and the HGA is tethered in its launch position
-- pointing 90 degrees from the Z-axis. During this period, communica-
tions are via medium- and low-gain antennas whose patterns are symmetric
about the Z-axis.
From among a number of possible complements, a triad -- S-band omni
(log conical spiral) and two X-band medium-gain antennas, a horn parallel
to the X-axis and a bicone to cover the spacecraft's equatorial region --
has been selected.
Antenna Location. With all antennas on the despun platform, there
is a choice of location of attachment points:
• below the azimuth gimbal
beyond the azimuth gimbal, but below the elevation gimbal
1
• beyond the elevation gimbal
Criteria for selection include:
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• Compactness and simplicity of coax cable and waveguide routing
• Exclusion of mutual field-of-view conflicts between antennas; 	
k `.
maintaining the desired antenna patterns.
• Avoiding shadowing the solar array
• Keep masses as much as possible toward the -Z direction, to
minimize the ratio of transverse to spinning moments of inertia
The selected configuration, all antennas beyond the elevation gimbal,
serves the last two objectives. It has the potential to satisfy the
first objective, but the TWTA's selected location, below the elevation
gimbal, dilutes this advantage. As to the second criterion, the selected
configuration avoids almost completely any mutual interference. However,
after arrival at Mars and the HGA elevation gimbal is released, as the
HGA elevation angle departs from 0 0 (90 0 earth aspect angle) the omni and
MGA's patterns deviate from axial symmetry. However, this is of concern
only in emergencies and other cases when the HGA can not be used. A can-
didate fault protection routine will restore the HGA to 90 0 aspect angle
to optimize the omni and MGA patterns.
Component Location.	 With the antennas selected and located as_
described above, the ideal location for the electronic components of the
communications subsystem -- particularly the TWTA's -- is above the eleva-
tion gimbal at the back of the HGA reflector. 	 However, Such a location
jeopardizes moment-of-inertia stability.
For this reason the selected location of the transponders, TWTA's
and hybrids is a small platform at the base of the HGA mast. 	 This plat-
form is about at the location of the azimuth gimbal, but topologically
beyond it.	 Switch S-3 is on the back of the HGA reflector; S-1 and S-2
can be hither near the S-3 location, or on the same platform as the trans- '`
ponders and TWTA's.
Redundancy.	 The choice here is standard for communications sub-
systems	 the antennas are not redundant (except to the extent that
antenna patterns overlap); transponders and TWTA's are redundant and
cross-strapped.
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7.3.4 Subsystem Description
The subsystem consists of redundant NASA Standard Deep Space trans-
ponders, redundant X-band traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA's), S-band
and X-band antennas, an X-band hybrid, RF switches, and interconnecting
coaxial cables and waveguides. Each transponder contains an S-band
receiver, command detector, S-band exciter, X-band exciter, DC power
converters, and telemetry/command conditioning circuits. All subsystem
equipment is mounted on the spacecraft despun platform.. The subsystem
block diagram is shown in Figure 7.3-3 including the interfaces with the
Command and Data Handling (C&DH) subsystem.
S-band uplink communication with the spacecraft transponders is
available through either a conical spiral type of omnidirectional antenna,
providing cardioid-type coverage, or a narrow-beam, parabolic, high gain
antenna (HGA). The output of the omni antenna goes through the contacts
of RF transfer switch, S-1, to the receiver in transponder A. The HGA
output signal goes through the other contacts of switch S-1 to the receiver
in transponder B. Since both receivers are powered on in-flight, these
two communication links are always operational. In the event of a trans-
ponder failure, cross-strap switch S-1 enables connection of the redundant
transponder to the active antenna by means of a command stored in the COH
subsystem. The receiver assembly in each transponder processes a phase-
modulated uplink carrier from either the 34-meter or 64-meter DSN nets.
Modulation on the uplink carrier consists of a biphase-modulated command
subcarrier and/or baseband ranging signals. Prior to signal processing,
the receiver phase locks an internal frequency source to an unmodulated,
frequency-sweet input carrier and maintains phase lock when the carrier
is phase modulated. The resulting phase coherent reference tone is used
to demodulate the command subcarrier and ranging modulation (if employed)
on the input carrier, and to provide a coherent drive signal to the X-band
exciter.
The receiver incorporates both coherent and non-coherent automatic
gain control (AGC). The former provides AGC and a telemetered lock indi-
cation when the receiver is phase-locked. The latter provides gain
limitina in both the locked and unlocked state. resultin g in a self-adaptive
i !,
;,
NZ: -y'
tl
s
f
ti
ek
carrier loop bandwidth and thus improved carr4-:° tracking at low input
signal-to-noise ratios.
The demodulated command subcarrier is supplied to the command detector
for coherent recovery of the baseband command data. The biphase-modulated
subcarrier is sampled, A/D-converted, and digitally processed by micro-
computer techniques. The resulting command data bit stream is outputted
to the C&DH subsystem for command decoding. A bit timing signal (clock)
and in-lock indication are also provided. The command detector can process
data at any one of nine different bit rates, selectable by a set of contact
closure type commands provided by the C&DH subsystem.
The demodulated ranging signal, comprising a pseudo-random noise (PRN)
code, is supplied to the X-band exciter where it is phase-modulated on the
exciter RF drive for downlink transmission. Spacecraft science and engi-
neering data are supplied to the X-band exciter by the C&DH subsystem in the
form of a biphase-modulated telemetry subcarrier. This is phase-modulated
on an RF carrier for X-band downlink transmission. The exciter consists
of a phase modulator and a chain of frequency multipliers which convert
the RF drive to X-band. The RF drive can be either phase-coherent with
the S-band uplink carrier or non-coherent, under the control of a command-
able switch. The former is supplied by the receiver when it is phase-
locked, the latter by a crystal-controlled auxiliary oscillator. The RF
drive input is autcamatically switched to the auxiliary oscillator whenever
the receiver is unlocked.
Downlink communication with the DSN is provided at X-band only. The
outputs of both X-band exciters go to a hybrid power splitter which
drive3 redundant TWTA-type power amplifiers. One TWTA is always connected
through RF transfer switch S-2, to the X-band feed of the HGA and the
other, through switches S-2 and S-3, to either of two medium-gain antennas
(MGA's), a horn facing the +Z direction or a biconical horn (bicone) pro-
viding toroidal coverage.
Subsystem equipment masses, power consumption, and heritage are pre-
sented in Table 7.3-1.
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i7.3.5 Communications Subsystem Performance
Subsystem performance is shown in three ways:
e Data rate capability vs range is shown in curves in Figures
6.3- and 6.3- for uplink and downlink.
• Sample points in these curves are verified by communications
link power budgets, Tables 7.3-2 t%'.3-Y.
• Capability vs requirements_ are indicated by the last two columns
of Figure 7.3-1.*
	 j
9
Downlink performance about meets its requirement of 16 bits/sec via the X-
band MGA horn at a range of 1.23 AU at the time and spacecraft attitude
of MOI. This requires an antenna gain of 4.5 dBi- at 38 0 off the antenna	 g
axis, with 2OW transmitted power.
The HGA is sized to provide the data rate for orbital operations at
the maximum earth-Mars range of 2.65 AU. The selected 1.15-m reflector
from the DSGS-II program provides over 12,000 b/s, compared with a requirement
of about 6,000 b/s (Aeronomy Mission) and 10,000 to 12,000 b/s (Climatology
Mission, baseline payload and payload options 1 and 2). A larger antenna
is necessary to satisfy Climatology payload Option 3, 18,000 b/s.
These performance figures assume the use of the 64-meter antenna at	 i
f	 the Deep Space Station. For uplink performance, the transmitted powert	 is 100 W. x	 7t
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	0.0 	 9c=1.8rad, PR	 0
	
0.7	 2BLO = 18 Hz ± 20%
	
1.1
	 RSS Tolerances
Table 7.3-2
COMMUNICATIONS POWER BUDGET:
SLINK. S-BAND, DSN 64 (lOOkW) TO SC OMNI
(At Maximum Range)
CI
P
d
n
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
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Nominal Adverse
Parameter	 Value Tolerance	 Comments
	
7
1. Frequency, MHz 2113
2. Transmit Power, dBm + 80.0
3. Antenna Gain, dBi 60.7
4. Antenna Pointing Loss, dB 0.2
5. EIRP, dBm +140.5
6. Atmospheric Loss, dB 0.2
7. Space Loss, dB 270.9
8. Polarization Loss, dB 0.0
9. Rec'd Isotropic Signal 	 Power, dBmi -130.6
10. Antenna Gain, dB
-	 3.0
11. Antenna Pointing Loss, dB 0.0
12. Receive Losses 2.2
13. Rec'r Input Signal	 Power, dBm -135.8
14. Rec'r Noise Temperature/
Noise figure, dB 5.5
15. Rec'r Input Noise Spectral
Density, dBm/Hz -168.5
16. Rec'd Signal-to-Noise Spectral
Density Ratio, dB Hz 32.7
Carrier Channel
17. Carrier Modulation Loss, dB 9.4
18. Carrier Loop Thresh. Noise BW,
dB Hz 12.6
19. Carrier-to-Noise Pwr. Ratio, dB 10.7
20. Adverse CNR, dB 9.6
Telemetry Channel
21. Telemetry Modulation Loss, dB 1.7
22. Required Eb/No , dB 10.5
23. Hardwa re Degradation, dB 2.0
24. Data Rate Capability, dB 18.5
25. Adverse Data Rate Cap., dB 17.4
f
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CI
	0.5
	
100 kW, JPL 810-5
	
0.7
	
JPL 810-5
	
0.0
	
e = 0.02°, OUB = 0.150
	
0.9
	
RSS Tolerances
0.0
	
0.0
	
2.66 AU
0.0
	
0.9
	
RSS Tolerances
	
0.0
	
Omni Antenna
	
0.0
	
Omni Antenna
	
0.3
	
SR-141, Components (RSS)
	
0.9
	
RSS Tolerances
0.0
0.0
	
0.9
	
RSS Tolerances
	
0.0	 _Rc
	
1.8 rad, PR	 0
0.0
0.0
	
1.1	 RSS Tolerances [70.8 b/s]
[55..0 b/s]
ORIGINAL PAGE IIITable 7.3-3
	 OF POOR QUALITY
COMMUNICATIONS POWER BUDGET:
DOWNLINK. X=BAND. SC
 HGA TO DSN 64m
^! r
(At Maximum .Range)
i
k
q	 :^
i
ii
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Nominal Adverse
Parameter Value Tolerance Comments
1. Frequency, MHz 8415
2. Transmit Power, dBm + 43.0 0.0 20W
3. Transmit Loss, dB 0.7 0.2 SR1-141, WR-112
4. Antenna Gain, dBi 36.9 0.4 DSCS 11 Test Data
5. Antenna Pointing Loss, dB 01 1,1 Pointing Error = 0.75 0 (3a)
6. EIRP, dBm + 79.1 1.2 RSS Tolerances
7. Space Loss, dB 282.9 2.66 AU
8. Atmospheric Loss, dB 0.2 0.0
9. Rec'd Isotropic Signal Power, dBmi
-204.0 1.2 RSS Tolerances
10. Antenna Gain, dBi 70.6 0.6 JPL 810-5, 10 0 Elev.
11. Polarization Loss, dB 0.1 0.1
12. Antenna Pointing Loss, dB 0.1 0.0
13. Rec'r Input Signal	 Power, dBm -133.6 1.3 RSS Tolerances
14. System Noise Temperature at
Rec'r Input,	 °K 43.0 5.0 100 Elev.
15. Rec'r Input Noise Spectral
Density, dBm/Hz -182.3 0.5
16. Rec'd Si gnal -to -Noise Spectral
Density Ratio, dB Hz 48.7 1.4 RSS Tolerances
Carrier Channel
17. Carrier Modulation Loss, dB 11.2 0.0 PT = 1.3 rad, RR = 0
18. Carrier Loop Thresh. Noise BW,
dB Hz 10.8 0.0 2BLO = 12 Hz
19. Carrier-to-Noise Pwr. Ratio, dB 26.7 1.4
20. Adverse CNR, dB 25.3
Telemetry Channel
21. Telemetry Modulation Loss, dB 0.3 0.0 PT = 1.3 rad, RR - 0
22. Required Eb/No, dB 4.4 0.0 BER = 10- 5 , R =	 K = 7
23. Hardware Degradation, dB 1.2 0.2
24. Data Rate Capability, dB 42.8 1.4 RSS Tolerances [19.1 kb/^f-­'`
25. Adverse Data Rate Cap., dB :	 41.4 [13.8 kb/s]
	10.8
	
2BLO = 12 Hz
	
+ 10.8
	
0.8
S
+ 10.0
1.6
Table 7.3-4
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
COMMUNICATIONS POWER BUDGET:	 OF POOR QUALi'ty,
DOWNLINK. X-BAND; SC MGA TO DSN 64m
(At Mars ORBIT Insertion)
1.Nominal AdverseParameter	 Value Tolerance	 Comments
1. frequency, MHz 8415
2. Transmit Power, dBm + 43.0 0.0 20W
3. Transmit Loss, dB 0.7 0.2 SR-141, WQ=112
4. Antenna Gain, dBi +	 4.5 0.0
5.`
Antenna Pointing Loss, dB 0.0 0.0
6. EIRP, dBm + 46.8 0.2 RSS Tolerances
7. Space Loss, dB 276.2 0.0 1.23 AU
8. Atmospheric Loss, dB 0.2 0.0
9. Rec'd Isotropic Signal	 Power, dBmi -229.6 0.2 RSS Tolerances
10. Antenna Gain, dBi 70.6 0.6 JPL 810-5,	 10 0	Elev.
11. Polarization Loss, dB 0.0 0.0
12. Antenna Pointing Loss,, dB 0.1 0.0 JPL 810-5
13. Rec'r Input Signal	 Power, dBm -159.1 0-.6 RSS Tolerances
14. System Noise Temperature at
Rec'r Input,	 °K 43.0 5.0
15. Rec'r Input Noise Spectral
Density, dBm/Hz -182.3 0.5
16. Rec'd Signal-to-Noise Spectral
Density Ratio, dB Hz 23.2 0.8 RSS Tolerances
(Carrier Channel
17. Carrier Modulation Loss, dB
18. Carrier Loop Thresh. Noise BW,
dB Hz
19. Carrier-to-Noise Pwr. Ratio, dB
20. Adverse CNR, dB
Telemetry Channel
21. Telemetry Modulation Loss, dB
22. Required Eb /No, dB
23. Hareware Degradation, dB
24. Data Rate Capability, dB
25: Adverse Data Rate Cap., dB
t
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7.4 COMMAND AND CON'T'ROL SUBSYSTEM
7.4.1 Subsystem Functions
The command and control subsystem (CCS) receives all command messages
from the communications subsystem, validates commands, rejects anomalous
commands, and transfers commands to the appropriate payload instruments and
spacecraft subsystems according to time-tag information contained in each
message. Commands are classified in two categories; 1) real-time commands
for immediate execution, and 2) stored commands to be stored in the command
buffer for subsequent transfer to their destination. Either mode can
accommodate either quantitative (serial digital) and discrete (pulse)
commands. Both real-time and stored command processing can be performed
independently without timing conflict. Stored commands are used to execute
spacecraft and science events in the absence of a ground link or can be
initiated by on-board events. Command receipt verification and storage
status are telemetered to the ground station via the data handling and
communications subsystems.
7.4.2 Subsystem Requirements
The CCS is required to validate and execute commands initiated in
the Mars Orbiter Mission Control Center and received from the spacecraft
communications subsystem via a Deep Space Network (DSN) ground station.
Table 7.4-1 identifies the type and number of commands for each science
instrument and spacecraft subsystem required for the Climatology and
Aeronomy missions. Command requirements for the four mission phases; I)
Launch Phase, II) Interplanetary Cruise Phase, III) Mars Arrival/Instrument
Deployment Phase, and IV) Nominal Orbital Mission Phase will bedefined in
the following paragraphs.
7.4.2.1 Launch Phase (L to L + 20 days). The CCS must be capable of
storing and executing the upper-stage/spacecraft spin-up and motor firing
command sequence. This sequence can be activated as a result of release
from the shuttle bay and thereby will maintain all crew safety require-
ments imposed by the STS. In addition, the CCS must provide for commands
to separate the spacecraft from the upper-stage effect desired spin-up
and notation control, and configure the on-board communications subsystem
for Deep Space Network (DSN) acquisition. Spacecraft checkout and command	 {
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r	 r Discrete Serial Digital
Instrument	 Commands Commands
t
1. Pressure Modulated Radiometer (PMR)
	
4 1
2. Frost Infared Spectrometer (FIS) 	 2 1
3. Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) 	 2 1
4. Ultra Violet Ozone (UV03 )	 2 0
5. Ultra Violet Hydrogen Photometer (UHVP) 	 2 0
6. Radar Altimeter (RA)	 2 1
7. Fabrey Perot Interferometer (FPI) 	 2 1
B. Multi-Spectral Mapper (MSM) 	 4 1
I Note:	 All Instruments on Despun Platform
r
I Subsystem
f 1. Comiand and Data Handling 	 28 3
F 2. Communications
3. Attitude Control
4, Propulsion	 36
5. Power
6. Thermal Control	 8
AERONOMY MISSION
Instrument
1. Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS) 	 2 1
2. Thermal Ion Mass Spectrometer (TIMS) 	 4 0
3. Electron Temperature Probe (ETP)*	 2 0
4. Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA)	 2 1
5. Magnetometer (MAG)*	 4 1 j
6. Electric Field Detector (EFD)*	 2 0
T. Solar Wind Plasma Analyzer (SWPA)*	 2 1 #
8. Ultra Violet Spectrometer (UVS)
	
3 0
9. Fabrey Perot Interferometer (FPI) 	 2 1
Located on spinning section, all other instruments despun, y
Subsystem
1
Same as Climatology Mission unless otherwise noted, a
J
r
i
,E
is	 9
Table 7.4-1
COMMAND LIST
r
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loading prior to DSN acquisition can be accomplished via the shuttle/space-
b
^.'	 craft interface while in the shuttle bay. There is no spacecraft to TDRSS
link capability.
Spacecraft orientation is maintained by the Control Electronics Assembly
(CEA) of the Attitude Control System (ACS). Commands to refine orientation
and spin-rate can be sent in real-time from Mission Control to the CEA via
the CCS as are thruster calibration sequences. For Trajectory Correction
Maneuver parameters (TCM1 and 2) also can be stored in the CCS and executed
by time tag information associated with each maneuver. There are no
requirements to store orientation commands other than the TCMs.
7.4,2.2 Interplanetary Cruise Phase (L + 20 days to A - 15 days). Since
the despun platform is tethered to the spinning section and booms are not
deployed during interplanetary cruise, extensive instrument control is not
anticipated during this phase of the mission; however, instrument turn on,
checkout and calibration can be accomplished if desired. Any such instrument
control will be accomplished by real-time commands.
7.4.2.3 Mars Arrival/Instrument Deployment Phase (A - 15 days to A + 5
(.	 days). The spacecraft CCS will be used to store and execute commands for
TCM 3. Following TCM 3, commands to orient the spacecraft for Mars Orbit
Insertion (MOI), MOI motor burn, and post-burn reorientation, are to be
stored and executed according to mission plan. Communications will be
minimal since as yet the HGA is not available. Round trip communications
transit time tends to minimize any real-time interaction during this phase.
Following successful attitude orientation, commands to despin the platform,
deploy experiment booms, and possible instrument turn-ons may be stored
and executed.
7.4.2.4 Nominal Orbital Mission Phase (A + 5 days to A + 687 days).
During this phase, the CCS will be used to store and execute the required
commands to configure science instruments into proper data taking modes,
operate the spacec,,af` ,. tape recorders, and configure spacecraft Data Handling
and Communications subsystems to handle various bit rates dictated by
scientific objectives and link capability. Sequence storage capacity should
adequately accommodate a minimum of 32 hours of storage without a two-way
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communication link to the DSN. Spacecraft operation for one week without
an uplink from the ground would be desirable.
7.4.2.5 The CCS is required to provide sufficient monitor telemetry to
verify overall subsystem performance. Specifically, command validation,
invalid command rejection, and executed command status are to be available
as telemetered data for ground verification.
7.4.3 Subsystem Options
7.4.3.1 The tradeoffs considered for the CCS in the study involved evalua-
tion of operations performed on-board the spacecraft versus those performed
on the ground, assessment of how new technology could effectively reduce
power, size, and risk while performing desired functions, and evaluation of
existing or "off-the-shelf" equipment to meet mission requirements.
Evaluation of the mission data requirements revealed that observation and
pointing scenarios are cyclical for both the Cliriatology and Aeronomy
missions once orbital operations are established. Since all pointing
requirements are to be achieved via the ACS, through ground computation,
these, plus instrument data modes, tape recorder speeds, and data handling
subsystem modes will have to be commanded as functions of time. These
events can be stored in the CCS for a minimum of 32 hours. A simple file
can be maintained and updated on the ground to be uplinked to the spacecraft
during desired command sessions.
7.4.3.2 New technology advancements were considered during the component
selection process and weighed against currently available equipment. Since
desired advanced components are not flight qualified, and in many cases
require development, this option felt to be impractical. However, there
is some degree of confidence that new technology will be developed and
flight qualified by time component selection is finalized for a Mars Orbiter
to be launched in the 1988 opportunity. Possibly, newer equipments may be
smaller, require less power and provide greater capability than the current
selection.
E
An in-depth evaluation of existing flight qualified equipments revealed
that the Gulton Industries Command Decoder/Processor suggested in the study 	 }
proposal meet all the requirements imposed for both the Climatology and
Aeronomy missions, and proved to be the most satisfactory choice.
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The only other choices were components from Litton and Sperry which
did not offer flight proven comonents for the total Command and Data
Handling Subsystems and the NASA Standard C&DN manufactured by Fairchild
which was found to be unsuitable for the Mars Orbiter missions.
7.4.3.3 A command link from the shuttle to the spacecraft after deployment
from the shuttle cargo tray may be required to activate the stored spin-up/
injection sequences if a separation trigger is not practical or fail-safe.
This would be accomplished by the Communications Subsystem and does not add
any additional requirements on the CCS.
7.4.4 Subsystem Description
The CCS utilizes the same processor selection for both the Climatology
and Aeronomy missios. The Gulton Industries DSP-8024 CD/P Command Decoder/
Processor is a specialized version of a standard line. This equipment was
utilized for the Solar Mesophere Explorer and satisfies the Mars Orbiter
command requirements. Since this equipment is of modular design, specific
requirements for Mars Orbiter applications can be implemented at Minimal
cost. The command processor remote interface unit is made up of standard*
modules selected from the DSP-8000 family series. The RIU can be custom
implemented specifically for Mars Orbiter command processing requirements.
Figure 7.4-1 is a block diagram of the DSP-8000/8300 series command decoder/
processors and illustrates the major components of the subsystem.
7.4.4.1 DSP-8001 Command Message Processor. The Command Message Processor
(CMP) is central to every DSP-8000 Series CD/P. It contains, as shown in
Figure 7.4-1, (1) the command verification logic, (2) the process state
sequencer and (3) the system power supply. The CMP is itself functionally
modular. It is comprised of three distinct physical modules corresponding
to the three functional areas described in the following module descriptions.
7.4.4.1.1 Command Verification Logic Module. This module performs three
basic functions. It:
a. Provides interfacing for the input signals
b. Performs validation tests upon the incoming messages, including
preamble sync detection and word length check
c. Stores each incoming message for command output/memory storage
as well as for telemetry monitoring
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R*	 Compatibility with the NASA command message format is standard for any
E
	
	
message length of up to 60 bits. A sample 60 bit NASA command message
with 4 preamble bits is shown in Figure 7.4-2.
i
j,
	
	 7.4.4.1.2 Process State Sequencer Module. This module provides central
timing and control operations for the CD/P. It is the functional link
between the incoming message detection/validation and the output commands,
either real-time or delayed.
7.4.4.1,3 System Power Supply Module. This module provides the regulated
power voltages required by the VD/P, limits command output circuit current
and detects an undervoltage condition in order to prevent faulty system
outputs and to maintain positive logic control. A key feature of the
power system operation, which results in minimum overall system power
consumption, is the implementation of a standby mode. This low power
mode is in effect when no commands are being executed or received.
7.4.4.1.4 Command Execution Rate. Maximum bit rate - 2000 bps.
The command execution rate is variable with the incoming bit rate
and the command message length.
7.4.4.1.5 Overall System Command Capacity. The number of commands which
a DSP-8000 Series Command Decoder/Processor can receive and execute
depends upon the number and t+pe of command output modules which are in-
	
1
eluded in eachp articular unit. However the ability of the CD/P to	
^
employ these output modules depends upon the incoming message format and 	 J
the operations performed upon it by the DSP-8001 CMP. Thus the overall
command capacity of the CD/P is a product of the command verification and
control operations within the CMP in conjunction with the programmed
decoding performed within each of the output modules.
Feature Cha acteristic
Discrete Command Capacity Programmable to 32 unit increments
(High Level/Lour Level) to a maximum of 512 each
Serial Digital Command Programmable in 16 unit increments
Capacity to a rnaximum of 64
Y
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PREAMSLE COMMAND MESSAGE	 . 60011S
4	 7	 I ! e 17 e	 I
SIC ADDRESS
PAR 11Y
LEARDA CHECK (UNUSED)
DECODER AIJ B I
OPERATION CODE
REAL TIHE DISCRETE HIGH LEVEL .
	 .	 . 000 DISCRETE CH. DON'T CARE
REAL TIME DISCRETELW LEVEL	 .	 .	 . 001 DISCRETE	 CH. DON'T	 CARE
REAL TIME SERIAL DIGITAL
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 01n S/D CH SERIAL DIGITAL WORD
UNUSED.	 . F	 i f T	 04 N07	 ASSIGNED
DELAYED DISCRETE, NIGH LEVEL IM MEMORY T MF L	 I	 D	 ISC4 ETE [H
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SAMPLE.. COMMAND MESSAGE
►ORMA1 DIAGRAM
Note that a CD/P ,address selection bit allows the user to select
between System A and System B in a redundant CD/P system
configuration.
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7.4.4.2	 32-Channel High Level Discrete Output Module,
	 The DSP-8000 High
Level Discrete Output Module provides 32 separate high level discrete
driver outputs, which are individually addressable via their associated
address decoders.
	 Each output supplies 210 mA of current at 28 Vdc to
an external load, such as a relay.
	 The output pulse duration is program-
mable via a gating signal generated in the DSP-8001 Command Message
Processor.
The 32 discrete power gates are organized in a 2-level 4 x 8 matrix
arrangement.	 The 1 of 32 output driver selection is accomplished with a
5-bit address code.
	 The number of high level discrete output channels
in the overall CD/P system is expandable in increments of 32 by the in-
clusion of additional DSP-8002 modules. 	 Each of these modules carries
its own unique jumper programmed address, which responds to a 4-bit
address code at its input.	 The overall CD/P is therefore capable of
executing 16 x 32 = 512 high level discrete output commands.
	 It should
be noted that due to the jumper programming on each module, any possible
discrete command code up to a maximum of 512 can be decoded with no hard-
ware design changes.
7.4.4.3	 32-Channel Low Level	 Discrete Output Module. 	 The DSP-8003 Low
Level Discrete Output Module is configured in exactly the same 4 x, 8
matrix arrangement as the DSP-8002.
	 Low level discrete outputs are also
expandable in 32 channel increments, via l of 16 jumper programming for
module address, up to a maximum of 512 for a particular DSP-8000 Series
CD/P system.
The basic difference between the DSP-8003 and the DSP-8002 is in the
output drive characteristics. Each output from the DSP-8002 Low Level
Discrete Output Module supplies 5 mA of current at 5.0 Vdc and sinks 2 mA
of current at 0.4 Vdc and therefore dissipates much less power than the
DSP-8002 module.
4
7.4.4.4 16-Channel Serial Digital Output Module
The DSP-8004 Serial Digital Output Module provides 16 separate serial
digital data outputs, each with its own bit clock and enable gate outputs:
The groups of three output lines each are individually addressable via 	 3
their associated address decoders on the module. The serial data stream
which is output is already contained in the input command message and is
I
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simply passed on through to the DSP-8004 data input lines. All output	 t='
circuits supply 5 mA of current at 5.0 Vdc and sink 2 mA of current at
0.4 Vdc. Thus the DSP-8004, along with the DSP-8003, is a low power
module.
The 1 of 16 output channel selection is accomplished with a 4-bit
address code. The number of serial digital output channels in the over-
all CD/P system is expandable in increments of 16 by the inclusion of
additional DSP-8004 modules. Each of these modules carries its own
unique jumper programmed address. The overall CD/P is capable of executing
64 serial digital output commands. A serial digital control pulse,
generated by the process state sequencer module in the DSP-8001, allows
serial digital message commands to be distinguished from discrete message
commands.
7.4.4.5 Memory Module. The DSP-8005 Memory Module operates in conjunc-
tion with the DSP-8001 Command Message Processor to provide for delayed
command operation. Through the implementation of a RAM memory, a clock
and a time comparator, it is possible to store up to 256 valid commands,
each of which can be executed within up to 96 hours after their reception.
A command message from memory is routed through the appropriate command
output module in exactly the same manner as a real-time command.
Four types of mutually exclusive memory operating modes are provided.
DISABLE . . . No memory operations are permitted.
LOAD	 . . . The command message is loaded into memory.
NORMAL .	 . The CMP routes the delayed command message to the
appropriate output module for execution.
DUMP	 . . . The contents of memory plus memory address are output
at the DUMP port.
The DSP-8005 module consists of two separate cards, one containing
the memory and associated registers and the other containing the memory
control. It should be noted that no hardware changes to the remainder
of the CD/P system are required in order to incorporate the DSP-8005
Memory Module.
7.4.4.6 Telemetry Monitor Module. The DSP-8006 Telemetry Monitor module
provides CD/P stabs information. Three types of status information are
available in a standard module; (1) a replica of the latest executed
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command, (2) a count of the number of valid commands which the C
executed, and (3) a count of the number of invalid commands whic
CD/P has rejected.
. Real time or delayed commands are store
special register for serial transfer to w,o
external data device.
• An eight-bit counter accumulates the number of
valid commands which have been Executed since
the CD/P power was applied.
• An eight-bit counter accumulates the number of
invalid commands which have failed the valida-
tion tests since the CD/P power was applied.
Transfer of all three types of data from the CD/P is controlled by
externally supplied enable gate and bit clock signals. Data is available
as serial digital outputs for external use.
7.4.4.7 Data Bus Interface Module. This module is not shown on Figure
7.4-1 and is not currently necessary to meet the Mars Orbiter requirements.
Should the requirement arise, the module is easily added.
The DSP-8310 module contains all of the interface circuitry for
receiving and transmitting to a party line bus system. Synchronization
and bit by bit address and data verification is provided by a digital
receiver which in turn performs a BIO to NRZ conversion. It will output
both serial and parallel data as well as a clock for the serial NRZ. This
feature allows interface flexibility for numerous applications.
The DSP-8310 module employs a digital conversion technique rather
than the traditional analog integration scheme. This initially will
eliminate costly precision component parts as well as reduce lengthy
calibration of the integrator time period. With the elimination of many
discrete components, board area is minimized significantly, yielding a
lighter more compact unit.
7.4.4.8 Command Equipments. Table 7.4-2 identifies the equipment comple-
ment for the complete Command and Data Handling subsystem. The Command
;Y	 Decoder Processor and Remote Interface Unit (first two items) are the
command portion of the subsystem. (See Systems Block Diagram, Figure	 )
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7.4.5 Subsystem Performance
The CCS performance capabilities are described in Table 7.4-3. This
table compares the requirements as specified in Section 7.4.2 against the
capabilities of the components described in Section 7.4.4.
Function Requirement Performance
Instrument Cmds Table 7.4-1	 20 discr.
	 6 dig. 7.4.4.1.5 64 dig.
Subsystem Cmds Table 7.4-1	 72 discr. 3 dig. 512 ea.	 hi/lo
discrete
Launch Sequence 7.4.2.1	 Undetermined 7.4.4.5
256 x 64 bits
TCM Sequence 7.4.2.1
Cruise Support 7.4.2.2
Orbit Insertion 7.4.2.3
Orbit Operations 7.4.2.4
Monitor Telemetry 7.4.2.5 7.4,4.6
Tlm. Mon. Module
Cmd.	 Validation 7.4.2.5
Invalid Cmd.	 Reject 7.4.2,5
Cmd.	 Recv.	 Rates 7.8 bps & 125 bps 7.8-1000 bps
Cmd.	 Process Rates Undetermined 7.4.4.1.4 2000 bps
Stored Cmd. Status Memory Readout 7.4.4.5 Memory Dump
Timing See Section 7.5
Table 7.4-3
COMMAND SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ti
FV
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7.5 DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM
7.5.1 Subsystem Functions
The Data Handling Subsystem (DHS) gathers analog, bi-level, and serial
digital data from payload instruments and spacecraft subsystems, formats
the data and transfers the resultant bit stream to the spacecraft communi-
cations subsystem for downlinking to the DSN. Data formats selectable by
command provide for transmission of engineering data only, engineering and
science data, or memory read-out (contents of the command storage) data.
Analog and bi-level discrete signals are converted to digital words. Vari-
able data collection and transmission rates are available to accommodate
link conditions throughout the mission. Formats are independent of the
bit rate.
The DHS also provides storage for formatted engineering and science
data for periods in the mission when a DSN station is unavailable. Stored
data is played back during scheduled tracking passes and is interleaved
with real-time spacecraft engineering and science instrument housekeeping
data.
7.5.2 Subsystem Requirements
The DHS is required to collect data from each science instrument and
spacecraft subsystem. Data types are analog, bi-level, and digital.
The DHS must accept these various data types at various rates, format the
data into data frames compatible with the ground data system, store data
frames when required and transform the data frames into a serial bit stream
to be transferred to the spacecraft Communications Subsystem for trans-
mission to a DSN ground station. Table 7.5-1 identifies the data types
received from the various instruments and spacecraft subsystems for
Climatology and Aeronomy missions. Table 7.5-2 identifies the data rates
for the science instruments during various mission phases. For the Clima.
tology Mission, the 3712 bps requirement is an envelope of all instruments,
not the requirement of any one payload complement.
7.5.2.1 Climatology Science Data Acquisition. Science data acquisition
varies with day and night conditions on Mars. As shown on Table 7.5-2,
four instruments (FIS, UV03, FPI and MSM) acquire data only when Mars is
lighted (12 flours). The other instruments gather data continuously. Four
formats are required for this mission; 1) Engineering only, 2) Night
7-55
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Data Type
Instrument	 Analog Digital	 Bi-level
1. Pressure Modulated Radiometer (PMR)
	 0 1 2
2. frost Infared Spectrometer (FIS)
	 1 1 2
3. Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) 	 1 1 2
4. Ultra Violet Ozone (UV03 )	 1 1 2
5. Ultra Violet Hydrogen Photometer (UVHP)
	
1 1 2
6. Radar Altimeter (RA)
	 1 1 2
7. Fabrey Peroot Interferometer (FPI)
	
0 1 4
B. Multi-Spectral Mapper (MSM)
	 0 1 4
Note:
	 All instruments on despun platform
Subsystem
1. Command and Data Handlin 9 2 24
2. Communications
3. Attitude Control
i°
4. Propulsion	 28 20
j 5. Power
ly 6. Thermal Control	 60 8
AERONOMY MISSION
Instrument
1. Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS)	 0 1 3
2. Thermal Ion Mass Spectrometer (TIMS)	 2 1 3
3. Electron Temperature Probe (ETP)*	 2 1 3
} 4. Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA)	 0 1 4
j 5. Magnetometer (MAG)* 	 1 1 2
6. Electric Field Detector (EFD)* 	 4 0 2
7. Solar Wind Plasma Analyzer (SWPA)* 	 2 1 2 ".
l 8. Ultra Violet Spectrometer (UVS) 	 5 1 2
9. Fabrey Perot Interferometer;(FPI)
	
0 1 3
* Located on spinning section, all other instruments despun.
Subsystem
t
Same as Climatology Mission unless otherwise noted.
at
4	
.
Table 7.5-1
HOUSEKEEPING AND ENGINEERING TELEMETRY LIST
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SCIENCE DATA RATES
CLIMATOLOGY MISSION
(All Instruments are Despun)
Rate Special
b2s_ Mapping
1. Pressure Modulated Radiometer (PMR) 140 140
2. Frost Infared Spectrometer (FIS)* 120 120
3. Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) 1024 8000
4. Ultra Violet Ozone (UV03 )* 64 64
5. Ultra Violet Hydrogen Photometer (UVHP) 8 B
6. Radar Altimeter (RA) 100 100
7. Fabrey Perot Interferometer (FPI)* 256 256
B. Multi-Spectral Mapper (MSM)* 2000 12000
Special Mapping (Not included in current options)
TOTAL 3712 20688
AERONOMY MISSION
Data Rates (bps)/Orbit Phase
Apoaosis P+60 min. P+15 min.
1. Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS)
2. Thermal Ion Mass Spectrometer (TIMS)
3. Electron Temperature Probe (ETP)**
4	 Retarding PotentiAl Analyzer (RPA)
5. Magnetometer (MAG)**
6. Electric Field Detector (EFD)**
7. Solar Wind Plasma Analyzer (SWPA)**
B. Ultra Violet Spectrometer (UVS)
9	 Fabrey Perot Interferometer (FPI)
TOTAL
Non-Science Data
(Sync, time, ID, Engr, HK)
* Operate during MARS day only
t• Cninninn inctrumantt
0 0 256
0 128 256
64 128 256
64 128 512'
128 128 128
128 128 128
128 128 12B
0 128 128
_0 128 256
512 1024 2048
TBD 90 min, 30 mi n-.
360 min. 120 min.
6 2
Science and Engineering, 3) Day Science and Engineering, and 4) Command
Storage Readout.
7.5.2.2 Aeronomy Science Data Acquisition. Science data acquisition
varies with time from Mars periapsis. As shown on Table 7.5-2, most
instruments have varying rates at different orbital positions. Five for-
mats are required for this mission; 1) Engineering only, 2) Apoapsis
Science, 3) P + 90 minutes Science, 4) P + 15 minutes Science, and 5)
Command Storage Readout.
7.5.2.3 Climatology Science Data Storage. All Climatology science data
is to be stored on the spacecraft and played back during scheduled DSN
tracking periods. Data accumulation rates vary with day and night obser-
vation periods as shown on Table 7.5-2. Data playback rates vary with
the available link capabilities throughout the mission. Planned tracking
coverage is 8 hours per day throughout the science mission. A maximum
tracking gap of 32 hours should be acceptable without loss of science
data. There is no requirement for real-time science data return.
(.
	
	
7.5.2.4 AeronoTZ Science Data Storage. All Aeronomy science data is to
be stored on the spacecraft and played back during scheduled DSN tracking
periods. Data accumulation rates vary as a function of time from periapsis
as shown on Table 7.5-2. All other requirements are the same as for the
Climatology mission.
7.5.2.5 Spacecraft Timing. The timing clock for the spacecraft system,
wia;ch is also used for the timing of all science instruments and spacecraft
subsystems„ is provided by the DHS. Clock stability and update require-
ments are TSD.
Science and engineering data are to be formatted into standard frames
by the DHS. The frames and formats utilized must be compatible with DSN
and mission control center processing capabilities.
The D.HS must have sufficient monitor telemetry to provide ground
operations with status and alarm information. There is no requirement
f	 for on-board failure recovery software.
7.5.3 Subsystem Options
a	 The tradeoffs considering alternate approaches to the DHS design re-
	 F'
commended in the study proposal involved the evaluation of the payload{
f
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The DHS utilizes the same processor selection for both the Climatology
and Aeronomy missions. The Gulton series of equipment selected in flight
qualified and of modular design. Expansion is easily accomplished at
minimum cost. The data handling remote interface unit is made up of
standard modules of the DSP-7000 series and can be custom implemented
3
specifically for Mars Orbiter data handling requirements.
^:	 x
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instrument set and spacecraft subsystem capabilities for each mission.
Simplicity and low cost were stressed for this study.
7.5.3.1 The system architecture selected makes use of a main DNS on the
spinning portion of the spacecraft and a remote DHS (RIU) on the despun
platform. The subsystem employs Time Division Multiplexed data instead
of packet telemetry in order to minimize user interface costs.
A new scheme to merg-d real-time engineering and housekeeping data
with playback data is proposed as a result of the Rudy. A multiplexer
was eliminated and development of dual subcarriers was ruled out as expen-
sive on the spacecraft design and required special ground capabilities.
The scheme is described in the performance Section 7.5.5.2.
7.5.3.2 Tradeoffs made during the study indicate that a tape recorder
is superior to bubble memories on semi-conductor storage units for storage
and readout of Mars Orbiter data. Cost and flight history were on the
side of recorders. Synchronous data transfer was selected over asynchronous
rz to buffering schemes which either complicate the spacecraft design or
the ground data system design. All data return was chosen to be Last In
First Out (LIFO). This simplifies operations and minimizes impacts of
rescheduled playback passes.
7.5.3.3 As was the case with the Command and Control Subsystem, the Gu:lton
Data Handling Subsystem was favored to be the most cost effective capa-
bility available which met both Climatology and Aeronomy Mission require-
ments. The Odetics tape recorder developed for ISPM but modified for
Mars Orbiter provides a most cost effective and reliable on-board data
storage approach. Costs will be somewhat less than ISPM since only four
playback rates are necessary.
7.5.4 Subsystem Description
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Figure 7.5-1 is a block diagram of the DSP-7000/7300 series PCM System
and illustrates the major components of the DHS.
7.5.4.1 The Central Processor Unit (CPU) is central to every DSP=7000
Serves PCM. A CPU p lus (one or more add=on multiplexer modules comprises
a functioning PCM systern. The CPU contains., as shown in the General Block
Diagram, (1) the wo-rd length/code generatar control, (2) the PROM format
control', (3) the sample/hold and ADC, (4) the premodulation filter output
and (5) the system power supply. It can also be seen from the block
diagram that the CPU is itself functionally modular. That is, the CPU
is comprised of five distinct physical modules corresponding to the five
functional areas listed above. The operation of these five CPU modules
is described inthe following paragraphs!
7.5.4.1.1 Word Length/Code Gener,^tor C;ontro'i Module. This module gene-
rates all of the basic timing and controls for the CPU and other users.
Its functions, which are listed below, are all programmable with the
result that custom requirements are provided as standard features in the
DSP-7000 Series PCM. Characteristics of this module are as follows:
Feature	 Characteristics
Oscillator	 Crystal Controlled
Bit Rate	 Jumper Programmable up to 600 kHz
Clock Selection	 Automatic Internal or External
Word Length
	
PROM Programmable 6 to 12 bits
Sample/Hold	 PROM Programmable portion of a Word Time
Sync Word Length	 PROM Programmable up to 4n bits
(n = bits per word)
Frame ID Count Length
	 PROM Programmable, 0 to 255 minor frames
Output Data Combiner 	 Combines ADC, digital, sync and ID data
Parity	 Jumper Programmable, Odd, even or no parity
i
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Output :Codes	 Jumper Programmable, NRZ-L, Bi-O
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7.5.4.1.2 PROM Format Control Modul-e.
#	 This module formats the sampling and readout of all PCM data inputs.
g
Because this formatting is completely under programmable PROM control,
almost any format configuration within the PCM data input capacity is
C
possible.
The format control circuitry is organized in two levels of program-
mable PROM selection designated as Master PROM and Slave PROM controls.
As a result of this technique very large major frame formats, incorporating
a high degree of super commutation and subcommutation flexibility, may
be generated with a relatively small actual PROM capacity.
In the General Block Diagram, it can be seen that a single CPU can
incorporate up to N = 4 PROM format control modules. Each module can
format up to 256 data addresses. Where more than 256 data address points
are sampled, additional modules must be added. Thus a PCM with four PROM
formal control modules can sample and format up to a maximum of 1024 data
address points. When N >1, the additional format control modules are
slaved to Module #1 via the Word Select signal. These additional modules
do not expand the maximum major frame capability, which is 512 words/minor 	 ^.
frame by 256 minor frames/major frame. They simply enable additional in-
k
	
	 put data points to be sampled by the PCM. Characteristics of this module
are as follows:
R
Y
y
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Feature Characteristics
Minor Frame Length 512 Words Maximum
Major Frame Length 256 Minor Frames Maximum
Major Frame Sync 3 Fixed Words, plus ID Counter
ID Counter 256 Words Maximum
Supercommutation Controlled by Slave PROM 1
Maximum Rate = Word Rate
Supercommutation Controlled by Slave PROMs 2, 3, 4
Maximum of 256 deep
Format Random Sampling
Minor Frame Reset Controlled by Master PROM
Major Frame Reset Controlled by Slave PROM 4
Figure 7.5-2 illustrates a sample format.
7.5.4.1.3 Sample/Hold and ADC Module. This module converts the multi-
plexed analog data into its binary representation, which is then output
in serial digital form. It performs the three following basic functions.
a. Reduces common mode and ground loop errors to negligible levels.
Also provides isolation of the input signal common returns from
all system grounds.
b. Provides a sampling period during which sampling transients can
settle out prior to the A/D conversion. Also provides a constant
voltage to the ADC during the hold mode when the A/D conversion
is performed.
c. Provides, as an output, an N-bit digital code (programmable from
N = 6 to N = 12) representative of the amplitu 
i 
e value of the
analog signal to a resolution of 1 past i-" 2N- .
A sample frame format is included as a visual aid for clarifying DSP-7000
PCM formatting and to define the commonly used terms in a PCM format.
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Figure 7.5-2
7.5.4.1.4 Premodulation Filter Output Module. This module uses low
frequency active or high frequency passive filters to limit the spectral
content of the output bit stream when the PCM output data is required to
	 }}
modulate an RF transmitter. Since this function is not alwa y s required,	 If
this 'module is optional in the DSP-7000 CPU.
f
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7.5.4.1.5 System Power Supply Module. This module operates from an
unregulated 28 Vdc power source and internally generates all necessary
regulated voltages required by the overall PCM system through the imple-
mentation of a high efficiency switching pre-regulator and a non -saturating
do/dc converter.
7.5.4.2 High/Low-Level Analog Multiplexer Module. The DSP-7002 and
DSP-7002B modules contain variations on the same basic multiplexer cir-
cuitry which multiplexes or "commutates" input analog signals onto a
single output PAM bus to the ADC. The DSP-7002 module is a high-level
analog multiplexer which can be configured to accept either 64 SEHL in-
puts or 32 DELL inputs. The DSP-7002B module is a low-level analog
multiplexer configured to accept 32 DELL inputs. In this configuration,
the multiplexer output is routed to a low-level amplifier on a DSP-70036
module prior to its inclusion on the PAM bus to the ADC.
In addition to the analog switches and switch drivers, these modules
contain decode logic for translating the PROM format control address code
into the selection of the analog input channel being sampled. Thus the
input channel selected is actually programmed by the PROM format control.
This is true for all DSP-7000 Series multiplexer modules.
7.5.4.3 Low-Level Analog Multiplexer with Amplifier Module. The DSP-
7003 module contains a 16 channel low-level analog multiplexer with an
accompanying low-level amplifier, whereas the DSP-70036 module contains
only the low-level amplifier. This arrangement maximuzes low-level analog
multiplexer flexibility. A LL amplifier is never configured with more
than 64 DELL channels. Thus it is possible to configure a 16, 32, 48 or
64 channel multiplexer with a single LL amplifier through the judicious
selection of DSP-7003, DSP-70036 and DSP-7002B modules. The LL amplifier
output is routed onto the PAM bus to the ADC.
This module features an optional pre-selection technique which enables
the low-level multiplexer/amplifier system to dwell on each input channel
for several word times prior to sampling. Pre-selection is employed in
high speed systems where the limiting factor on accuracy is usually the
settling of the low-level analo in uts throw h the multi ld f' t9	 P	 9	 P exer an	 irs	 l
stage-amplifier. Thus this technique increases the settle time so that
the desired accuracy can be maintained.
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7.5.4.4 Bi-level Multiplexer Module. The DSP-7004 module multiplexer
bilevel, or discrete, data inputs onto the system digital data bus. This
operation is performed with a 64 point analog type multiplexer organized
into an 8 x 8 matrix. Up to 8 discrete inputs are sampled in parallel
and grouped into a single serial digital output word in which each input
is represented by a single bi-level bit. A single DSP-7004 module can
sample 8 such discrete input groups (i.e., 8 words of data).
Through the employment of analog type multiplexer switches and parallel
precision voltage comparators highly accurate threshold level detection
is obtained. It should be noted that all 64 inputs to a single module
are completely independent of each other. The only constraint is imposed
by threshold level requirements. There can be one threshold level (for
all 64 channels) or two threshold levels (one for each grouping of 32
channels) on a module.
i
7.5.4.5 Quad Premodulation Filter Output Module. The DSP-7005 module
contains four (4) low-lass filters which limit the spectral content of
the output bit stream when the PCM output data is required to modulate
an RF transmitter. This module is employed as an alternate to the dual
premodulation filter module which is standard in the CPU when the capa-
bility for more than two output filters is required. This situation often
arises in order to accommodate a system which requires bit change capa-
bility with no hardware modification.- The power buffer output included
in the standard CPU filter module is omitted in the DSP-7005 filter module
in order to enable it to contain the four filter circuits.
7.5.4.6 Built-in Test Module. The DSP-7006 BITE module provides a quick
and easy means of verifying that the in-flight operation of a DSP-7000
Series PCM unit is correct. Should there be a malfunction, this module
will indicate which general area of the PCM system is malfunctioning.
This built-in monitor system employs eight (8) detection circuits
whose logic level outputs can be sampled as eight (8) distinct bi-level
inputs to the PCM or simply treated as test outputs. The significance
of this approach is that the critical PCM system determinants, which
themselves do net exist as simple logic levels, are detected and trans
^a	lated into logic levels which can be monitored as simple logic levels.
These eight outputs are designated as Bit 1 through Bit 8, indicated as
follows:
7-65
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Bit No. Indication
1 BITE "OR" - Overall PCM system operation check
2 Bits per word check
3 Words per minor frame check
4 Minor frames per major 'frame check
5 Sync pattern check
6 A/D conversion check
7 Bi-level high threshold check
8- Bi-level low threshold check
7.5,4.7 Data Bus Interface Module. This module is not shown on F
7.5-band is not currently necessary to meet the Mars Orbiter requ
Should the requirement arise, the module is easily added.
The DSP-7310 module contains all of the interface circuitry for
	
{	 N
receiving and transmitting to a party line bus system. Synchronization
and bit by bit address and data verification is provided by a digital
	
t	 receiver which in turn performs a BlO to NRZ conversion. It will output a
both serial and parallel data as well as a clock for the serial NRZ. This
feature allows interface flexibility for numerous applications.
Another feature that yields flexibility is the transmission bit rate.
This 'module is capable of acquiring real-time data from remote terminals
and servicing telemetry control systems with party line bit rates between
200K to 3 Meg depending on terminal loading.i	
77
The DSP-7310 module employs a digital conversion technique rather
than the traditional analog integration scheme. This initially will
eliminate costly precision component parts as well as reduce lengthy cali-
bration of the integrator time period, With the elimination of many
discrete components, board area is minimized significantly, yielding _a
x
lighter more compact unit,
7.5.4.8 The DSP-7008 module multiplexes eight (8) independent serial
	
}	 digital data inputs onto the system digital data bus
	 Synchronous opera -
7-66	 ^'
tion is obtained through the implementation of eight (8) sets of enable
gates and PCM bit rate clocks generated by the PCM timing circuits and
	
r
routed back to the customer data source to regulate the data input timing.
As a result of this control operation, data is always input to the PCM
synchronously and coincidently with its location in the PCM output data
	 t
format. Thus the data is passed right on through the DSP-7008 multiplexer
module via the system digital data bus to the PCM output data combiner.
The number of bits in each data input is determined solely by each indi-
vidual ene:ble gate duration, which is always an integral number of PCM
word lenc,ths.
7.5.4.9 The DSP-7009 module multiplexes four (4) independent :serial
digital data inputs onto the system digital data bus. Each data input
if acquired and stored asynchrc ►nously with its output slot in the PCM
output data format. The interval for data acquisition is independent
for each input and is established by a signal generated when the data
	 7
register in question is emptied of its contents.
As a result of this asynchronous operation, which imposes no
-.1
restrictions as to when the customer may generate his data, data storage
is required. Thus the number of bits allowed per data input is deter-
mined by the DSP-7009 module storage capacity, which is independently set
:a
for each data input at either one or two 8-bit groups per PCM word. This
data length flexibility is a valuable asset where there is considerable
disparity in the nature of the various digital data sources being sampled
by the PCM.
7.5.4.10 The Tape Recorder is an Odetics 3.25 x 10 8 recorder developed
for the ISPM Project. The Mars Orbiter recorder will be the same version
except have a standard maximum of 4 playback rates.
7.5.4.11 Data Handling Equipment. Table 7.4-2 (previous section)
identifies the equipment complement for a complete Command and Data 	 `1q	 ,
t
Handling subsystem. The Data Handling Processor, Remote Interface Unit,
and Tape Recorder (last three items) are the data handling portion of the
subsystem. All modules previously described are included in the processor
and remote interface equipments. (See System Block Diagram, Figure 6.1-3.)	 (v jl	 x
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Function Requirement Performance
Instr. Data Types Table 7.5-1 5 or 16A, 256 total
	
ADB, 7.5.4.2, 3,
8D, 20 or 24B 4, 8, and 19
Subsystem. Data Table 7.5-1 88A, 3D, 256 total ADB, 7.5.4.2, 3,
Types 52B 4, 8, and 19
Instr. Data Rates Table 7.5-2	 3712 bps 600 KHz 7.5.4.1.1
max
Data Formats 7.5.2.1	 Four four available	 7.5.4.1.2
Data Formats 7.5.2.2	 Five Four available	 7.5.4.1.2
(minus 1)
Data Storage 7.5.2.3	 24 hrs.	 = 325 megabits	 7.5.4.10
215.3 megabits
Data Storage 7.5.2.4
	 24 hrs.	 = 325 megabits	 7.5.4.10
66.4 megabits
S/C Timing 7.5.2.5	 TBD stability TBD Crystal	 7.54.1.1
Data Frame Format 7.5.2.5
	 DSN/GDS Table 7.5-1
compatible
Monitor Tlm. 7.5.2.5
	 Status and Built in Test Module 7.5.4.6
Alarm data
Comm. Output Module	 7.5.4.5
Compatibility
«	 ki
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7.5.5 Subsystem Performance
The DHS performance capabilities are described in Table 7.5-3. This
table compares the requirements as specified in Section 7.5.2 against the
capabilities of the components described in Section 7.5.4.
Table 7.5-3
a
DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
F,
7.5.5.1 For the Aeronomy Mission, a deficiency of one stored format capa-
bility exists with standard equipment. Stored format capability can be
increased but cost is unknown. An alternate approach would be to combine
the Engineering only format with the Apoapsis science format.
7-6$
7.5.5.2 It is recommended that a standard frame size of 1152 bits be
utilized for both missions. Each frame would contain 1024 bits of science
data and 128 bits of non-science, The non-science is broken down as
follows
Synch bits	 24
I.D.	 8
j	 Time tag	 32
I	 Engineering	 16
Science HK	 8
Fill data	 40*
Total	 128
k	 -
The 40 bits of fill are replaced by real- time
 
data during Recorder
playbacks,. The DHS can accomplish this insertion cf data in the fill slot.
The 40 bits are comprised of 16 bits engineering, 8 bits housekeeping, and
reduced time resolution of 16 bits.
7.5.5.3 Tables 7.5-4 and 7.5-5 reflect data taking possibilities for the
Climatology and Aeronomy missions respectively. The Climatology shows how
the baseline and all optional payload complements can be accommodated. For
Option C3, a number of data acquisition bit rates have been implemented,
one for night (when the MSM is not producing data) and four for day, assuming
the MSM will produce data at four possible rates within the indicated range:
1,500, 3,000, 6,000, and 12,000 b/s. As long as the MSM observes its limit
of 1,000 ^b/s, averaged over 24 hours, the selected toe recorderPcapacityP
and playback/downlink data rates will serve. A tape recorder record rate
and a science data format -- allocating the 1,024 science bits per frame
among the scientific instruments 	 must be selected for each MSM data ac-
quisition rate, but there is nothing sacred about the above assumed rates.
By the same token, a higher acquisition rate, including MSM data at 12,000
b/s and GRS data at 8,000 b/s, can similarly by implemented for a "special
mapping" mode. It only affects the science format and record rate for the
time when this mode is active._.
	
r
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OOOR PAGE Table 7.5-4
OIF	 Q"ALA DATA PERFORMANCE SUMMARY - CLIMATOLOGY
Climatology Mission Option
Baseline C1 C2 C3
Basis Day Day Day Actual
Science Data 1284 1456 '1540 13264 D4*
Acquisition Rate (b/s) 7264 D3
(See Table 6.3-6) 4264 D2
2764 01
1264 N
Total Data Acquisition 1444.5 1638 1732.5 14922 D4*
Rate (Science x 9/8) 8172 D3
(b/s) 4797 D2
3109,5 D1
^c
2547 AVG
Recorder Capacity (Mb) 325 325 325 325
In 32 Hours:
Data Stored (Mb) 166.4 188.7 199.6 293.4
_	 Mai-gin (Mb) 158.6 136.3 125.4 31.6
In 24 Hours,
Data Stored (Mb) 124.8 141.5 144.7 220.1
l	
Margie	 (Mb) 200.2 183.5 175.3 104,8
* For "special mapping" mode: involving GRS + MSM at 20,000 b,/s, rate D4
can be increased.{
cf	 ^
F
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Table 7.5-5
DATA PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AERONOMY
Hours/Orbit
Science Data Acquisition
Rate Ws)(See Table 6.3-7)
Total. Data Acquisition
Rate (Science x 9/8)
( b/s)
Orbital Average (Mb),
32 Hours
Recorder Capacity (Mb)
Margin (Mb)
Orbital Phase
Ionosphere	 Ionosheath	 Apoapsis
	0.5	 1.5	 4.689
	
2048	 1024	 512
	
2304	 1152	 576
97.5
325
227.5
For both the Climatology and Aeronomy Missions there is considerable
margin within the tape recorder, capacity, particularly for the majority of
instances when the DSN,coverage cycle is 8 hours tracking, 16 hours non-
tracking. This margin can be devoted to one or more of the following uses:
1. To take more high-rate burst data (Aeronomy Mission, and Climatology
C3).
.
k
2. To go more'".han one day without a playback period.
3. To permit less than 8-hour downlink tracking periods.
1
1
1
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7.6 THERMAL CONT;f ^rX SUBSYSTEM
7.6.1 Subsystem Functions
The functions of the Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) are:
• to maintain the various instruments and spacecraft equipments at
acceptable temperatures throughout the Climatology and Aeronomy
Missions (i.e., pre-launch, launch/shuttle abort, interplanetary
cruise, and orbital operation).
• to maintain acceptable thermal interfaces with the STS and launch
vehicle upper stage.
7.6.2 Subsystem Requirements
The following lists the on-orbit and interplanetary cruise orbital
parameter requirements, for which the baseline TCS is designed to meet:
• Interplanetary Cruise
1. Distance from Sun: 1 AU to 1.53 AU
2. Solar vector with respect to spacecraft equatorial plane:
+30 to -30 degrees
• Climatology Mission
1. 300 km altitude circular and sun-synchronous orbit
2. Orbit time: 1.89 hours (0.7 hours maximum eclipse)
3. Distance from Sun: 1.37 AU to 1.67 AU
4. Solar vector with respect to orbit plane: 22 to +45 degrees
• Aeronomy Mission
1,, 150 km x 3Rm altitude elliptical orbit
2. Orbit time: 6.68 hours (1.67 hours maximum eclipse)
3. Distance from Sun: 1.38 AU to 1.67 AU
4. Solar vector with respect to orbit plane: 0 to +90 (or +110)
degrees
Storage and operating temperature requirements for the instruments
and spacecraft equipments are listed in Figure 7.6-1. Acceptable thermal
interface with the launch vehicle will be defined jointly with the launch
vehicle contractor. This interface, requirement normally minimizes thermal
interactions between the spacecraft and launch vehicle, and can usually be
l
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TEMPERATURE LIMITS	 OC
EQUIPMENT
POWER OFF
(min/max)
OPERATION
( mi nmax
COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
20 W. TWTA -35/50 5/70
S/X-BAND TRANSPONDER 0/50
OTHERS 0/45
C & DH SUBSYSTEM
TAPE RECORDER -10/45
OTHERS 0/45
ALTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
DMA ^{	 0/50
AZ/EL MOTORS `	 0/80
OTHERS 0/45
a
ELECTRIC POWER SUBSYSTEM
.,
BATTERIES "%0/10
CONVERTERS -10/50
OTHERS 0/45
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
TANKS & LINES 5/45
THRUSTER VALVES 5/45
STAR 37 X F -7/43
INSTRUMENTS
-40/50 -20/40
:y
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_ met with the use of multilayered insulation blankets (MLI) and low thermal
conductivity isolators.
7.6. 3 	Subsystem Opti ons
Figure 7.6-2 illustrates the major TCS options for the Communication
a platform.	 Similar TCS options also apply to the spinning platform and
a instrument platform.	 However, for the spinning platform, the louver option
would not require a separate radiator due to the lack of direct solar
irradiation.
	
Each of these options is capable of maintaining acceptable
spacecraft equipment temperatures throughout the Mars mission.
	
The major
advantage of the radiator/louver and radiator/variable conductance heatpipe
(VCHP) systems is to conserve heater power when there are large power
dissipation differences between operating modes.	 However, the radiator/
	 }
louver and radiator/VCHP systems are more complex in construction, cost
more, weigh more, and require development and additional test activities.
The simpler radiator/heater option is chosen as the baseline T65 due to
the following:
•	 For the spinning and instrument platforms, the equipments are 	 3
C spread out in a large area, and the radiator/heater option is
more adaptable in maintaining individual equipment temperature
control.
•	 For the communication platform, the power dissipation is quite
constant throughout the mission with the TWTA's RF output
(20 watts) being the only variable depending on whether the
TWTA is in the transmit or non-transmit mode.
•	 Replacement heaters for the instruments provide operational
flexibility.
7.6.4	 Subsystem Description
The TCS is primarily a passive system utilizing a combination of MLI,
silvered-teflon tape radiators, thermal coatings, and thermal isolators
of low thermal conductivity materials. 	 These elements are supplemented
by electrical heaters that are used to maintain acceptable operational
environment during cold condition or to replace the equipment thermal
' dissipations where required to provide operational flexibility. The
heaters are redundant and enabled by ground commands. When enabled,
thermostats provide control of power to the strip heaters in those circuits
M
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used to maintain temperatures in a specified range.
	
The thermostats are
located in close proximity to the heater elements.
	 Where overheating could
be a problem due to possible thermostat failure (i.e., thruster valves
and propellant line), redundant thermostat is provided.
	
Heater status and
temperature measurements are provided on telemetry to allow monitoring of
the US performance.
Figure 7.6-3 presents a physical description of the baseline TCS. 	 The
spinning compartment is covered with MLI except those areas which are used
to reject equipment heat dissipations; these areas are covered with 5 mil
silvered-teflon tape which provides a low a/c surface finish.
	
Thermostat
controlled heaters are located on the platform for local temperature control.
The batteries, because of their stringent temperature requirements
(0 to 10 0 C), are isolated from their surrounding equipments with MLI, and r
have individual radiator and thermostat controlled heater. 	 The communica-
tioncompartment has an aluminum doubler measuring 0.37 m 2 in area and 0.4
cm thick placed between the TWTA and the mounting platform.	 The doubler
is for spreading the heat dissipated by the TWTA.
	
A heat replacement
type heater is located on the doubler for maintaining the TWTA and other
communication equipments at acceptable temperatures prior to their activa-
tion when the spacecraft is within the Shuttle bay and during launch.
The exterior of the compartment is covered with MLI except the area used
for heat rejection, which is covered with 5 MIL silvered-teflon tape.	 The
solar array is covered with MLI in the back surface and mounted to the
spinning platform with brackets of low thermal conductivity material	 (i.e., j
fiberglass); this is to provide a uniform solar array temperature and
simultaneously isolating it from the spinning platform.
	
The antennas are
isolated from the despun platform with low thermal conductivity thermal
isolators.	 The truss structure is covered wish MLI, and thermally
isolated from the different equipment platforms with low thermal conduc-
tivity isolators.	 The DMA and biaxial drive have their indicidual thermo-
stat controlled heater, and are thermally isolated from the environment
with MLI and thermal isolators.	 The propulsion equipments are isolated from
its environment with MLI and thermal isolators, and utilize thermostat
x
a
controlled heaters locating on the propellant lines, propellant tanks,
(thruster valves, and propellant distribution assembly to maintain hydrazine
L
a
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a	 Figure 7.6-3
BASELINE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
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j	 1. Design: 0.4 cm thick Aluminum Doubler.
Function: To spread heat dissipated by the TWTA.
2. Design: Typically on platforms and instrument, S mil Silvered-Teflon tapes.
Function: Radiating areas of low and stable a/c material to reject dissipated
power at proper temperature.
M
3. Design: Brackets and thermal isolators of fiberglass and other low thermal
conductivity materials.
Function: To minimize conduction heat leaks from equipment platforms and
propulsion components.
4. Design: 6 AL-4V Titanium alloy cone.
Function: Low conductivity motor attachment structure to prevent excessive
conduction heat soak into spacecraft after and during firing, and
heat loss in orbit. R'1
S. Design: Flexible Kapton strip replacement heaters for instruments and TWTA.
Function: Provides operational flexibility.
6. Design: Flexible Kapton strip heaters and bimetallic thermostats for batteries,
DMA, Az/El Drives, and selected areas of equipment platforms.
Function: Maintain selected component temperature limits.
7. Design: Kapton tape heaters and bimetallic thermostats for tanks, lines, valves,
and Orbit Insertion Motor,
Function: Maintains propulsion components at selected temperatures.
^
l r
a
-'	 B. Design: 10 layers, k mil AL-Miylar sandwiched by inner 2 mil AL-bylar and outer
2 mil AL-Kapton, spirally wrapped about booms and trusses.
Function: Insulation to limit heat transfer with sun and space.
9. Design: 22 layers, P.
 
mil AL-Mtylar sandwiched by inner 2 mil AL-Vylar and outer ?
2 mil AL-Kapton, covered exteriors of equipment platforms. i
i function: Insulation to limit heat transfer with sun and space.
10. Design: 22 layers, 1/3 mil AL-Kapton sandwiched by inner 2 mil AL-Kapton and a
outer 3 mil AL-Kapton, covered exterior of Orbit Insertion Motor.
` Function: -High temperature insulation to limit heat transfer with sun and space. 3
11. Design: 10 layers, P. mil AL-Mar sandwiched by inner and outer 2 mil AL-Mylar -
on propellant tanks.. 	 10 layers, : mil AL-Mylar spinally wrapped about e
propellant lines and distribution assembly.
Function: Insulation to maximize tank and line heater effectiveness.
12. Design:. 10 layers, :-mil AL-Itlar sandwiched by inner 2 mil AL-Mylar and outer
2 mil AL-Kapton, on solar array back surface.
Function: Insulates solar array from Spinning platform and provides uniform
solar array temperaturs.
13. Design: Chenglaze white paint on reflector surface.
Function: Provides acceptable temperature for reflector.
14. Design: Chenglaze black paint for equipment compartment interior.
Function: High emittance coating to enhance radiation heat transfer in
compartment interior.
-a
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above freezing temperature.
	 The Orbit Insertion Motor (OIM) is isolated
from its environment with MLI and Titanium thermal
	 isolators, and electrical
heater that operates from launch to orbit insertion is provided to maintain
°	 its temperature within acceptable range prior to its firing.
	 The instru-
ment platform and instruments are covered with MLI except for areas where'
instruments are mounted and areas needed as heat rejection radiators.
	 The
radiators are located on the forward surface and covered with 5 mil silvered-
teflon tape.	 Replacement heaters locating either on the instrument or on
the platform are used to provide operational flexibility.
	 Figure 7.6-4
presents a list of the subsystem equipments together with their appropriate
weight and program heritage.
7.6.5	 Subsystem Analysis/Performance
Thermal analyses were performed to determine the radiator area and
9
heater power required to maintain the instrument and spacecraft equipments
within the acceptable temperature limits listed in Figure 7.6-1.
	 Figure
7.6-5 presents the radiator area required.
	 Figure 7,6-6 and 7.6-7 present
S •	 the heater power required. 	 Figure 7.6-8 presents the spacecraft power
dissipations used in the analyses.
	 Figure 7.6-9 presents predicted solar
array temperatures during interplanetary cruise and on-orbit operations.
Figure 7.6-10 presents predicted typical orbital operation temperatures
for the instrument.
	 Instrument temperature presented if for the orbit
in which the solar vector formed an angle of 45 degrees with the orbit
j	 plane.	 For other orbits with different solar angles, temperature variation}
of slightly different magnitude is expected but at either higher or lower
temperature levels.
7.6.6	 Spacecraft Operational and Instrument Thermal Constraints
The angle between the solar vector and spacecraft spin axis should
be limited to < 60 degrees during interplanetary cruise for proper thermal z	 %
control of the equipments with forward facing radiators (i.e., Communica-
. tion platform and instruments). 	 This limlits the solar irradiation to the
forward facing radiators at 1 AU to similar value experienced at the
#Martian orbit of 1.37 AU.
Three instruments with special ra y
 ators that require only space or ^	
d
space/planet views pose orientation problems; these are the Multi-Spectral
#	 7-78
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aMapper (oq Climatology payload Option 3,Konly), Pressure Modulated Radio
meter, and Frost IR Spectrometer. Tfib MSM, which requires space only
view, can probably be accommodated by having it mounted on a truss that
extends outward similar to that required by the Gamma Ray Spectrometer
(Figure 7.6-11). The PMR and FIS, which can view only space or planet,
can probably be accommodated by having their radiators view the cavity
in the aft-end of the spacecraft per Figure 7.6-12. The aft-end cavity
composes of mainly MLI surfaces and space view. Very little equipment
heat dissipation is rejected to this cavity since all the primary heat
rejection radiators face the spacecraft forward end. Analysis showed the
MLI surfaces in the aft-end cavity at or below the equivalent Martian
surface temperature of about -60°C. It is therefore possible to have
these instrument radiators that can view only space or planet view the
aft-end cavity without compromising their operational performances. 	 a
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7.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
7.7.1 Propulsion Function
f
The Mars Orbiter propulsion subsystem provides impulse and torque for
spacecraft velocity and attitude control during the Climatology and Aeronomy
Missions. Specific propulsion functions include:
• Interplanetary trajectory corrections
• Mars orbit insertion
• Orbit insertion trim, orbit maintenance, spin and attitude control
• Final quarantine maneuver (EOL orbit raising)
In addition, the spacecraft RCS will provide spin torque and nutation
damping when the INTELSAT VI upper stage is mated to the orbiter.
7.7.2 Subsystem Requirements versus Capabilities
A summary of requirements versus capabilities for the subsystem is
provided in Table 7.7-1. Included in this list are the requirements source
i
and the method of compliance verification.
7.7.3 Subsystem Options and Trade Studies 	 j
Analyses were conducted to compare the propellant requirements for
monopropellant and bipropellant subsystems. A baseline configuration was
selected based on the results of trade studies. Factors including complexity,
cost and technical risk were considered in selecting a baseline design.
The results of these studies are summarized in Table 7.7-2.
7.7.4 Subsystem Description
A monopropellant (hydrazine) blowdown system using catalytic thrusters
was selected for all propulsive tasks with the exception of Mars orbit
insertion, which is to be accomplished using a solid propellant motor.
The hydrazine system will operate at an initial pressure of 300 psia over
a 3.0:1 blowdown range. The baseline design is illustrated schematically
in Figure 7.7-1. Major subsystem components include:
Four propellant tanks capable of supplying 135 pounds of hydrazine
each over a 3.0 - 1 blowdown range
A fill and drain module (FDM) for propellant/pressurant loading
(see Figure 7.7-2)
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Figure 7.7-2
TDRSS FILL AND DRAIN MODULE
• A propellant distribution module (PDM) containing latching isola-
tion valves, filters and pressure transducers (see Figure 7.7-3)
• 0.1 lbf thrusters to provide attitude control impulse
• 5.0 lbf thrusters to provide midcourse trajectory corrections,
orbit inclination change for Climatology Mission, and spin control
• A Star 37XF and Star 37N solid propellant motor for orbit insertion
for Climatology and Aeronomy Missions respectively
The subsystem features all welded propellant lines and component joints,
r
and is configured to meet the safety requirements of MHB 1700.7A. Thermal
control of the subsystem will be provided by electric heaters and multilayer
insulation blankets.. Subsystem development cost and risk have been mini-
mized by selecting components that have been qualified on other spacecraft.
A component summary, including weight, power and heritage is provided in
Table 7.7-3.
7.7.4.1 Propellant Tanks
The propellant tanks are 22.0 inch diameter (0,25 wall) spherical
pressure vessels manufactured by Fansteel. They are qualified, and were
flown on the Gemini spacecraft. Internal pressurization (GN 2 ) and space-
craft spin ensure continuous.expulsion of hydrazine. The tanks have the
following characteristics:
i
Volume	 5575 in3
Material	 6AL-4V titanium
Maximum Working Pressure 	 300 psia
Proof Pressure	 500 psia
Burst Pressure	 700 psis	 '1
r
9
Pressurization Control	 Blowdown
i
Weight	 3.6 kg (each)
7.7.4.2 Propellant Pressure Transducers
Two pressure transducers are installed on the PDM to monitor tank
pressure and provide an indication of remaining subsystem life. The trans-
41Fducer is manufactured by Gould Inc. (Statham) and is used on TDRSS and DSP. 	 ?
x
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The unit is considered qualified based on similarity of the Mars orbiter
requirements with previous TRW propulsion subsystems.
The unit consists of a machined diaphragm connected by a force rod
to a cantilever beam where four active thin-film vacuum-deposited strain
gages are attached with electronics for signal conditioning and amplifica-
tion. The integral electronics package of welded construction provides
input/output isolation, voltage regulation, output signal amplification
(to 5 volts), output impedance of less than 150 ohms, and internal single
point calibration for functional checkout and data reduction. The trans-
ducer characteristics are summarized below:
Excitation Voltage 22 - 33 VDC
Output Voltage 0 - 5 VDC
Pressure Range 0 - 400 psia
Proof Pressure 600 psis
Input Current 15 ma max.
Insulation Resistance 100 megohms at 50 VDC
Load Impedance 25,000 ohms
Response Time 3.0 m sec, 10 to 90% with
less than 10% overshoot
Operating Temperature 4.4 to 48.9°C
Static Error ± 0,.8% FS
Total Error ± 1.8% FS
Weight	 0.27 kg
7.7.4.3 Isolation Valve
a
The latching isolation valve is manufactured by Hydraulic Research-
Textron. It is the same as units qualified for use by TRW for HEAO,
FLTSATCOM, DSP, ISEE-C and is shown in Figure 7.7-4.
s	 The valve is a torque motor actuated'desi n with latching forces in	
aq	 9
both the open and closed positions supplied by a permanent magnet circuit.
h	 1
s	 The torque motor is isolated from the fluid by a flexure tube which is
7-101
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also the primary valve spring. The torque motor contains two non-redundant
coils, wound in opposite directions. One coil is for opening the valve
and the other coil is for closing the valve. With the , valve in the closed
position, the armature is held against the closed pole surfaces by permanent
magnet attractive forces. The magnet force is significantly greater than
the force required to deflect the flexure tube from a spring null position
to the closed position.
To open the valve, a do voltage is applied to the opening coil which
establishes a magnetic field in opposition to that of the permanent magnet.
This opposing field diminishes the attraction of the armature to the closed
pole and increases its attraction to the open pole. When the total magnetic
force is reduced to a level lower than the spring force, the armature moves
off the closed poles and to the open poles where it is again retained by
the permanent magnetic forces. An integral position switch is incorporated
for positive indication of poppet position.
The characteristics of the valve are given below:
Weight	 0.27 kg
Operating Pressure	 600 psig (max.)
Proof Pressure, Closed	 900 psig
Proof Pressures, Open	 1350 psig
Burst Pressure	 2400 psig
Internal Leakage @ 600 psig 	 0.5 scc/hr GN2
External Leakage @ 600 psig 	 1.0 x 10 `7
 scc/sec GHe
Cycle Life
	
5000	 12
Operating Temperature
	
40 0 to 150°F
i
p	 Flow Rate	 0.02 1b/sec
Closing Response
	 50 ms (max.)
Opening Response	 50 ms (max.)
Pressure Drop	 36 psid at 0.02 lb/sec
	 y
ti{	
Back Relief Pressure	 700 psid
a-
Li
	 7-103
	
l
7.7.4.4 Fill and Drain Valve
The fill and drain valve, shown in Figure 7.7-5, is manufactured by
Pyronetics, Inc. Valve opening and closing is actuated by turning the
hexagonal nut to advance or retract the poppet. When the edge of the
poppet contacts the valve seat, a metal-to-metal seal is formed. Redundant
sealing is provided by an 0-ring between the poppet and valve body, and a
cap on the threaded end of the poppet. The entire assembly is covered by
an O-ring sealed pressure cap. Hence tho valve exceeds STS safety require-
ments by having three independent seals to prohibit hydrazine leakage.
7.7.4.5 Propellant Filter
Two propellant filters manufactured by Wintec, Inc., are located on
the propellant distribution module. They are capable of removing all
particles larger than 10 microns from the propellant before it passes
through the isolation valves and propellant valves. figure 7.7-6 shows
the filter and its internal configuration.
7.7.4.6 Thrusters
TRW MRE-0.1 and MRE-5 thrusters will be used to provide impulse for
all propulsive functions except Mars orbit insertion. The MRE-0.1 thruster
was qualified on the FLTSATCOM program. The MRE-5 will be qualified for
the GRO (Gamma Ray Observatory) spacecraft. The details of these thrusters
are illustrated in Figures 7.7-7 and 7.7-8.
The basic components of each thruster are the propellant valve, a
head end assembly, catalyst bed, chamber and nozzle assembly, and heaters.
These components are discussed briefly below.
The head end assembly consists of a structural support that serves
as a thermal barrier between the thrust chamber and the propellant valve,
a fed tube and an injector late 	 The feed tube is Grim ed to rovidee	 J	 p	 p	 p
thruster-to-thruster repeatability, and contains a spiral loop to allow
differential thermal expansion. The injector plate is configured to provide
a uniform spray of hydrazine into the catalyst, which contains two sizes
of Shell 405-ABSG catalyst. The upstream bed contains 18 to 20 mesh
catalyst, and the 'lower bed contains 20 to 30 mesh catalyst.
{r
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The thrust chamber, fabricated from i1aynes-25 (L605) is welded to an
L605 nozzle. Screens, also made of L605, are welded into the chamber to
separate the two catalyst sizes, and to retain the catalyst within the
chamber.
The propellant valves are dual coil, dual poppet coaxial design,
incorporating redundant seals and coils. Each of the two poppets has an
elastomeric seal (AF-E-411) and is spring loaded with a fail safe mode
in the closed position. When either coil is energized, a magnetic force
is created between the plunger and valve body, thereby opening the valve.
When the coil is de-energized, the spring returns the poppet to the closed
position.	 The downstream poppet is mechanically linked to the solenoid
plunger, and provides redundant sealing with two seals in series. The
valve inlet incorporates a tube for welding the thruster into the system
and a mechanical joint that is used for ground testing.
Thruster Heaters. Each thruster is equipped with two catalyst bed
heaters (connected in parallel for redundancy) and two valve heaters
(primary and redundant). These heaters are described briefly in the
following sections.
A. Catalyst bed heaters. Catalyst bed heaters are used to provide
increased thruster life and increased "first pulse" specific impulse. The
thrusters utilize the heater design qualified and flown on FLTSATCOM.
These heaters are designed to operate at approximately 15-Vdc, or about 1/2
the bus voltage. In order to utilize the standard bus voltage, pairs of
heaters will be connected in series.
Figure 7.7-9 is a cross section of the heater element assembly showing
the "free standing" element as it is supported by the ceramic mandrel. The
element is, in fact, floating in four holes running the length of the
mandrel and is "stabilized" only by an alumina power which is vibration
packed into the element cavity. Thus, no deflection stresses are generated
as the element expands and contracts over a temperature range of ambient
of 1750oF.	
A
The element wires are welded to gold-plated, platinum transition
1
jumpers, which in turn are brazed to the nichrome sheath wires. During manu-
facture, the element cavity is evacuated and back-filled with dry argon gas.
J
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In order to connect to the spacecraft power supply, the transition
subassembl y as shown in Figure, 7.7 r110 i s' yti l i zed. The key element of
this assembly is the glass header which serves as a hermetic feedthrough
for the conductors. Allen PBX is applied to the Sheath wires and pins 	 i
to avoid any movement and consequent shorting to case. The lead wires
are anchored to the heater assembly via knots imbedded in potting which
transmit loads to the transition tube.
B. Valve heaters. Each propellant valve will be equipped with two
valve heaters (similar to those used on HEAO and TDRSS). Figure 7.7-11
Eshows a cross section of the heater.
7.7.4.7 Solid Propellant Motors
The Mars orbit insertion (MOI) maneuver will be accomplished using
Star 37XF and Star 37N solid propellant motors for the climatology and
`
	
	
aeronomy missions, respectively. Both are part of the Star 37 series of
qualified motors manufactured by Thiokol. Although these engines deliver
different performance, they are mechanically and electrically interchange-
able. The characteristics of each motor are summarized below. 	 s
37XF	 37N
i
Status	 To be qualified	 Qualified. Flown on
for INTELSAT V	 Japanese 'N' L.V.
Average Thrust (lbf )	 9000	 8900
Burn time (sec)	 62.5	 38.3
3
Total pre-burn inerts (kg) 	 64.0	 63.6
Burned-out inerts (kg)	 62.7	 62.0
100% propellant load (kg)	 877	 560	
j
Total impulse	 566,000 lb-sec	 357,500 lb-sec
Specific impulse (sec)	 293.3	 287.8	 a
,
7.7.5 Interfaces
This section provides a description of the interfaces between the
propulsion subsystem and the other spacecraft subsystems.
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7.7.5.1 Telemetry
The following parameters will be available for ground evaluation of
the propulsion system status and performance.
Measurement	 Quantity	 Range
Propellant supply pressure 	 2 analog	 0-400 psia
Latching valve position 	 6 bilevel	 Open/closed
Pressure transducer enable status 	 2 bilevel
Tank heater enable status	 2 bilevel
POM and line heater enable status 	 2 bilevel
Valve heater enable status 	 2 bilevel
Catalyst bed heater enable status	 4 bilevel
FDM heater enable status	 2 bilevel
Temperatures	 26 analog	 -500 to +250°F
7.3.5.2 Commands
The following commands are required to operate the propulsion subsystem.
Latching isolation valve 1 open/close
Latching isolation valve 2 open/close
Latching isolation valve 3 open/close
Latching isolation valve 4 open/close
Latching isolation valve 5 open/close
Latching isolation valve 6 open/close
Pressure transducer	 1 enable/disable
Pressure transducer	 2 enable/disable
Tank primary heaters	 on/off
Tank redundant heaters 	 on/off
PDM/line primary heaters 	 on/off
PDM/line redundant heaters 	 on/off
7-114
a
Valve primary heaters.
	 on/off
Valve redundant heaters
	 on/off
1.0 lb cat. bed heaters
	 on/off
5.0 lb cat. bed heaters
	 on/off
FDM primary heater
	 on/off
FDM redundant heater
	 on/off
• Total 36 commands
7.7.5.3 Power
.Power requirements are summariz -d
 for individual components in Table
7.7-3.	 The subsystem is designed to operate over a voltage range of 22 -
34 VDC. On-rorbit power requirements are TBD; however, it is anticipated
that the mission average power requirement for the subsystem (thermal
control excepted) will be less than 1.0 W.
7.7.5.4 Thermal
Spacecraft interface temperatures for propulsion components are TBD.
Based on previous experience, however, it is anticipated that the following
heater powers will be required for RCS components.
Component	 Watts (@ 28 VDC)
Propellant tanks
	 5.0
PDM	 2.5
FDM	 1.0
Propellant lines
	 10.0
Valve heaters	 3.5
i
Catalyst bed heaters	 1.0	
A
7.7.6 Subsystem Performance Data
f
Performance data for the 5.0 and 0.1 lb f
 thrusters are provided in	 '
Figures 12 and 13.
x
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7.8.1 Subsystem . Functions
The attitude control system is required to orient the spacecraft spin
axis for transfer orbit injection motor firing, midcourse correction using
high-level control jet firings, Mars orbit insertion using the solid pro-
pellant insertion motor, orbit adjustment using the high-level control
thrusters, despun platform pointing for proper orientation of the scientific
instruments, and coordination of spin axis direction, platform phase, and
gimbal angles for pointing of the high gain antenna axis toward earth.
During transfer orbit and trajectory correction maneuvers, medium gain
antennas will be pointed along the positi.ve Z-axis to provide optimum
coverage patterns during this portion of the flight. In addition the _ACS
subsystem is required to control spin rate during all flight phases and
to provide attitude sensing commensurate with the pointing precision
requirements.
7.8.2 Subsystem Requirements
f
	
	
The attitude control accuracy required during each flight phase is
governed by the greatest pointing error allowed for successful engine
firings, communication antenna pointing, and scientific payload orientation.
Table 7.8.2-1 lists these requirements. Spin speeds are adopted to provide
effective compromise:, between structural integrity, thermal averaging,
motor capacility, difficulty of printing upset, propellant conversation
and science payload accommodation.
The baseline Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS), includes the components
listed in Table 7.8.2-2, configured as in Figure-7.8.2-1.
7.8.3 Subsystem Options
f
	
	 Alternatives to the sensor/actuator array shown in Table 7.8.2-2 in-
cludes the elements shown in Table 7.8.3-1. The reasons for the choice
of baseline elements are noted in the table.
7.8.4 Subsystem Requirements
All ACS sensors and actuators, except for the Biax. Drive Assembly,
'
	 i
are mounted on the spinning section of the spacecraft.
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Item To Replace Reason for Not Adopting
Star Tracker Star Sensor Needs added gimbal drive
or else mounting on despun
platform + high-rate com-
putation or data trans-
mission.
Horizon Sensor Earth Observation to No existing type has been
Define Orbit Elements applied in Mars mission --
observable horizon is un-
certain; expected signal
level	 is uncertain.
Tracking Ground Computation Antenna feed on existing
3
Antenna of Earth Direction S/C is not monopulse type.
in Despun Platform Orbit rate is much smaller
Coordinates than coning rate for con-
` scan types.
Earth Sensor Ground Computation Requires new design, addi-
of Earth Direction tional mount to HGA --
_: in Despun Platform would be required only if
Coordinates HGA pointing requirements
were more severe.
E
Table 7.8.3-1
REJECTED ACS OPTIONS
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Figure 7.8.4-1
ACS THRUSTER ARRANGEMENTS
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The sensors include a star scanner, a sun sensor assembly with internal
redundancy, a despun platform fiducial reference (with respect to the
spinning section), and biax drive gimbal axis resolvers. Both star scanner
and sun sensor data are preprocessed, coded, and telemetered to earth for
computation of spin axis pointing direction. Earth commands for phasing
the fiducial reference properly with respect to either the sun sensor pulse
or with respect to any star crossing pulse will maintain proper pointing
of the despun platform. A gimbal angle command history will be parametrically
transmitted to keep the high gain antenna pointed at earth. Spin axis
maneuvers will require a transmitted parametric history of valve selections
and operating times relative to sun-crossing pulse times.
The actuators include the despun motor, the biax assembly drive motors
and the reaction control valve drivers. The valve drivers deliver vaporized
hydrazine to pairs of thrusters to produce either "pure" forces or moments
on the spacecraft. Degraded performance is available by using fewer
thrusters. The thruster configuration includes 8 thrusters of 22 N nominal
thrust (5 pounders) for spin, despin, and axial thrusting both forward and
aft. Another 4 thrusters provide 1.87 N-m transverse moment for spin axis
axis pointing control (0.445 N thrust x 4.2 m moment arm).
+Z	 Z
Spin Up
Spin Down
t
4
y6
p 
t^ 
	
s	 {
This torque level acting in O J sec* pul ses on the nominal spacecraft momentum
yields a minimum pulse--pair motion of about 0.023 deg at 60L, .031 deg at
EOL.	 The low level thrusters will be spaced at 1300 about the spin axis
so as to minimize residual precession following firing of matched pulse
pairs.
7.8.4.1	 Star Scanner.	 The ACS Star Scanner assembly is a BASD type CS-203
modified as for the ISPM mission.	 The modified sensor is a solid state
type, sensitive to stars as faint as 2.2 silicon magnitude at 60 rpm, and
allowing determination of spin axis direction to within 0,017 degrees after
averaging position signals for ten revolutions.
	
The scanner mechanical
layout is shown in Figure 7.8.4-2. 	 A sunshade allowing operation to within
50 degrees of the sun is shown in Figure 7.8.4-3.
	
The unit features
redundant, independent detectors and associated electronics. 	 The detector
array, two isolated "V" pairs, is shown in Figure 7.8.4-4. 	 There are 87
Mars brighter than 2.2 MSi, allowing an average of 6.01 detections per
revolution of a 100 wide swath inclined 47.50 to 57.50 to the spin axis
with an unobstructed field, or 3.43 per revolution with a 43 per cent
obstruction as in the climatology orbit (300 km) near Mars. 	 Only two star
detections per revolution are needed to yield the determination of spin
F	 axis direction to ± .017 degrees three sigma.	 Star magnitudes and crossing
times are averaged on board with respect to sun crossing time as indicated 
by one of the two on board sun sensors. 	 The averaged data is telemetered
for ground station computation of spin axis direction.
7.8.4-2	 Sun Sensor.	 The sun sensors shown in Figure 7.8.4-5 are Honeywell
Rzdiation Center types used on Pioneer F and G spacecraft.	 Their character-
istics are compared with MOS requirements in Table 7.8.4-1.
Value	 Requirement
`	 FOV	 174 degrees	 90 degrees
Range	 .9 - 5.5 AU	 1 - 1.7 AU
Spin Speed	 2 - 85 rpm	 2 ,- 60 rpm
Accuracy°	 2 - 30 minutes	 none (on aspect)
Redundancy	 2 channels	 none
l
Table 7.8.4-1
SUN SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
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7.8.4.3 Wobble Damper. The "linear" damper used as part of the mast mount
on Pioneer is effective in removing momentum transverse to the spacecraft
spin axis when mounted on either the spinning or despun portions of the
spacecraft. Since the damper is designed to respond only to transverse
velocity components, and since these components are identical for the two
parts of the spacecraft, the damper will work equally well mounted on the
despun platform for the climatology mission or mounted on the spinning
shell of the aeronomy mission craft.
To obtain 99 per cent damping of transverse motion in ten minutes
time, the damper must produce torque of
> -400 kq - m2 log 01	 ,r rad	 N-m
600 sec	 80 eg	 0.054 deg/sec
Note that a passive damper will move the momentum vector toward the
spacecraft axis of maximum moment of inertia. It must, therefore, be
restrained during early flight when the spacecraft has a prolate inertial
ellipsoid. During on-orbit operations, the spacecraft configuration
always has its axis of maximum moment of inertia along the spin axis. The
wobble damper is thus effective in forcing the momentum and spin axes into
coincidence following on-orbit maneuvers.
7.8.5 Subsystem Performance
The shuttle deployment mechanism will be required to release the,
spacecraft/upper stage combination to the specifications shown in Table 3
7.8.5-1.
Axial >;pin Rate (Minimum) 	 2 rpm
Tipoff Rate (Maximum)	 .01 deg/sec
Separation Speed (Minimum)
	
3 m/sec (1.0 ft/sec)
Axial Pointing Error (Maximum)	 0.5 degree
0
Table 7.8.5-1
l	 r'
The above specifications will allow MOS spinup to 60 rpm by firing two
22 N thrusters for 7 minutes, 50 seconds start'.ii;I- 100 seconds after deploy-
ment from STS.	 The sequence of events and pointing errors resulting are
shown in Table 7.8.5.2.
Event	 Time	 Spin Speed	 Shuttle Clearance	 Pointing Error
min/sec	 rpm	 m	 deg t
Deployment	 0/0	 2	 0	 .5
Start Spin-up	 3/20	 2	 60	 0.7
Stop Spin-up	 11/10	 60	 200	 1.0
Fire Upper Stage	 45/0	 60	 (established by	 1,0
STS-back-off)
SEQUENCE AFTER DEPLOYMENT FROM SHUTTLE
Table 7.8.5-2
following deployment, the spacecraft/upper stage spin axis will be
moving about a cone of no more than 0.5 degrees about an inertial axis
f no more than 0.5 degrees from ideal upper stage thrust direction. 	 The
more than 30 minutes between end of spin-up and start of upper stage firing
- will allow telemetry of sun sensor pulses and star tracker pulse times
and magnitudes to determine motion parameters and command firing of trans- i
verse jets for preression reduction and/or spin axis direction change.*
22 N thrusters will be fired, if necessary, in pairs to produce nearly
75 N-m torque about the spacecraft transverse axes. 	 At 60 rpm and 60
9
degrees firing angle, a transverse pulse pair will change the transverse
component of total momentum by nearly 25 N-m-sec.	 Total momentum under
these conditions will be nearly 35,200 N-m-sec, so that a maximum duration
pulse pair firing will be equivalent to a momentum vector direction
change of .04 degrees with both longitudinal jet pairs operating, this can
be done every revolution, so that the momentum direction can be changed
At a rate of .04 deg/sec, or less than 30 sec to correct the greatest
i anticipated momentum pointing error with, perhaps, another half minute ,.
This assumes deployment attitude errors require correct ion, and the space-
t	 ^
craft implements two-way communications to facilitate it.
	 This is not the i
baseline spacecraft design.
7-131 i
a
arequired to align the spin axis with the momentum vector (remove the
transverse component of momentum). Jet selection and firing times will
be ground commanded referenced to either a sun-crossing pulse from the
sun sensor or else to a star crossing pulse from the star scanner. At
215 sec Isp for N2H4 , the attitude correction process will consume at most
wf
 = 60 sec x 2 jets x 22 N/jet . (9.80665
kg
	
, x 215 sec)
	 1.25 kg
The spin-up process will require a total impulse of
27r rad1 min
	 2Ht = (60-2) rpm rev
	
60 sec 5600 kg-m
= 34,000 N-m-sec
which with a moment arm of 3.4 m (estimated), corresponds to a firing time
a
of nearly 7 minutes 50 seconds, and a hydrazine expenditure of 9.82 kg. ar
Midcourse attitude maneuvers of up to 180 degrees are performed on
the much lighter configuration following separation from the upper stage
C `~ t	 Y	 Ymotor and may be convenient) combined with the on-orbit attitude maneuver-,;.
ing budget.
Assuming an average 730 kg-m 2
 moment of inertia of the spun portion
of the spacecraft about the spin axis, the nominal p ,
_ilse pair change in j
spin axis direction will be
A9	 = AH 2 pulses x time/pulse x toque
	NOM	 H	 moment of inertia x angle rate	 i
2 x 0.1 sec ,,x 0.44 N x 4.4 m x 60 sec/mirk 	 1800
730 kg-m x 9 rev/minx 2^r ra rev	 x it ra
= 0.033 deg/pulse pair
`	 Using differential firings of matched pulse pairs a resolutionution of perhaps	
'y20% of the above value may be obtained, although that degree of precision
in spin-axis pointing will not likely be required.
# ^'
	
	 The range of values obtained for spin axis angular change based upon
calculated decreases in moments of inertia of the spinning portion, and
a
7-132
 
i
5
i
decreases in impulsive thrust over the course of the mission, are shown
in Table 7.8.5-3.
The decreases in moments of inertia and thrust levels are due to
the expenditure of propellant and propellant pressurization for the 3:1
blowdown-propellant subsystem.
s
The gas consumption for the minimum spin axis direction change will be
Ow 2 firings x impulse/firing
specific impulse
2 x 0.44 N x 0.1 sec5
9.80665 m/sec x
	
sec	 4 . 17 x 10^ kg
The specific hydrazine consumption is thus
t
5
= 4^-3^3 =D 0013	 1ws
	;
,i
Assuming that no more than a total reorientation of five full rotations of
the spin axis will be required during the spacecraft lifetime, the total
hydrazine load for attitude control will be
WT = 1800 x 0.0013 = 2.34 kg
a
_ 1000 k -m2 x 60 - 6.84 rev/min x 2 rad/rev
'	 3.4 m x 215 sec x 9.80665 N/kg x 60 sec min
= 0.78 kg
•
of N 2 H 4 
at 215 sec average specific impulse.
Spindown of the injection configuration to 6.84 rpm will require
another
_	 momentum increment
WSD	 lever arm x specific impulse
ACS propellant requirements are thus assummarized in Table 7.8.5-4.
i
! ^	 1+
"^ +7e'
	 gg
i
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Table 7.8.5-3
CHANGE IN SPIN AXIS DIRECTION
I (DEGREE/PULSE PAIR)
Climatology
Beginning of Mission	 End of Mission
0.054
	
0.017
Aeronomy 0.050	 0.015
Event RequirementIS wf
(kg- in2 ) (kg)
(NA at 215 sec Isp)
Spin Up 2-60 rpm	 5600 9.82
Active Damping 20 repoint	 5600 1.25 a
Spin Down 60-6.84 rpm	 1000 0.78
Spin Axis Repoint 1800 deg.	 730 2.34 ±
Total 14.19
Table 7.8.5-4
3
j ACS PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS
a
{ ^ 3a
r` 1
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7t'1.5.1 Scientific Instrument Pointing and Control. Most severe pointing
x
	
	
requirements for the instrument complement and different missions is shown
in Table 7.8.5-5. These requirements, along with the various sources of
pointing errors, establish the pointing error budget for the system. Since
spin axis determination computations and despun platform phase commands are
performed as ground operations, the error budget for the overall system is
comprised of not only those errors associated with the space portion, but
a	 errors associated with ground processes as well.
For example, spin axis direction can be determined to within 0.017
degrees after averaging star scanners position signals for ten revolutions,
as stated earlier. This value only considers the characteristics of the
star scanner and does not account for other errors that may be associated
with spin axis determination. In order to control pointing of instruments
to 0.080 in roll or yaw of the spacecraft velocity vector, other errors
cannot exceed an rss value of 0.078 degrees.
In pitch, star scanner timing error is 0.017 degrees and despun plat-
form fiducial accuracy is estimated to be 0.01 degrees. Other errors can
then be as great as 0.77 degrees (rss) as indicated in the table.
7.8,5.2 High Gain Antenna Pointing Accuracy. In order to meet the com-
munications link signal to noise and data rate requirements, a high gain
antennapointing error requirement of + 0.75 degree (3 Q) was established
and subsequently used in all link analyses.
Since the error budget associated with pointing of the despun plat- 	 a
form in roll, yaw or pitch provides for a pointing error of not more than
A	 0.08 degrees and single axis gimbal angle error (azimuth or elevation)
is estimated to be no more than 0.15 degrees, the resulting 1 Q, antenna
pointing error is azimuth or elevation is 0.17 degrees as indicated in
Table 7.8-5-6.
F
When both axes are considered, the la pointing error is
Q =v^ Q-^	 O.17)' +^2 0.24 degree
'	 or, within the antenna pointing accuracy requirement.
t	 ^
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8. SYSTEM INTERFACES
8.1 SCIENCE INTERFACES
A summary of requirements for the two baseline missions and how the
spacecraft design meets these requirements is given in Figure 8.1-1.	 Dis-
cussion of the various system performance parameters have been given in
Section 6.3.	 In particular mass properties, data handling and communica-
tions, and pointing accuracy have been detailed. 	 Other comments in thermal,
viewing directions, and specific interface areas follow below.
The guidelines for meeting the instrument thermal requirements are
summarized in Figure 8.1-2.
	
The results of the thermal design meets the
rather broad operating temperature limits of each instrument. 	 However, it
was felt from the beginning that individual
	
instruments could not success-
fully operate if wide thermal fluctuations occurred on an hour-to-hour
basis, even if these fluctuations were within the required temperature
limits.	 This is especially true for optical 	 instruments such as the FPI
in which sizable thermal gradients across the instrument would most
probably make the instrument unusable. 	 Thus an effort was made to keep
thermal swings between day and night to a minimum. 	 For the Climatology
Mission variation was kept to within ±1 0 over any orbit, with long term
drifts over the Martian year somewhat greater. 	 Estimates for the Aeronomy
Mission were more difficult to make because of the wide variations in
eclipse periods.and distance from the planet surface. 	 Under worst case
conditions, the temperature drift over any orbit has been calculated as a
±30C.
The three thermal radiators required for the Climatology Mission pre-
sented additional design problems. 	 The FIS and PMR radiator requirements j
are less stringent than the GRS requirement and this are more easily met.
Since both radiators can view the planet surface we have assumed that
they could also view a spacecraft surface that is at or below the average n
Martian surface temperature.
	
In particular the whole aft end of the space-
craft is covered with multilayer insulation and all heat is radiated out
the upper end and outside surfaces of the spacecraft.
	 Because of the sun-
i
ji
synchronous orbit solar radiation will never enter the underside of the
8-1
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spacecraft. Thus this area wi117 bo at €tor below the surface temperature of
Mars since it views either the Mars surface or empty space. Thus the FIS
and PMR radiators, which face into this region, will be viewing either
space or MLI at a low temperature. Since there is no other source of heat
in the aft region of the spacecraft, and the relative rotation between
radiators and MLI presents almost the total MLI area to the radiators (thereby
minimizing the possibility of local hot-spots), adequate cooling is provided.
An analysis of the GRS cooling requirements is best presented by
reference to Figure 8.1-3. This figure represents the front hemisphere
of the fields-of-view as seen from the center of the gamma ray spectro-
meter. (The back hemisphere is identical.) In the figure, the Martian
surface is shown as the curve 23° below the local GRS horizontal. In the
course of a day the sun follows a line from nadir to zenith and back
again, but is blocked out (eclipsed) by the planet at the same 23° below
the horizontal. In the course of a year the solar track moves back and
forth within the indicated "SOLAR TRACK REGION." The GRS radiator FOV
is shown on the figure with its requirement not to view the planetary
surface or Sun. The problem now is to place the spacecraft within this
figure without appearing in the radiator FOV. Since the GRS has been
located on a 5-meter boom extending out from the despun platform the hori-
zontal extent of the spacecraft is defined by two meridians in this
figure at angles of 28° to the right and 24° to the left. The orientation
of the boom on the despun platform relative to the ram direction deter-
mines where to place the lines of latitude defining the spacecraft loca-
tion. In this direction the spacecraft entends some 46 0 for a 5 meter
boom. Thus to keep the spacecraft as far away from the nadir viewing
direction as ossible and not im 'in a on the r d i nt	 FOV 't	 1	 t dp	 p g	 a  or	 i was oca e
as shown in the figure. In this position it does partially shield the
planet surface from the instrument, although the region to the right is
low in density, being mostly the total extent of the HGA locations. The
- far region to the left is also of relatively low density, containing only
	
3.
the spacecraft skirt and solar cells. In any case, as seen on the figure,
the radiator FOV could be extended down another 5 0 and to left and right
another 20° without viewing either sun or planet. With this increased
area available, perhaps a notch could be made available in its FOV into
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which the spacecraft could be moved, thereby removing the° spacecraft f^om 	 ^-(..	
in front of the planet surface,
The requirement for the PMR to view the Mars polar regions from the
non-polar Climatology orbit has been met by placing the PMR FOV at the edge
of the despun platform, somewhat above its baseplane. For a 300 km orbit
at 92.6° inclination this downward facing angle is 27 0 . With the FOV of
less than 1 0 this look direction is easily met by the PMR placement.
The Aeronomy Mission has stringent requirements to minimize space-
craft interference effects (see Section 4). To meet these requirements
special design efforts were instituted. For example, to achieve low
spacecraft potentials, a significant portion of the spacecraft surface is
covered with grounded conductors and non-conducting material areas are
minimized. Solar coils, having non-conducting surfaces, are placed well
away from the TIMS and RPA entrance apertures. Solar cell distribution
has been made symmetrical to minimize irregularities in electric field
patterns around the spacecraft and backwired to minimize residual magnetic
fields. Outgassing is minimized in the vicinity of the NMS and TIMS to
(	 avoid non-ambient atmospheric contamination. Thrusters are so placed that
	 u
dense-plume regions do not impinge on instruments or obscure their FOV's.
Requirements to point in the ram direction for the NMS, TIMS and RPA
have been considered from two points of view. A straightforward approach
is to rotate the despun platform on command, moving it so that it keeps
within a few degrees of ram direction throughout the periapsis phase of
the orbit. However, such an approach will require continual torquing of
the despun platform based on predetermined attitude data, and will lead
to slight changes in the spin period, possibly affectingdata gathering
and handling for the MAG, EFD, and ETP. Thus, another approach suggests
itself.
i	 3
By rotating the despun platform an
orbit the NMS, TIMS and RPA can be made
For a circular orbit, one revolution pe
mission, would keep the platform always
highly elliptical Aeronomy orbit such a
in keeping the ram direction within the
integral number of times per
to scan through the ram direction.
r orbit, as with the Climatology
pointing exactly ahead. for the
solution would not be successful
±30 0 FOV on the instruments.
a
IA
ii
i
Ea
However, rotating at a rate of two or three times per orbit presents a
viable alternative. In Figure 8.1-4 the pointing angle and pointing angle
errors are shown as a function of time from oeriapsis. The solid curve
in the top half shows the ram direction relative to the local horizontal
for the 150 km by 3 Mars' radii orbit. The broken curves show the linear
increase in angle with time for a constant rotation rate of twice and
thrice per orbit, placing the phase with 0 0 in the ram direction at peri-
apsis. The two solid curves on the bottom show the "mispointing" error.
Note that for the two revolution per orbit case the mispointing error is
within 20 0 for a full hour before and after periapsis. The three revolu-
tions per orbit case matches almost exactly the ram direction near peri
apsis keeping the angular error at less than 5° for the ionosphere phase
of the mission but getting way outside the 30 0 limit before the end of
the ionosheath phase.
8.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
The Space Transportation System puts the spacecraft into low earth
orbit. The spacecraft and the Upper Stage are passengers on the Shuttle
Orbiter.
The interface requiremen1.5 of the Shuttle have been documented:
• JSC 07700, Volume XIV, "Space Shuttle System Payload
Accommodations"
♦ NHB 1700.7, "Safety Policy and Requirements for Payloads Using
the Space Transportation System (STS)"
The facets of the Shuttle most influential to the Mars orbiter
spacecraft are dimensions, weight, data, and safety.
Of dimensions and weight, only the diameter of the Cargo Bay dynamic_
envelope is restrictive. Its diameter is 180 inches. We allow 5 inches
on the diameter for all deformation and deflection on the ap yload side
of the interface. The baseline solar array base diameter is 170 inches,
i
i
i
A
leaving 5 inches for growth of the array.	 J
Length and weight are not critical, as they do not approach the 60
foot and 65000 lb. capability. Of course it is desirable to restrain
these two parameters to permit a shared payload on the Shuttle flight.
a
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Shuttle data capabilities when the spacecraft is on board should be
satisfactory for some simple operations: relay spacecraft engineering data
to the ground; read out the contents of the spacecraft command store; load
commands into the store as required. It may also he desirable for the
spacecraft to execute commands to exercise it through various modes for
test.
However, a most significant requirement is that of Shuttle Safety.
If affects numerous aspects of the spacecraft design, including structure,
N`	 propellant tankage and valving, appendages, and the iRF system. Another
area it affects is that of inhibiting the execution of commands which 	 j
would jeopardize the one- and two-fault tolerant criteria for events which
would be critical or catastrophic to the Shuttle if executed in the Cargo
Bay. We have discussed earlier the proposed spacecraft approach for	 j
satisfying this safety requirement.
With regard to the Upper Stage, the Mission Requirement Documents
offer 	 choice. The spacecraft conc ept of this report is compatible with	
t.`.
	 P	 P	 PP
the SRM-1 rocket motor, and specifically with its implementation as a
spinning solid motor in the Intelsat VI perigee stage. Since this stage
and its ASE have not yet been developed, we have assumed what some of
the properties are:
i
Size: 91 inches diameter, 124 inches long
Propellant weight: 21,000 lbm
Deployment characteristics:
Upper Stage; plus spacecraft are rolled out of the Cargo Bay by
release from the cradle. This gives it both separation velocity
and spin rotation at 2 rpm.
Deployment accuracy: Separated payload maintains desired orientation
within ±2 degrees	 a
Impulse accuracy: ±0.15 percent
t	
,
a
^	 I
r•	 r
Operations
Up to and including deployment from
the Cargo Bay
Spinup from 2 to - 60 rpm
Automatic nutation control: sensing
and thrusting
Electric power to ignite motor
Separation: hardware and actuation
Yo tumbling device, if necessary
Telemetry
Responsibility
Upper Stage
Spacecraft
Spacecraft
Spacecraft
Spacecraft
Upper Stage
TBD
I
i
8.3
	 TRACKING STATIONS
The spacecraft design is based on the following assumptions about
(	 the interface with the Deep Space Stations of the DSN.f
DSN stations assigned to this mission must receive X-band, the only
transmission from the spacecraft.
	 They must transmit S-band, although
S-band transmission is a must only when doppler tracking takes place and
when commands are being sent to the spacecraft.
	
Command loading normally
takes no more than 2.2 minutes, and no more than 35 minutes in emergency;
it is expected to take place perhaps as often as daily, perhaps no more
than once or twie a week.
The doppler tracking based onX-band downlink coherent with the S- ti	 _.
band uplink will be required at various intervals throughout the mission.
During interplanetary cruise and during orbital operations, tracking may
be required on a regular, but not too frequent basis -- perhaps one or
two eight-hour passes per week -- for spacecraft orbit determination.
	 At
other times, particularly before and after trajectory correction maneuvers,
it may be required more continuously.
	 Right at the time of maneuvers,
doppler information must be supplied for a real-time assessment`of the
spacecraft's propulsive performance. 	 Certainly, near continuous coverage
f ^
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will be required in the first weeks of flight, and for t2 days around Mars
orbit insertion.	 1
Note that ranging capability is included in the spacecraft, although
this is not a mission requirement.
The assumed commitment of DSN stations to the project is one eight
hour pass every 24 hours. For purposes of sizing the spacecraft's data
storage and data transmitting capability, it is recognized that scheduling
may not permit the same shift to be used each day, so the assumed maximum
non-tracking period between two tracking periods is 24 hours, not 16 hours.
This is primarily the commitment for downlink reception; as discussed
above, uplink capability is not required for the full eight hour pass
every day, and may not be required at all on some days.
The downlink data transmission capability at maximum range (2.66 AU)
assumes a 64-meter antenna at the DSN station. However, there is no
assumed commitment of a 64-meter antenna at all times in the mission. With
the selected system, it is estimated that the 34-meter antenna would suffice
out to 1.94 AU, nominal, or 1.65 AU, adverse tolerances. (If the maximum
Gaon-tracking period is limited to 16 hours, these ranges are extended to
2.24 and 1.91 AU, respectively.)
Even beyond these range limits, a 34-meter antenna will permit partial
return of data. And when the range is less than the 34-meter limit, the
availability of a 64-meter antenna will permit all data to be recovered
in - 4 hours each day.
Technical details of the interface, for example antenna gains, power
levels, carrier and subcarrier frequencies, etc., are taken from JPL
Document 810-5.
8.4 MISSION OPERATIONS
7
The mission operations must, of course, be compatible with the DSN
support, as discussed in Section 8.3. The two activities must be planned
and scheduled in mutual cooperation. }
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This discussion of mission operations emphasizes the handling and
,treatment of information received from the spacecraft, and the generation
and transmission of commands based on this information.
(	 Emphasis here is on continuing and routine operations. Particular
events such as injection from earth, TCM's and mass orbit insertion,
are treated in Section 3.
4
8.4.1 Information from The Downlink Carrier
Doppler tracking of the downlink carrier provides the following
information:
8.4.1.1 Orbit Determination (Interplanetary). Successively more refined
estimates of the earth-Mans trajectory are deduced as the mission proceeds
culminating in the best estimate of the arrival time and asymptote loca-
tion (B) of the approach to Mars.
8.4.1.2 Orbit Determination (Mars Orbit). Successively more refined esti-
mates of the elements of the orbit about Mars are calculated.
8.4.1.3 Thruster Performance. Doppler tracking permits calibrating and
-a
monitoring the performance of spacecraft thrusters.
8.4.1.4 Signal Strength.. Carrier strength permits monitoring performance
(	 of spacecraft RF output, antenna characteristics and pointing accuracy.<--
t
8.4.2 Telemetry Reception
The telemetry channel of the downlink transmission provides the
F following data:
8.4.2.1 Science Data. Science data, the primary purpose of the mission,
are received and forwarded to the investigators.
8.4.2.2 Experiment Housekeeping. Housekeeping data provide the state of
health of the instruments and are used by mission planners as well as by
the investigators.
8.4.2.3 Spacecraft Performance. Spacecraft engineering data permit
analysis of all subsystem performance characteristics.
8.4.2.4 Attitude Determination. Star sensor data, included in the engi-
neering transmission, permit determination on the ground of the orientation
of the spacecraft's spin axis.
8-12
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8.4.3 Mission Planning
The above information is utilized in planning subsequent spacecraft
t ,	operations.
F
	
	
8.4.3.1 Trajectory Correction Maneuvers. Trajectory estimates (8.4.1.1)
are used to plan trajectory correction maneuvers.
8.4.3.2 Orbit Change Maneuvers. Orbit estimates (8.4.1.2) are used to
plan AV maneuvers to trim, adjust, and maintain the desired orbit at Mars.
8.4.3.3 Attitude Adjustment. Information on the orbit (8.4.1.2) and on
the attitude (8.4.2.4) is used to plan attitude correction and adjustment
operations. For the Aeronomy Mission (and Climatology optional orbit)
this includes the planning of 180 degree flip maneuvers.
8.4.3.4 Propulsion Subsystem. Based on telemetry and the history of pre-
ceeding maneuvers, the state of the propulsion system is assessed period-
ically. Its performance to handle the above propulsive operations (8.4.3.1
5
	 to 8.4.3.3) is planned, and maneuver parameters as calculailled.
8.4.3.5 Despun Platform Pointing. Based on orbit determination (8.4.1.2)
and the scientific emphasis for succeeding orbits (feedback from 8.4.2.1)
the despun platform pointing program is generated. Parameters to describe
this program are calculated. The plan accounts for anticipated attitude
changes (8.4.3.3).
8.4.3.6 HGA Pointing. Based on attitude measurements and planned changes
(8.4,2.4 and 8.4.3.3) and the planned despun platform pointing (8.4.3.5)
the high gain antenna pointing program is generated. (It includes a 3600
"unwind" of the azimuth gimbal once per orbit.) Parameters to describe
this program in terms of azimuth and elevation gimbal angles are calculated.
	
k
8.4.3.7 Spacecraft State. Spacecraft state changes, is necessary, are
planned, based on analyses 8.4.2.2 and 8.4.2.3.
8.4.3.8 Experiment State. Experiment state changes are planned, based
on scientific e,,)nasis to be pursued (feedback from 8.4,2.1) and on experi-
ment health data (8.4.2.2).
8.4.3.9 Tape Recorder and Bit Rate. The program of tape recorder record
(	 and playback cycles, and the bit rates to be employed for these cycles
N
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and for downlink transmission is planned, based on DSN station availability,
,.	
occultation, predictions from 8.4.1.2, and planned science operations
(8.4.3.8).
.a
8.4.3.9 Battery. Occasional battery reconditioning operations are planned.
8.4.4 Commanding
8.4.4.1 Loading. Commands generated to effect the operations implied by
Section 8.4.3 and their appropriate time tags are compiled and sent to the
spacecraft to be loaded.
8.4.4.2 Verification. A command store dump is also commanded. If all
commands check out, they will be left unchanged on the spacecraft for
execution.
8.4.5 Typical Operations Cycles
	
	
ff
iFigure 8.4-1 illustrates typical. 24-hour operating cycles for the
Climatology and Aeronomy Missions. Tape recorder data state (increasing k
during record, decreasing during playback) are indicated, for a non-
.	 x
tracking period of 16 hours followed by an eight-hour tracking period. 	 r n.;
For the Climatology Mission, occultations and night/day alternations are
shown, illustrating the 1.9-hour orbital period. for Aeronomy, the
data bursts associated with periapsis passage (P) are shown, and a possible
occultation near apoapsis.
8.4.6 Automatic 'Fault Response
In addition to the execution on schedule of each command loaded from
the ground, the spacecraft will implement certain automatic fault response
z
f	 routines. These will enable the spacecraft to recover from situations
that demand quick attention or involve loss of the communications links,
up or down.
A list of candidate autonomous actions and the circumstances which
would enable themis given in Table 8.4-1.;
r
f
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8.5 GROUND/LAUNCH
8.5.1 Ground/Launch Operations Requirements
The following launch operations requirements are addressed in subsequent
sections.
• Identify any special arrangements (`support, administrative,
etc.) which are required to support launch operations at
the ELS.
• Specify the activities and time duration and launch site
activation and deactivation.
e Include a description of how the launch site operations
will be managed, scheduled, and controlled.
e Describe the launch operations.
e Identify documentation to be provided.
8.542 Launch Activities
The flow diagram of Mars orbiter spacecraft (MO) launch activities is shown
in figure 8.5-1. The numbers appended to the flow boxes refer to descriptions
of each task that are provided in Table 8.5-1 of the plan. The in-plant activi-
ties assure that the spacecraft is ready to launch when shipped so that the
launch site flow is limited to those tasks necessary to verify that the space-
craft has survived the shipment, perform an additional end-to-end compatibility
test with the ground segment and configure/service the spacecraft (ordnance
installation, fueling,•SRM mating, thermal closeouts). The remainder of the
flow follows the prescribed STS sequence for , payload vertical processing.
The principal facilities to be used at the launch site are the payload pro-
cessing facility (PPF), hazardous processing facility (HPF), spin test facility
(STF), vertical processing facility (VPF) and Launch Complex 39. A central
E	 PPF at the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) will serve as the initial
E
	
	 spacecraft receiving and checkout facility and the ground station for the
EGSE test and checkout equipment used to support all prelaunch functional and
operational interface testing. The HPF is used for fuel loading and pressur-
ization. It is expected that the HPF will be either ESA 60A or a new facility.
The MDAC Delta Spin Test Facility will be used for mating the MO spacecraft
f
	
	
to the I-VI SRM perigee stage. This facility cannot presently support dy-
namic spin balance tests of the mated MO/SRM (weight limitation). Modifica-
tions to this facility or an alternate facility will be available in the re-
quired time frame, if a mated dynamic spin balance test is deemed necessary.
fi	 7
&	 a
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The cargo integration test equipment (CITE) in the VPF will be used for
orbiter compatibility verification. These facilities satisfy the spacecraft
requirements with the possible exception of minor :changes for power, data
lines, etc. Detailed requirements will be provided in the Launch Site Support
Plan MO/STS PIP Annex 8).
The hardline EGSE (spacecraft unbilical console, solar array simulator,
ACS Test Set, etc.) ate set up and validated for the functional test of the
spacecraft in the PPF. The spacecraft umbilical console is moved with Lhe
spacecraft to each facility since it is required to trickle charge batteries.
The remaining EGSE (I&T computer, baseband equipment, .instrument computers,
etc.) are set up and validated in the test control center PPF and remain in
place throughout the launch operations.
8.5.3 Special Launch Support Requian-T nt
The period of launch site utilization is approximately 11 weeks, which
includes receiving and checkout ot'support equipment and post launch ship-
ping preparations. The PPF that serves as the MO test control center is
required for the entire period. The HPF and the STF are required for approx-
imately 1 week each. Use period for the VPF and launch complex is planned to 	 '' r
be nominal but is dependent upon other cargo elements, the orbiter timeline,
etc.
No special or unusual support requirements are identified. Standard
equipment and support requirements are typical of the following:
Cargo lift trailer and tugs for transporting the spacecraft.
• Trucks, fork lifts to support receipt of C-SA shipment.
s Portable crane (10 Ton).
• C-5A landing support.
9 Standard office supplies and reproduction services.
e Propellant cleanliness verification.
i
• Dry nitrogen.
e Coordination by KSC of inter-organizational activities.
Medical facilities.	 't {
Radioactive source control.
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Detailed requirements will be provided in the Launch Site Support Plan NO/STS
PIP Annex 8).
8.5.4 Management of Launch Site Operat_ ions,
The assistant project manager for spacecraft 'integration and test is the
TRW test director for launch site activities. He directs the overall space-
craft activities and is the TRW management interface with ARC, KSC, JSC and
other agencies.
In addition to the launch bar chart schedule, daily schedules are pre-
pared several days in advance .and updated daily if required. These schedules
identify each task to be performed, the responsible individual, and the re-
quired test procedure. Short morning meetings are held to assess the previous
and upcoming days activities. Any problems, conflicts or significant delays
encountered during the day's activities will be reported to management in real
r
time so that appropriate action can be taken. Interface/coordination meetings
S
with other agencies are fully supported. The launch team remains established,
with key personnel available, until 24 hours after launch.
8.5.5 Documentation
All spacecraft launch activities are performed to detailed test procedures
provided to ARC 30 days prior to start of the activity (90 days for propellant
loading). Procedures containing hazardous activities (hoisting, fueling,
ordnance installation and AKM mating and balancte tests are reviewed and the
activities witnessed by safety personnel:, Req-0,r°ements are provided for KSC
preparation of the CITE operations support. Reports are provided to ARC within
60 days of activity completion.
In addition to the documentation of activities that are to be implemented,
an abort recovery plan and abort recovery procedures will be prepared. Four
abort procedures will be prepared for the following conditions: (1) abort
prior to launch, (2) abort to primary landing site, ( 3) abort to secondary
landing site, and (4) abort to contingency landing site. The first abort pro-
cedure is a "back-out" procedure which covers removal of the spacecraft from
the orbiter and return to the VPF. The abort recovery plan will cover the last
three abort cases following the orbiter lanuch. It will identify the support
elements required to recover the spacecraft after a post -flight abort to any of
(^
	
	 r
the specified handing sites. These elements include TRW and NASA contractor
i
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xpersonnel, spacecraft and GFE ground support equipment, and facilities re-
quired at the landing site and upon return to TRW or NASA KSC. The plan
will include a coordinated task flow diagram and integrated schedules for
each landing site. The plan will also specify the relationships and respon-
sibilities of all agencies involved in planning and conducting post-flight
z	 abort activities.
.,
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j	 9. CLIMATOLOGY ORBIT OPTION
9.1 SALIENT FEATURES
9.1.1 Objective
The baseline Climatology orbit is approximately sun-synchronous
after the drift period. Thus the spacecraft's northbound equatorial
crossing is always at the same local time of day (night), and the sou
bound at the same local time of night (day). This is good for tracki
seasonal variations, where you might want to suppress diurnal variati
The objective of the orbit option is to emphasize daily variatic
by having an orbit which is deliberately asynchronous to the sun, and
which the local time of equator crossing progresses through the entir
24 „hours",
II	 a
i 9.1.2 Orbit Description
The baseline orbit (300 km altitude, circular) has an inclination
of 92.65°. This gives a nodal advance rate of 1.0 revolutions per Martian
year, the same as the average angular rate of the sun as seen from Mars.
The optional orbit is also 300 km in altitude and circular, but
it is inclined at 84.69 0 . Instead of advancing, the node line now re-
gresses at a rate of 2.0 rev/14artian year. Relative to the average sun,
	 y
this is a regression (westward progression) of 3.0 rev/Martian year.
9.1.3 Properties 	 }
Some of the geometrical properties of the optional orbit are noted.
The sun aspect angle (SAA) experiences a greater range. For a spacecraft
	
>f
s
whose +Z axis always is directed toward the side of the orbit plane the
sun is in, the baseline orbit range is:
45 0 < SAA<68 0 (after the drift period)
For the optional orbit:
-0* < SAA < 90°
d
The earth aspect angle (EAA) similarly has a range change. With
the +Z axis still to the runny side of the orbits we have
9-1
I
e	 T	 ,
u
baseline: 0°< EAA <105°, approximately
option	 00 < EAA <135 0 , approximately
In this regard, the Climatology orbit option has characteristics closer to
the Aeronomy orbit than to the Climatology baseline.
Eclipse durations for the baseline and optional orbits were presented
and discussed in Section 3. As expected, there is much more variation in
eclipse durations through the orbit option mission. Occultation patterrs
may also vary more.
In addition, there is no preferred "initial" orientation of the orbit
plane relative to the sunline, so there is no drift period at the beginning
of the orbital phase.
9.1.4 Influences
The increased range of SAA's experienced means the array must operate
at a lower areal efficiency than in the baseline. This will cause (when
SAA = 20 0 , and when SAA = q0°) about a 10 percent reduction in the power
produced at those times (there will be 18 such times in a Martian year).
See the discussion in Section 6.1.
It will be necessary for the spacecraft to execute six 180 8 flip
maneuvers in the course of the Martian year to keep the +Z axis on the
right side of the orbit plane. In addition, normal precession maneuvers
must be performed twice as frequently just to keep up with the regressing
orbit plane.
The greater range of SAA's will also make the GRS radiator design
more difficult, as the sun can shine from a greater range of directions,
The expansion of the range of EAA values makes it desirable to have
a greater range of HGA elevation angles at ones command. This can be
mitigated somewhat if EAA's are favored by letting the SAA go beyond 901.
This situation is similar to the Aeronomy Mission. But the frequency of
such operations is now greater because of the greater orbit regression
rate. Near Mars' aphelion, we may not be able to tolerate the further
power reduction at SAA's beyond 90°.
(	 A final influence is the observation that if there is no drift period-'
at the start of orbital operations, then there does not have to be an
6
9-^c J
inclination change maneuver. The 6V which was dedicated to this maneuver
in the baseline ( -.150 m/s) is no longer needed.
9.2 CHANGES TO SPACECRAFT
9.2.1 Solar Array
To compensate for the 10% reduction in power per unit area, the solar
array area should be increased correspondingly. If this is done by extend-
ing the base of the truncated cone, the cone height of 2.08 meters will
grow to 2.25 meters (7 inches higher), and the 4.32 meter (170 inch) maxi-
mum diameter will grow to 4.44 meters (175 inches). This will use up
essentially all the available margin in diameter associated with the base-
lire design..
y	.n
Y
there are two approaches.
to permit operation when
is to mount the HGA higher
peer farther over the edge
its situation to optimize
To accommodate the greater range of EAA's,
One is to increase further the solar array size
the SAA > 90 0 , to favor lower EAA's. The other
or otherwise alter its mounting to permit it to
of the despun platform. We have not analyzed tl
the solution.
The moment-of-inertia ratios will have to be examined, also. In-
creasing the solar array height and raising the HGA can only aggravate
it. Countermeasures will have to be examined, or the method of damping
on the despun platform must be relied on.
The good news is that we do not have to carry as much propellant,
because the inclination change maneuver has been deleted. The bad news
is that, with this lesser propellant on board at pre-MOI, the moment-of-
inertia ratios are further aggravated. (At EOL it doesn't matter; in	 z
either case we must be able to operate with the tanks empty and the plat-
form despun.)
sa
9.3 SCIENCE ACCOMMODATION
The principal effect on science accommodation is in thermal control.
u
With the greater range of SAA's, some experiment thermal radiators will
require a more careful design to exclude the sun from the field-of-view.
It may be tough enough to solve this problem for the baseline; the optional
orbit may compound it.
9-3
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Other major science accommodation interfa es are unchanged. The
measures of Section 9.2 meet the power requirements; the command, data,
and RF link requirements and capabilities are unchanged; and the propul-
sive requirements are reduced. Structural (configurational) changes are
necessary only for subsystem changes -- solar array and HGA -- and do not
~	 affect science performance.
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10. SCIENCE INSTRUMENT COMPLEMENT OPTIONS
is
t
10.1 SALIENT FEATURES
The basic science requiremerts for the various Climatology payload
options have been stated in Section 4. These are shown again as summarized
in Figure 10.1-1. Figure 10.1-2 gives an overview of how the baseline
spacecraft design meets these requirements. Areas of concern include power
for all options, although option Cl is the most difficult, data trans-
mission rate for C3, and thermal radiator accommodation for C3.
10.2 CHANGES TO SPACECRAFT AND MISSION PARAMETERS
The mass increase of up to 20 kg presents no problem for the baseline
spacecraft. Ample margin has been included in the mass allocation as noted
in Section 6.3.1. Should balance or moment-of-inertia ratios become a
problem ballast added near the periphery of the rotating section on the
	 a
c.g. plane could be added. With only minor structural changes a Star
37XE could be used in place of the baseline 37XF providing up to 50% in-
creased total impulse.
Power requirements place a greater strain on the baseline design,
however. The requirement for an additional 18,5 W in option Cl would
consume almost all the margin in this resource and not permit the dual
tape recorder operations mode. Careful study of solar aspect, eclipse
periods, and Mars-Sun distance as a function of mission day might point
the way to increased power availability using some duty cycling of instru-
ments. However, the more straightforward approach is to increase the
area of the array, extending the skirt dormward in the -Z direction. The
effect on mass and moment-of-inertia ratios could, again, be met with the
large weight margins available in the baseline design.
The data handling and communication subsystems have been sized to
accommodate the requirements of options Cl and C2 with no modification
except in telemetry format. However, the higher data rate requirement of
option C3 cannot be met with the baseline design, particularly at the
largest Earth-Mars distances. The data requirement can be met in three
ways. First, by increasing the HGA diameter to 1.5 m adequate margin is
C
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y
assured for all Earth-Mars distances. Such an increase leads to further
P mass increases, greater extension of the antenna mast, etc. The second
`{
{[
k	 option is to reduce the data rate for those portions of the mission when
f K
f
the Earth-Mars distance is greater than 2.3 AU, since the baseline design
`i
	
	 accommodates the higher data rates out to this distance. (The possibility
of doubling the transmitter's power would lead to major design changes in
the whole spacecraft.)
Meeting the instrument FOV, pointin g , and pointing stability require-
ments is within the baseline design with no changes although a horizon
sensor would be desirable for option Cl in which both the UV0 3 and UVHP
require pointing at the forward limb.
The thermal requirements for all options are identical with the base-
line mission and can be met with no design changes. However, on option
C3 the MSM requires a radiator with a clear FOV that does not view the
planet, Sun, or spacecraft. The size of the radiator FOV is, as yet,
TBD so that the difficulty in mzeting its viewing requirement cannot be
fully addressed. However, since the requirement is similar to that of
the GRS boom mounting of this instrument may be necessary. In this case
she pointing stability of 0.08° could present a serious design problem.
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11. SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
There is no aspect of the spacecraft design -- system or subsystem --
which is beyond the current state of technology. For this reason, no hard-
ware research and development program is necessary before program approval
is sought.
There are, however, several areas of analysis where effort can be
devoted to advantage, to advance primarily topics which are generally in
the domain of system engineering.
These topics are outlined in Figures 11-1 to 11-3.
An additional future study area is the methodology of insuring the
execution of events around injection which are time critical to the
spacecraft and to the mission, without violating Shuttle safety previsions.
We have outlined such a method in this report, but it needs to be fleshed
out and tested against detailed Shuttle requirements.
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12. DESIGN DRIVERS
9
Sensitive design points are discussed in the Introduction, under
Section 1.4, Major Study Results.
APPENDIX A
DISCUSSION OF LIMITING COMMUNICATIONS LINKS
i
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Mars Orbiter Spacecraft
Discussion of Limiting Communications Links
1. Limiting spacecraft antennas to despun section
1.1 Exposure
a. From injection until DSN visibility (1 to 8 hours) or until
reorientation, whichever occurs later
b. For TCM's, if it is desired to use EAA L_100 0
 to keep SAA
1000
 for power or thermal purposes (unlikely)
c. In emergencies which radically misorient the spacecraft, e.g.,
executing a wrong precession command
d. At certain times in the C or A missions, where EAA exceeds
1050
 or even 1200 . (But Rere, the HGA is prime.)
1.2 Evaluation
a. is the worst exposure. It takes faith in the ability of the
spacecraft to orient itself based on the sequencer and stored
commands
1.3 Saving
Assume we would have implemented S t and S 4 by an aft omni. We
save an antenna, a diplexer, a transponder, a power amplifier(?),
and having TLM modulation going to two exciters, by omitting the
spinning antenna.
2. Using X-band for the primary downlink
2.1 Advantage
Assuming equal transmitted power and equal spacecraft antenna
size (which reflects two important system constraints) the in-
crease in data rate, using X-band, is 10.5 ± 0.3 dB, or x 11.2.
Added pointing and weather losses may drop this to 9.2 dB, or
x 8.3. This is a tremendous advantage. To put it differently,
if we can just meet the data rate requirements at X-band with
20W and a 1.1 m antenna. then to meet it at S-band would take
Fs
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Any of these combinations would appear to be prohibitive in the
context of the present system design.
2.2 Phase Noise
When operating coherent, there is more phase noise for S-X turn-
around than for S-S turnaround. However, this penalty may be
very small at MOS conditions, and tolerable even if significant.
2.3 Ground Antenna Availability
Every DSN ground antenna of 34- or 64 -m diameter contemplated for
1988-1996 receives X-bend. Not every one receives S-band (or
transmits S-band, either). Thus X-band downlink permits greater
flexibility in scheduling ground stations. Of course, to get
S-band commands in, some time each week, or maybe every day or
every ether day, muster scheduled on antennas accommodating S-
band. The same is true for coherent tracking.
3. Deleting the S-band downlink capability
3.1 Ground Antenna Availability
As just noted, ground antenna availability is not in any way
degraded if S downlink is deleted.
3.2 Spacecraft Antennas
For downlink, 'the HGA (X-band) is superior to the HGA (S-band)
in data rate capability, but it has to be pointed more accurately
toward the earth. This has been accepted in choosing this mode
for the primary downlink transmission of scientific data.
For instances where the HGA cannot be used, and this includes
the entire mission through orbit insertion at Mars after which
the platform is despun, downlink communications depend on using
antennas which have axially symmetric gain 	 Because of the
varied spacecraft attitudes during these phases of the mission,
some of which are statistically indeterminate, the solution we
strive for is one which gives adequate communications capability
over one hemisphere of coverage. Whether this is done via one
spacecraft antenna or more, the comparison between S- and X-band
is the same:
Spacecraft antennas have the same gain
•	 Ground antennas have the same area
To a first approximation, data capability for a given transmitted
power is independent of frequency, under these circumstances, and
S- and X-band have comparable capability. However, because X'-
band is primary for downlink of scientific data via the HGA, we
,tf
A-3
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have chosen 20 W as the transmitted power for X-band, and have
indicated 5 W for S-band. The advantage for X-band is about
C	 a factor of 4. Accounting for a slight lowering of ground station
antenna efficiency and increased weather attenuation at X-band,
the advantage is reduced to, perhaps, a factor of 3. 'Therefore,
as in the case of the HGA, we have the potential for a superior
communication path by using X-band provided antenna(s) can be
selected to provide hemispherical coverage.
We have picked two X-band medium gain antennas, attached to the
HGA mount. For the use of these antennas, the HGA must have its
cone angle gimbal set to 900 , making their patterns axisymmetric.
One antenna is a bi-cone, with a fan shaped pattern emphasizing
coverage at EAA's (earth aspect angles) from 50 0 to 1000 . The
other is a horn with a broad pattern along the spin axis, empha-
sizing coverage at EAA's from 00 to 500.
We have not used a single X-band omni antenna in place of a single
S-band omni, because (1) no such antenna has been developed; (2)
there may be arcing between more closely spaced conductors at
X-band, particularly at 20 W output. Furthermore, we can cover
the desired hemisphere with greater gain (statistically) using
two MGA's.
The critical period for downlink telemetry via the MGA's is when
oriented for Mars orbit insertion.
	 We indicate an EAA of 38
degrees, then, and assuming an antenna gain via the horn of + 3dB
in this direction, the link can carry 16'bps.
	 We consider 16 bps
to be the requirement, although the mission could undoubtedly be
performed if this were lowered to 8 bps.
3.3	 Saving
E
By deleting S-band capability for downlink transmission, the
following elements are deleted from the equipment list:
In the transponders;
S-band power amplifier	 (2)
a
S-band switch	 (1) B
x
Diplexer	 (2)
However we have added one X-band switch and one X-band MGA to
get satisfactory coverage, particularly at MOI, which the S-bandy
downlink system does not provide.
4.	 Deleting Communications to TDRSS and to STS
i
4.1	 Statement of Work	 TDRSS_.	 The SOW has been changed to delete
al l requirements for communications between the spacecraft and
the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).
	 This
recognizes thatc ="	
's
^r
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(a) The DSN transponder we are using may not be compatible
with TDRSS communications; additional communications equip-
ment may be necessary.,
(b) A TDRSS communications requirement might constrain the launch
opportunity in terms of launch time and injection modes
(northbound or southbound)
(c) It might also call for a dedicated spacecraft antenna, and
possibly an S-band power amplifier.
(d) The value of the link is minimal. It could serve only between
deployment from the shuttle and exiting the TDRSS area of
visibility about 20 minutes after injection. During this time,
the chief value of the link would be for diagnosis of injec-
tion stage performance. (If the SC-STS link, next section,
were restored, it would fill in much of this gap.)
4.2 STS
Communications between the Shuttle Orbiter and the separated space-
craft can be implemented using S-band channels. We have decided
to require the spacecraft to accept uplink signals from the
Shuttle, but not to implement a return downlink, although later
analysis may indicate a desirability to add the downlink also.
The pertinent factors are:
(a) We assume that the orientation of the spin axis of the space-
craft plus upper stage at the time of upper stage firing
is established open-loop with sufficient accuracy. This
accuracy encompasses the propagation of the Shuttle orien-
tation error at the time of release of the spacecraft plus
upper stage, and degradations due to tip-off and spin up.
If subsequent analysis indicates that this process does not
lead to sufficient accuracy, then a two-way communication
link is necessary: downlink (SC to STS to ground) to report
on the spacecraft attitude as determined by the on-board
star sensor; and uplink (ground to STS to SC) to insert
commands for the spacecraft to correct its attitude by firing
precession thrusters in pulses. Both processes and the
turnaround on the ground would take place between separation
from the Shuttle and upper stage firing, a minimum of 45
minutes.
Note that this closed-loop orientation control protects
against only the effects listed. The injection error would
still include contributions from thrust vector misalignment
and from upper stage impulse magnitude error.
C
(b) We propose that autonomous spacecraft actions necessary after
separation from the Shuttle will be enabled y both of these
`	 events: "breakwires" triggered mechanically by the act of
I,.
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separation, and an r.f. signal from the Shuttle to the sepa-
rated spacecraft. These two events (one alone is not enough)
will start the spacecraft sequencer, which commands auto-
nomously all actions necessary on the spacecraft until direct
DSN-spacecraft communications are established, 0.5 to perhaps6 hours after injection. The possibility that a downlink
path should also be implemented would be that a return signal
may be desirable to confirm the enabling.
(c) Implementation of these features is as follows: Uplink com-
munications ground to STS to SC) require no change to the
spacecraft r.f. system. It is necessary to verify the geo-
metry to assure visibility of the Shuttle via the spacecraft
omni antenna. Downlink communications call for the partial
restoration of equipment eliminated in Section 3; one S-band
diplexer must be used. This will permit transmission from
the output of the S-band exciter (125 mW) of one transponder
via the omni antenna. This is adequate for the 75 n mi maxi-
mum range during the interval noted.
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